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Curry's (1983) model of learning style framework with

Claxton & Murrell's (1987) adaptations was used to study the

profile of the non-major in a college biology course. The

purpose of the study was to provide empirically derived data

in both a qualitative and quantitative format of the non-

major (both successful and unsuccessful students) to improve

the course. Over 600 students were administered the Learning

Style Profile ((LSP) (National Association of Secondary

School Principals) (NASSP) and the Myers-Briggs Type

Indicator (MBTI) (Consulting Psychologists Press)] to

determine the students' learning styles as a predictor for

success in the course. The MBTI data were compared to

published (McCaulley, 1977) profiles of other populations:

biology majors, science majors and biologists. Using a logit

model, Introversion (I) and spatial ability predict success

with a probability of 0.67 (p<.0005). The profile of the
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male non-major in biology which is most different from male

science majors, by MBTI profile, is ESFP (Extroverted,

Sensing, Feeling, and Perceiving) (p<.001). ESFPs and ENTPs

occur more frequently among unsuccessful students (p<.001).

ISTJs (p<.05) and ISFPs (p<.01) occur more frequently among

successful students. INTJs and INFPs are more numerous among

both biology majors and biologists than among non-majors.

Students who are most likely to score below 60% on the

computer-managed testing system are E P (Extroverted and

Perceiving)(p<.001). The only LSP subscale which showed a

difference between students sho were successful and those who

were not was spatial ability (p<.01). A three-factor

interaction (p<.05) was observed when amount of analytic

skill, question type (lot', high, and image), and correct vs

incorrect answers were submitted to an ANOVA on 96 students

and six questions. Items which measure analytic ability were

classified as spatial ability items. A 9 factor varimax

rotation factor analysis for the LSP established the six item

analytic scale. Canonical correlation shows that the LSP and

the MBTI are related at a level of 0.5 for the first

canonical variate, with verbal risk contributing most to the

relationship between the LSP and the MBTI, with an explained

variance of 24%. Recommendations for course improvement,

following the McComb (1985) Instructional Systems Design

(ISD) model include providing: opportunities for discussion,

for "hands-on" experiences to concretize abstract concepts
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which may require spatial ability, less reliance on recall

of memorized information, less than 92% of the course

evaluation on the computer (multiple choice item). Other

recommendations include providing remediation in some skills,

such as analytic and spatial.

7
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

For many years, science educators have desired the

development of a scientifically literate populace (Fensham,

1987; Flannery, 1987; Gabel, 1976; Hurd, 1986; Walberg, 1983;

Yager, 1986). However, there is doubt that the United

States has the ability to meet the needs of producing a

general work force possessing basic knowledge and skills in

the sciences and mathematics (Bloch, 1987).

The magnitude of the problem was indicated by Jon

Miller, who reported at the 1989 meeting of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) that only

6% of U.S. adults possess the level of understanding of

science and technology needed to function minimally as

citizens and consumers. According to Miller, only one in 18

adults has enough vocabulary and understanding of scientific

concepts to make informed decisions on such issues as nuclear

power and genetic engineering. He continued with "... it is

the college science experience that makes a difference..."

in adult scientific literacy (p. 21). It is therefore

1
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imperative that such courses serve their populations effec-

tively and efficiently.

All students do not go to college. Of those who do, not

all major in science. However, as a part of their basic

education as an undergraduate, students are required to elect

a science course.

Improving college science courses for the non-major

could result in better prepared teachers and better precol-

lege education. Bloch (1987) and Gardner (1985) both call

on college teachers to take the lead in improving science

education at the pre-college level, but neither of them say

how that is to be done. Teachers at the pre- college level

are dependent on college science teachers for their under-

standing of science. Elementary and middle school teachers

may take glasses in the non-major sections in science during

their undergraduate years. Therefore, improvements in the

courses for non-majors would directly affect this population,

who will Sn turn encourage future scientists. 72hus, indirect-

ly, improvement in courses for the non-major will affect

graduate school education in the sciences. Bloch suggests

that current reward systems are at fault. there are no

rewards in academic science for spending time improving

undergraduate non-major courses.

Anything that scientists can do to improve instruction

for the non-major in science would be a great step towards

improving science education. Improvement in the courses for
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the non-major could improve literacy for large numbers of

citizens. (Chapter two includes a review of undergraduate

courses for the non-major in biology.)

Westheimer (1987) writes that, though scientists do not

really want to teach the "unwashed" (meaning the non-major),

special courses in science for non-ma7;ors probably are

needed. He writes about the invention and reinvention of

many of these courses for non-majors in biology across the

country; such courses are difficult to design and frequently

fail in their purpose. Westheimer speaks eloquently of the

need for the individuals who populate these courses to learn

some substantive science - the legislators, the educators,

the lawyers and judges, and the business executives of the

future in America.

Yet there is evidence that courses in science for the

non-science major may not be meeting the needs of their

students. The evidence is fragmented; however, indicators

of segments of possible problems are stated by Robb ("G E's

Walter Robb," 1989). Robb says that Improvement in under-

graduate courses for all students is needed, because even at

the sophomore level, str.aents continue to drop out of science

as a major, even though they have come that far and still

have an interest in chemistry or another scientific dis-

cipline. Perhaps knowing more about the students in a

college science course can help instructors meet student
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needs and thus improve achievement (Carrier & Jonassen,

1988).

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

The purpose of the study was to gather data on learning

styles of students enrolled in a biology course for non-

majors for possible redesign and improvement of the course.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS

Biology 110 - a one quarter biology course for non-major

undergraduate students. The course descriptions can be

observed in Appendices A-E. An acronym (NMBC) for the course

has been developed and will be used throughout the disserta-

tion. (See non-majors biology course.)

Cognitive process - something that the learner does that

has traditionally been called "thinking." A cognitive process

is something the learner does with information after it is

presented. Examples include sequential processing, categori-

zation, memory, etc.

Cognitive science - the interdisciplinary study of how

people acquire and process information and how the human mind

represents information.

Cognitive style - that part of the learning style

paradigm which constitutes cognitive process activity.
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Learning style - the National Association for Secondary

School Principals (NASSP) Task Force has defined Earning

style as "the composite of characteristic cognitive, affec-

tive, and physiological factors that serve as relatively

stable indicators of how a learner perceives, interacts with,

and responds to the learning environment." (Keefe et al.,

198'). Learning style is measured in this study by both the

Learning Style Profile (LSP) and tl'e Myers-Briggs -ype

Indicator (MBTI).

Metacognition - cognition about cognition; thinking

about thinking, or in the case of metalearning - learning

about learning.

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)- an instrument to

describe a person's personality, based on the psychological

type theory of Jung.

Non-major biology course (NMBC) - See Biology 110.

Perceptual modality - ree sensory moeNlity.

Psychological type - a ,:erm defined by Carl Jung (1921)

which describes fundamental differences among individuals.

In this study the term is used synonymously with personality

and is measured by the MBTI.

Sensory modality - also called perceptual modality. A

first hand preference expressed by a learner for instruc-
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tional delivery, across domains of learning. It is not

usually content specific, as in "biology perceptual

modality," but is a generic type of descriptor, used by an

individual, to describe preference for learning - either

visually, auditorially, emotively, or bodily- kinesthetical-

ly.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The literature on scientific literacy contains great

emphasis on knowledge for personal use, such as environmental

problems, societal issues( e.g. genetic engineering), and use

of nuclear power. However, biology courses for non-majors

often emphasize accumulation of biological facts, rather than

scientific literacy outcomes. These courses often provide

a stringently defined delivery format with a single type of

assessment measure (i.e., multiple choice questions delivered

by the computer).

The problem for scientists who design courses for non-

science majors is that the biologists generally do not ha"e

data which quantitatively define the non-biology majors.

Furthermore, the biologists who design the courses do not

have data which qualitatively describe a learning environment

that would promote scientific literacy. Therefore, the focus

of the study was to provide data related to learning style,

and learning environments which could suggest changes in the

courses to more appropriately provide for the non-major.
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;JACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT

An extensive needs analysis was begun at a major mid-

western university in late 1986 to evaluate the introductory

non-major biology course (NMBC), in terms of where revi-

sion/improvement efforts should be directed. The course had

apparently not been evaluated since its inception in 1969.

The instructional design model of business and industry has

been followed in planning for iYzplementation of modern

instructional technologies (Coldeway and Coldeway, 1987;

Dodge, 1987; Kearsley, 1984; Mager, 1984). These models

utilize learner characteristics to design modular instruction

for training.

INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS DESIGN

If the NMBC course is seen as an instructional system

to be redesigned, there are well established models to

follow. A review by McCombs (1986) describes the model used

by business and industry as instructional systems design

(ISD) and lists its many steps for successful instructional

program design. The generic steps for ISD are:

-needs assessment

-specification of broad goals and detailed objectives of

learning outcomes

-development of criterion-referenced tests for assessing

goals and objectives

2)



-analysis of goals and objectives to determine types and

sequencing of skills

-analysis of learner characteristics

-specification of instructional strategies based on task and

learner analysis

-selection of media to implement strategies

-development of courseware based on strategies and media

selected

-formative evaluation and revision of materials

-installation and maintenance of programs

McCombs (1986) states that early examples of the XSD

model are self-paced or individualized instruction, usually

in the form of programmed texts. She states that more

cognitively oriented approaches to steps in the ISD model

have now evolved. She states that while behaviorism and the

focus on outer behaviors formed the earlier theory of ISD,

current theories of learning have evolved away from the

external behavioral focus to a focus on internal perceptions,

cognitions, and motivations. These internal foci compose the

cognitively oriented approaches in today's I3D.

Dick argues, in McCombs (1986), that the most difficult

phase of the ISD model is the "front end analysis"; that is,

the analysis which includes learner characteristics, task

analysis, heirarchical analysis, and job analysis. Dick

continues,
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... there is growing recognition that, first,
the analysis of instructional requirements must
include an understanding ofthe role of the learner
and the teacher in the overall learning process.
Second, the analysis process must include an under-
standing of how knowledge is organized in students'
minds and the role of knowledge in different stages
of learning. Third, analysis procedures must
include a total systems perspective, wherein not
only learning tasks and learner characteristics are
analyzed, but where learning environments and
social contexts are analyzed as well. (p.72)

This study utilized portions of the ISD approach - the

analysis of the learning characteristics of the non-major.

It also examined the learning environments and social

contexts in the sense of describing the sites of the learning

events and the preferences stated by the students for

learning. Learning style measurements of fundamental

perceptions and motivation were also obtained.

Carrier & Jonassen (1988) write that:

Instructional designers, like other educators,
profess the importance of attending to the charac-
teristics of the learners. The Andrews & Goodson
(1980) review of some forty instructional design
models revealed that most advocate some form of
target population analysis. For the most part,
however, individual models do not present a strong
rationale for assessing particular learner charac-
teristics, nor do they prescribe how this informa-
tion, once gained, might be used by designers of
instructional products. Some models advocate the
collection of information about general character-
istics such as general ability or attitudes, while
many recommend that prior knowledge be assessed.
Guidance on how to incorporate knowledge about
learners is typically sparse and often a statement
of the obvious.(p.73)
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Carrier & Jonassen continue with the rationale for the

importance of pursuing identification of learner characteris-

tics because of microcomputing technologies,

Increasingly, microcomputer environments are
becoming multimodal. That is, they can present
information in multiple channels, including audi-
tory, visual, and tactile. . . The first problem
is our incomrlete understanding of the learner. .

. Second, knowing how learner characteristics
interact with instructional treatments provides the
basis for prescribing adaptive treatments. . .

Third, we need to provide empirically verified
prescriptions about (or a model for) how to design
instructional treatments that accommodate in-
dividual differences. (p. 73, 1988)

Claxton & Murrell (1987) write that, in higher educa-

tion, an important question to be asked of any instructional

strategy is whether that effort is consistent with the

learning styles of the students concerned. Consistent with

1.) the importance in instructional design to match new

technology capability and 2.) the cognitive science emphasis

in science education, the need to gather learning style data

became apparent as a part of the needs analysis for the NMBC.

Although there was a large amount of literature available

on pre-college education regarding learning style, it was not

until 1987 that support of this approach in higher education

was evident through the work of Claxton & Murrell.

In the case of the NMBC, learner characteristics in the

form of learning style variables have been identified and

students' performance in the course has been correlated with

their learning styles. These data are available to form the
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baseline for experimental studies when, or if, new teaching

formats are implemented.

COGNITIVE SCIENCE OR COGNITIVE PROCESS APPROACH

The learning style approach is emerging from cognitive

process identification in learners (Henson, 1984). In

contrast to Piaget (1972), who discussed developmental levels

as prerequisites for curriculum design, and to the behavior-

ist tradition of B.F. Skinner, this study uses the cognitive

science approach.

Champagne & Hornig (1987) state that there are two forms

of cognitive science: information processing and construc-

tivism. The information processing approach is older and

passive, similar to comparing a learner's brain to a computer

in which data are manipulated. In the information processing

approach, the emphasis is on the things going into the

learner's brain, the "input" and on the things coming out of

the learner's brain, the "output." The constructivists

focus on what happens inside the learner after information

is "input," rather than on the actual structure of the

"input" or analysis of the "output." Constructivists seek

to actively engage the learner in meaningful learning. The

constructivists direct attention to the step between input

and output of information, the "cognitive process." diSessa

and Ploger (1987) write that the cognitive approach to

science education is a rather recent event and that truly
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useful interactions between cognition and science education

have occurred for less than ten years.

The constructivists focus on the condition within the

learner, which involves several concepts, one of which is

metacognition. Another is prior knowledge, but since this

study did not assess prior knowledge as a condition for

current achievement, only the metacognitive aspects of

constructivism will be discussed. While Ausubelian theory

stresses prior knowledge as a prerequisite for meaningful

learning, learning style theorists suggest that an equally

valid prerequisite for learning to occur, meaningful or rote,

is a learner's preference for learning conditions (Keefe,

1988, & Dunn, 1984), which could be called "prior

preference." These "prior preferences" could be in the way

the learner prefers information to be presented, or could be

preferences in the social and environmental milieu of the

class situation.

The NMBC was built on the behaviorist tradition of B.

F. Skinner, whose technology of teaching drove programmed

instruction. The NMBC utilizes a form of modularized

programmed instruction known as the audiotutorial approach

which was developed by Postlethwaite (Postlethwaite, Novak,

& Murray, 1972). Behavioral objectives are the foci for

learning. The NMBC has very little variation on the one

theme: recall of information presented on an audiotape.

34
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RELATED LITERATURE

Douglass (1979) has shown that students' achievement in

three units (genetics, evolution, and mitosis) within a high

school biology course was significantly higher when instruc-

tion was presented in each student's preferred learning

style. Reviews by Claxton & Murrell (1987) and Dunn (1980 and

1984) on pre-college learning style are replete with examples

indicating that when instruction is matched to learners'

preferred learning modes, motivation, and achievement in-

crease.

Designing instruction at the college level based on

learning style profiles has rarely been done and never for

an entire course. While previous studies have examined up to

1200 post high school vocational students (Gable, 1986), a

college population such as students in a NMBC has not been

so characterized. However, some data exist on the learning

preferences of college students by the personality component

of learning style. Roberts (1982) surveyed community college

first quarter freshmen to determine their most and least

preferred instructional methods. Roberts found that the

majority of students (14 out of 16 personality types clas-

sified by the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator) least preferred

audio instruction when given these choices: audio, demonstr-

ations, diagrams, discussions, field trips, labs, lectures,

motion pictures, pictures/slides, programmed instruction,
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readings, small group work, symbols, and tutorials (Table

1) .

Tobias (1982) has stated that instructional strategies

and methods do not make a difference in student learning;

rather it is the macroprocesses, or cognitive processes

engaged by the instruction,which make a difference. She says

that wlien one instructional strategy is demonstrated to make

a difference, it is not because of the different strategy,

but because it engages a specific cognitive process. More-

over, when two or more instructional strategies are shown to

be equal in student achievement, it is probably because the

two strategies engage the same cognitive process. In order

to determine if Tobias's claim is correct, two things must

be done. One is to measure student cognitive processes;

another is to analyze cognitive processes required for

achievement and compare those elements. Both were attempted

in this study.

THE LEARNING STYLE PROFILE

The Learning Style Profile measures learning style in

three domains: cognitive, affective, and physiological/envi-

ronmental. It was the only instrument found by this

researcher that attempted to measure cognitive processes in

addition to affective and physiological/environmental prefer-

ences, all of which are described by Keefe (in Henson, 1984)

as important dimensions of learning style. An amplification
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TABLE 1.1

MOST PREFERRED AND LEAST PREFERRED MEDIA
OF EACH PERSONALITY TYPE AMONG

335 FIRSTTERM COMMUNITY COLLEGE FRESHMEN

ISTJ

No27(8.1%)
Labs
Demonstra-
tions

Lectures
Audio

ISTP

N.14(4.2%)

Demonstra-
tions

Labs
Audio
Discussions

ESTD

N19(5.7t)
Demonstra-
tions

Role Play-
ing

Motion Pic-

tures/TV
Audio

Programmed
Instruction

ESTJ
N.51(15.2%)

Lectures

Labs
Demonstra-

tions

Audio
,Small Group
Work

ISFJ
Ne31(9.22)

Discussions
Tutorials
Symbols
Audio

ISFP

N26(7.8%)
Demonstra-
tions

Role Flay-
ing

Labs

Discussions
Lectures

ES FP

Ne32(10.02)
Small Group
Work

Motion Pic-
tures/TV

Programmed
Instruction

Readings

ESFJ
N.46(13.7%)

Labs

Tutorials
Audio
Lectures

INFJ

N7(2.It)
Tutorials
Pictures/
Slides

Symbols
Audio

INFP

Ne16(4.8%)
Discussions
Lectures
Readings
Audio
Motion Pic-
tures

ENFP
Nwil(3.3%)
Small Group
Work
Discussions
Readings
Symbol,.

Diagrams
Audio

ENFJ
Nw15(4.5%)
Readings
Field Trips
Audio
Discussions

INTJ

N.1(2.7%)
Readings
Tutorials
Pistol Trips
Audio

INTP

NwII(3.3%)
Tutorials
Readings
Audio
Small Group
Work

ENTP

Nw6(1.8%)
Discussions
Readings
Audio
Demonstra-
tions

Rots Pray-
ing

ENTJ
N.I4(4.2%)

Demonstra-

tions
Readings

Discussions
Audio

Hotr: Most preferred media are In regular type.
Leas, :referred media are in itaZios.

Roberts (1982)

3
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of the tri-dimensional model of Keefe was used in this study:

the multi-dimensional model of learning style by Curry

(1983), with an adaptation by Claxton & Murrell (1987). (See

Figure 1 for a diagram of the Curry model with Claxton &

Murrell's adaptation.)

INSTRUCTIONAL PREFERENCE

(Curry, 1983)

SOCIAL INTERACTION

(Claxton & Murre11,1987)

INFORMATION PROCESSING

(Curry,1983)

PERSONALITY

Figure 1. Learning Style Framework

36

(Curry,1983)
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THE CURRY FRAMEWORK OF LEARNING STYLE

Curry (1983) writes that a technical reorganization of

learning style constructs is needed in order to find an

empirically testable model, a model with established psycho-

metric standards. She cites the confusion that abounds in

the literature regarding definitions and conceptualization

of the learning style idea. This confusion has impeded

progress in the use of the learning style paradigm, if there

is such a paradigm. Curry has organized various studies into

a framework that she presents as a testable model. Curry's

model, presented here, is used in this study because data

from all of the layers of the onion model contain variables

collected by either the Learning Style Profile or the

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator in this study. Table 2 lists

Curry's components of learning style and the various members

of each of her components as collected by instruments used

in this study. Table 2 also lists components of learning

style according to Claxton & Murrell (1987).

INSTRUMENTS TO MEASURE THE CURRY DIMENSIONS OF LEARNING STYLE

One instrument used in this study to measure learning

style was the Learning Style Profile (LSP) produced by the

National Association of Secondary School Principals (Keefe,

Monk, Letteri, Languis, & Dunn, 1986). The LSP measures the

two outer layers of the Curry model and the social interac-

tion layer of the Claxton & Murrell Model. The other
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instrument used in this study was the Myers-Briggs Type

Indicator (Consulting Psychologists Press, 1987) which

measures the personality dimension of learning style, the

inner layer or "core" of the onion model.

TABLE 2
FRAMEWORKS FOR LEARNING STYLE HYPOTHESIZED AND TESTED

Curry's Claxton & Murrell's LSP & MBTI*
Components Components

(1983) (1987)

Cognitive
Personality Personality MBTI
Style Analytic

Spatial

Information Information Discrimination
Processing Processing Categorization

Style Sequential
Processing

Memory

Social Interaction

Instructional Instructional

Grouping
Mobility
Posture

Visual
Format Preference Auditory

Manipulative
Study Time
Verbal-Spatial
Posture
Sound
Lighting
Temperature

*LSP=Learning Style Profile
MBTI=Myers Briggs Type Indicator

4U
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HYPOTHESES

1. Psychological types of non-majors in biology are different

from those of majors in biology.

Null: There is no difference in the distributionof psycho-

logical types, as measured by the Myers-Briggs Type

Indicator, among the non-majors in Biology 110 and among

student majors in biol.,gy (McCaulley, 1977).

2. Non-majors in biology have different psychological types

than majors in science.

Null: There is no difference in the distribution of psycho-

logical types, as measured by the Myers-Briggs Type

Indicator, among the non-majors in Biology 110 and science

student majors (McCaulley, 1977).

3. Non-majors in biology have different psychological types

than biologists.

Null: There is no difference among the distribution of

psychological types among non-majors in biology and biolo-

gists (CAPT Atlas of Type Tables).

4. Students who are successful in biology, as defined by

achieving a final cumulative test score on the computer-

41



managed testing system of 60 or greater, have different

learning styles than students who are not successful.

Null: 4.a) There is no difference in the distribution of

psychological types, as measured by the Myers-Briggs Type

Indicator, among the students who score 60 or greater on the

computer-managed testing system and the students who score

less than 60.

Null: 4b.) There is no difference in the mean scores of

learning style, as measured by the 23 subscales of the

Learning Style Profile, among students whose final cumulative

test score is 60 or greater and among students whose final

cumulative test score is less than 60.

5. Cognitive processing skills, as measured by the earning

Style Profile, will predict student ability to answer ques-

tions which demand that skill.

Null: There is no relationship between a student's score in

cognitive processing skills, as measured by the Learning

Style Profile, and the student's score on questions which are

perceived to demand that skill.
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6. The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, as the personality

component of learning style according to Curry (1983),

predicts information processing and instructional format

(portions of the Curry model) as measured by the Learning

Style Profile.

Null: There is no predictive ability of the Myers-Briggs

Type Indicator towards information processing or instruc-

tional format.

ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions underlie the study:

1. Students were honest and conscientious in completing

the instruments.

2. The constructs targeted for measurement by the

instruments are fundamental to learning and can inform

instruction in biology.

3. Administration of the MBTI as a take-home assessment

did not bias the results of the study.

DELIMITATIONS

1. The study was limited to those students enrolled in

General Biology 110 at The Ohio State University Winter

Quarter, 1988.
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2. Testing was completed within one class period for

the Learning Style Profile and one week for the Myers- Briggs

Type Indicator.

LIMITATIONS

1. The instruments used to detect learning styles are

self-report pencil and paper measures.

2. The population 6f Biology 110 is self-selected;

i.e., students select Biology 110 as either an elective or,

usually, because their college major requires a five hour

science course.

3. The gathering of learning style information was

restricted to two instruments.

4. The Learning Style Profile has not been nonmed on

an adult population.

5. The comparative populations may have differed in

ways not known to the researcher.
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OVERVIEW

This dissertation includes five chapters.

Chapter One provides a rationale for the study, includ-

ing importance of the study, statement of the problem,

problem statement, and background of the projec, Also

included in Chapter One are hypotheses, assumptions, delimi-

tations, and limitations.

Chapter Two contains a review of the literature and is

reported in three sections. The sections cover the status

of science education at the undergraduate level for non-

majors, learning style importance in higher education, and

studies in science and in higher education which have used

the learning style approach. Chapter two includes work of

other MBTI researchers, some of which describes the learning

style preferences by psychological type.

Chapter Three consists of the research design and pro-

cedures. They address the overall design of the project,

background of data collection, data collection procedures,

and statistical analysis procedures.

Chapter Four presents the study's results. Descriptive

statistics are presented for each instrument followed by

correlations, regressions, canonical correlations, and factor

analysis.
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Chapter Five contains a summary, conclusions, implica-

tions for course improvement, and recommendations for future

research, based on the findings.

4



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The literature reviewed for this section will be pre-

sented under the following headings:

(1) The Status of Undergraduate Science

Education

(2) Learning Style Importance in Education

(3) Studies in Science and in Higher Education in

Which the learning Style Approach was Used

(4) Summary

THE STATUS OF UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE EDUCAT7.0N

An implicit goal of biology courses for non-majors in

college is scientific literacy (Meleca, 1973; Skavaril,

personal communication). It is understood that any such

course is likely to be the students' only (or last) exposure

to formal science learning. Peterson & Jungck (1988)

believe that "an unrealistic approach to science learning has

metastasized throughout biology courses" at the undergraduate

level (p. 14). They report that textbooks are dry and

25
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static, lectures push information to students who have become

junkies for mythical 'scientific facts," (1938, p. 14).

The "metastasis" that Peterson & Jungk identify has

occurred between the systems of higher and pre-college edu-

cation, according to some. Dykstra (1987) and Cronin,

Charron & Espinet (1987) state that biology education in

colleges today, especially in science classes for non-major

undergraduates, differs little in the character, flavor, and

emphasis on factual information, from the dF.ta on pre-

college science presented in the comprehensive Project

Synthesis (Harms & Yager 1981). Project Synthesis reported

that the curriculum in science classes is 90 percent one

textbook alone: instruction is predominantly by the lecture

method. Hurd writes, in the biology education portion of

Project Synthesis, that "an analysis of existing programs at

the secondary level (middle/junior high and senior high

school) reveals that discrete knowledge, in and of itself,

continues to be the emphasis of all programs" (1981, p. 22).

He continues, "the emphasis has been on vocabulary and

narrow course objectives," (p. 20) that goals for teaching

science for the majority of states were "facts, concepts,

principles." (1981, p. 20). Further, (p.20) "Compared with

acquiring information, all other educational goals are seen

as of minor importance."

Blystone (1987) reports, in fact, that the greatest

overall threat to science education is the temptation to be

4d
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current in the content of modern college introductory biology

textbooks. Textbooks become larger and larger every year;

in the 1950s, the average was around 600 pages; in the

1980s, around 1200 pages. Blystone says that students are

bombarded by endless scientific terms that have little appeal

to non-science majors. Wivagg (1987) states that, in

effect, we have anational biology curriculum because of a

lack of diversity in textbooks. The national curriculum

exists in the monolithic encyclopedic biology textbooks that

freshmen undergraduates are presented for a one-quarter

course of study.

UNDERGRADUATE COURSES FOR THE NO:' -MAJOR IN BIOLOGY

As stated in chapter one, Westhoimer (1987) writes that

courses for the non-major in biology are invented and re-

invented. He cites the neel to focus on the very groups that

probably, according to McCaulley (1977), outnumber scientists

at the ballot box and in the legislature - the educators,

lawyers, and judges and the business executives of the

future. The difficulty in designing courses for non-majors

lies in differences between these science non- majors and

science majors in motivation, interest, and learning style

(McCaulley, 1977). McCaulley states that differences in

science majors and non- science majors are not in learning

aptitude or intelligence.

4z)
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Carlson (1981) writes that it is clear that biological

education for non-majors has failed to meet the general

public's need for knowledge. He says that "Potential leaders

benefit little from the standard course for non- science

majors...abstract principles of nucleic acid chemistry,

Mendelian laws, mitotic divisions...are remote and quickly

forgotten by students if they are not...tied to students'

experience" (1981,`p. 440). Recommendations .rom Carlson

indicate that both content and presentation format need to

be reformed. For instance,' at large universities, where

there are separate courses for the scienoe major and the

non-science major, the content of tho conroe for the major

is usually departmentally mandated, whereas the content of

courses for the non-science majors may be of little concern

to the biology department. Faculty members who teach the

non-majors course may be assigned to these courses as a

punishment for poor scholarly productivity (Carlson, 1981).

Carlson continues,

The course is usually out of favor with the rest of
the faculty, who perceive nonmajors as lacking the
capabilities and enthusiasm that biology majors (have)...
Yet few biology majors will be among the lawyers,
business executives, legislators, ministers, consumer
activists, and journalists who will shape and decide the
values and laws that govern the applications of biology
to the individual and society, (1981, p.441).

Carlson is not proposing that learning opportunities for

non-majors be individualized or small group in large univer-

sities; he acknowledges the fiscal reasons for large lecture

5u
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formats. Yet he states that opportunities should be provided

for students to discuss the material they are trying to

learn. He suggests that undergraduate students, rather than

graduate students in biology, be trained to be teaching

assistants for college credit. He has designed such a

program in his setting and he describes how it works. The

basic idea is that students who are motivated by receiving

college credit for being a teaching assistant, rather than

students who are amotivated (graduate students in biology),

take an interest in providing one-hour discussion sections

with twenty or fewer students. They tutor and go over

notebooks which are required.

Carlson emphasizes the need to differentiate the learning

environment between the introductory courses for the majors

and for the non-majors. The nonmajors, he says, "would

clearly suffer in a course that . . . places a heavy emphasis

on problam-solving activities" (1981, p. 449).

Dean (1978) lists several principles that are important

in considering working with nonmajors in biology. 1.)

nonmajors are not, by definition, less able than majors. 2.)

Nonmajors forced to take biology against their will often

lack motivation. 3.) The course for nonmajors should not

consist of an introduction to courses they will never take.

4.) No one can "cover" biology in a quarter, semester, or

year. 5.) The relationship of biology to the concerns of the

students as human beings, citizens, and thinking people must
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be more explicitly addressed than in other biology courses.

6.) The population in classes for non-majors is likely to

be more diverse in ability than in classes for majors. 7.)

"Facts are not enough" (1978, p. 565).

In summary, the writings of Westheimer, Carlson, and Dean

give a clear picture that teaching non-majors in biology is

difficult, costly, and different than teaching majors. All

of them point out the importance of recognizing the future

jobs of the non-majors and the ultimate importance of this

group in affecting scientific literacy for the citizens and

in affecting legislation about scientific issues. The need

for opportunities to interact among the students was

emphasized by Carlson.

PO ANC IN 'UC: 4

Claxton & Murrell (1987) produced a succinct review of

the use of learning style in college teaching. They wrote

that, though the idea of learning style may draw the atten-

tion of faculty and administrators in a compelling way,

learning style has not yet significantly affected educational

practices in higher education for many reasons. Some reasons

are that 1.) Different writers use the word "style" to mean

different things 2.) Higher education emphasizes research in

the disciplines rather than the teaching and learning of

those disciplines and 3.) The concepts of issues surrounding

5 ra
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learning style are poorly framed and the characteristics

associated with it are difficult to assess. (1987, p.1).

Claxton & Murrell (1987, p.1) cite Curry's onion model

(Figure 1 and 2) as a framework which is useful to describe

learning style. Curry's model is used in this study because

all of the layers of the onion model, which represent

various aspects of learning style, are measured by instru-

ments used in this study. The "outer layers of the onion"

(instructional format, information processing, and, for the

Claxton & Murrell adaptation, social interaction) are

measured by the Learning Style Profile (ISP). The "core of

the onion" (personality) is measured by the Myers-Briggs Type

Indicator. Curry's framework for learning style organization

is based upon internal consistency scores of tests which

measure learning style components. She says that tests which

measure personality, such as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator

and'Witkin's Embedded Figures Test, have higher internal

consistencies than tests which measure information processing

or environmental components. Curry examined 40 tests which

measure components of learning style to determine which tests

had highest internal consistencies. She then organized the

tests by the three components in the model: personality,

information processing, and instructional format.

Claxton & Murrell, as well as Curry, describe the

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator as an example of the personality

model portion of learning style, the core of the onion

r ,
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model. The description of the Myer-Briggs Type Indicator

(MBTI) which follows is according to Claxton & Murrell.

MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE INDICATOR (MBTI)

The MBTI is an instrument used in applying Jungian

theory in education, counseling, and business. Jungian

theory states that there is consistency and order in

seemingly random variations in behavior when one considers

the different ways in which people prefer to take in

information (perception) and the ways in which they choose

to make decisions (judging function). Jung states that

persons can perceive the world in two distinct ways (sensing

or intuition) and that people use two distinct and contrast-

ing ways to reach conclusions (thinking or feeling). Jung

also describes a person's attitude toward life as judging

or perceiving (not to be confused with perception or the

judging function). Lastly, Jung describes the way persons

direct energy as either being outward (extraversion) or

inward (introversion).

Myers and Briggs developed an instrument which measures

a person's preferences within the dichotomies described by

Jung. The preferences exist on four scales: Extraver-

sion versus Introversion (E-I), Sensing versus Intuition

(S-N), Thinking versus Feeling, (T-F) and Judging versus

Perceiving (J-P) (Figure 2).
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A. The Sixteen Preference Tyras on the Type Table

Introversion

Extraversion

Sensing Intuition

ISTJ

ISTP

ESTP

ESTJ

ISFJ

ISFP

ESFP

ESFJ

INFJ

INFP

ENFP

ENFJ

INTJ

INTP

ENTP

ENTJ

Thing .___
Taming
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Judging

Perception

Judging

B. Location of the Four Scales Within the Type Table

Extraversion/Introversion Sensing/Intuition

I E

I I I

I S I N
I I I

Thinking /Feeling
Judgment/Perception

I I
I I

I TI F I TI
I I_

I I

2X

J

P

J

2x

Figure 2. Diagram of the Myers-Briggs Type Table (Gable,1985)
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The E-I scale measures the direction of a person's

preference, or energy and interest toward the outer world of

persons, actions, and objects (E) or toward the inner world

of ideas and concepts (I). The S-N scale measures the

person's preference toward perceiving the world through the

realities of experience taken in by his or her five senses .

(S) or for perceiving the world by inferred meanings and

possibilities (I).

The T-F scale measures a person's preferences for whether

or not s/he relies more on logical order or more on personal

values in making judgrents. Finally, on the J-P scale, the

preferences are characte_Azed by a person's tendency to

desire closure by planning and controlling events (J), or by

being flexible, waiting to see what happens and by reacting

to events with spontaneity (P).

Jensen (1997) (Table 3) presents the relationship of MBTI

type and learning style. Claxton & Murrell cite studies that

demonstrate a relationship of MBTI profiles and learning

styles. For example, in one study by Lawrence, sensing and

judging correlated with order, thinking with endurance, in-

troversion with achievement, intuition and perception with

autonomy, and feeling with nurturance (p. 14). In another

study by Lawrence, perception is linked with tolerance of

complexity as well as impulsiveness. Extraversion correlated

with talkativeness, sensing with gregariousness and intuition

with artistic qualities and liking to use the mind (p.14).

5u
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TABLE 3

MBTI
TYPE AND LEARNING STYLES*

ZXtrAVOr3iOn (E)

Es learn best in situations filled
with movement, action, and talk.
They prefer to learn theories or
facts that connect with their
experience, and they will usually
cone to a more thorough under-
standing of these theories or
facts during group discussions or
when working on cooperative
projects. .s tend to leap into
assignments with little "fore-
thought," relying on trial-and-
error rather than anticipation to
solve problems.

Sensory Perception (S)

Sys learn best when they nova from
the concrete to the abstract in a
step-by-step progression. They
are thus at home with programmed,
modular, or computer-assisted
learning. They value knowledge
thit is practical and want to be
precise and accurate in their own
work. They tend to excel at
:manning facts.

Thinking Judgment (T)

Is are most motivated when provi-
ded with a logical rationale for
each project and when teachers
acknowledge and respect their
competence. They prefer topics
that help them to understand
3y3C4113 or cause-and-effect
relationships. Their thought is
syllogistic and analytic.

Judgment (J)

Js tend to gauge their learning by
the completion of tamo: reading

"x"-amot.nt of booxs, writing "x "-
amount of papers, or making "x "-
amount of reports. They thus
prefer more structured learning
environments that establish goals
for them to meet.

Introversion (I)

Since Is may be more quiet and
less active in the classroom,
teachers may feel the need to

press them into taking part in

group discussions. Such pressure,
however, will often only increase
their withdrawal. Teachers need
to respect their need to think 'In
relative solitude, for that is how
they think best. Is will be more
willing to share their ideas when
given advance notice. This will
allow them tine to think about how
they will become active in the

classroom.

Intuitive Perception (N)

Na tend to leap to a conceptual
understanding of material and may
daydream or ant-out during drill
work or predominately factual
lectures. They value quick
flashes of insight but are often
careless about details. They tend
to excel at imaginative tasks and
theoretical topics.

Feeling Judgment (F)

Is are most motivated when given
personal encouragement and when
mown the human angle of a topic
Fs think to clarify their values
and to extablish nc;wvrks of
values. Even w001 their
expressions seem syllogistic, they
usually evolve from Song
personally held belief or value.

Perce9tion (P)

P: tend to view learning as a free-
wneeling, flexible quest. They
care less about deadlines and the
completion of tasks. They prefer
open and spontaneous learning
environments and feel "imprisoned"
in a highly structured classroom.

'Jensen (1987)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Summaries of studies by Lawrence (1984) are presented in

Tables 4, 5 and 6.

McCaulley (1977) writes that Jungian theory can help to

explain the differences among the majors and the non- majors

in science. She says that MBTI type theory can help explain

that some people are "science-minded"; these are the types

more likely to enter science. Gable (1985) (Table 7) presents

data which show distribution of types within occupational

groups. According to Gable's data, research scientists are

100% an an indication of which types are "science minded",

by McCaulley's definition.

McCaulley says that science types are probably outnumber-

ed at the ballot box and in the legislature and that scien-

tists might feel that society does not appreciate, or even

rejects then'. On the other hand, she says that type theory

can help scientists to understand that for nonscientists,

"logic does not speak for itself" and it is not enough "to

discover simply for the joy of discovery" (p.117). Thus,

there is much that each group can learn about the other to

facilitate cooperation and understanding. Campbell's (1986)

study (Table 8) determined which learning format was prefer-

red by each MBTI type. These studies indicate that people

with different learning styles and personalities prefer

different instructional modes.



TABLE 4

LEARNING PREFERENCES ASSOCIATED
WITH SINGLE DIMENSIONS OF MBTI TYPE*

tctraversion

-talking, dist:WSJ=
-psychomotor activity
-working with a group

Sensing

-tasks that call for carefulness,
thoroughness and soundness or
understanding

- going step-by-step
- tasks that call for observing
specifics
-tasks that call for memory of
facts

-pract..al interests

=acing
-logical crganization of teacher
-objective material to study

Judging

-mark in steady, orderly way
-.formalized instruction
-prescribed tasks
-drive toward closure, completion

Introversion

-reading/verbal reaxoninS
-time for internal processing
- working individually

Intuition

-tasks that call for quickness of
insight sr^ in seeing relation-
ships

- finding own way in new material
-tasks that call for grasping
general ooncepts
-tasks that ball for imagination
-intellectual interests
(independent of intelligence)

-reading

Feeling

-personal rapport with teacher
-learning through personal rela-
tionships

Perceiving

-work in flexible way, follow
impulses

-informal problem solving
- discovery. tasks

-managing emerging problems
1122271221127128211182221112227122200222=8211882281122118222222223311222822222221111**118

'Lawrence, G. (1984). synthesis of learning style research involvias
the MNI. Journal of Psycholomical_Tvoe, S, 2-15.
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TABLES

LEARNING PREFERENCES ASSOCIATED WITH
MBTI TYPES BY FUNCTION COMBINATIONS

ST Types

- demonstrations
-labs
- television
- having a plan and sticking to

NE' Types

- learn through personal
relationships
- dislike impersonal,
didactic instruction

- highly value faculty feedback
- value student enthusiasm
- low-frictionstudent-led
discussions
- opportunities to be creative
and original

BF Types

-student-led demonstrations
or presentations

-instruction with personal
it involvement

- television
- films and audiovisuals
- having a study schedule

W Types

-organized teacher lectures
-self instruction
- reading
- systematically organized
courses

*Lawrence,G.(1984). A synthesis of learning style research
involving the MBTI. Journal of Psychological Tvpq, A, 2-15.

bu
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LEARNING PREFERENCES ASSOCIATED
WITH TWO-LETTER DIMENSIONS OF MBTI TYPES*

ES Types

-reading
-self-instruction
-courses that put
own initiative

-working on group

-meetinr: a lot of
-opportunities to
and original

me on my

projects

people
be creative

IS Types

-demonstrations
-labs
-computer assisted instruction
- films, audiovisual aids
- facts, facts and more facts
-dislike independent study

EN Types

- television
-reports to class on topics

selected by students
-scheduling my time
-having a schedule and
sticking to it

-orderly work on goals set
in advance

IN Types

- serious reading
- tutorials
- independent study
-systematically organized
courses

S P Types: Structured exploratory observation, hands on

_S J Types: Structured didactic, sensory rich instruction

N_P Types: Low structure, inductive instruction_

N _J Types: Moderate to high structure "serious" instruction

*Lawrence, G. (1984). A synthesis of learning style research
involving the MBTI. Journal of Psychological Type, 1, 2-15.
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TABLE 7

DISTRIBUTION OF TYPES WITHIN OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS

Occupations ST
Preferences (%)

SF NF NT

Accountants 64 23 4 9

Bank Employees 47 24 11 18

Sales, Customer Relations 11 81 8 0

Creative Writers 12 0 65 23

Research Scientists 0 0 23 77

Medical Physicians 34 19 26 21

Dentists 27 23 19 31

Gable (1985). p. 32.



TABLE 8

LEARNER POSTTEST MOST AND LEAST PREFERRED METHODS, TECHNIQUES
AND DEVICES BY MITI DOMINANT FUNCTION GROUPINGS
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THE LEARNING STYLE PROFILE

The Learning Style Profile was developed by The National

Association for Secondary School Principals (NASSP) because

of limited instrumentation to measure the wide variety of

learning style constructs. The NASSP formed a Task Force to

develop the instrument, which became available in 1986. The

test was normed on a grade 6-12 population of 5,000 students.

The NASSP states in the Examiner's Manual that the LSP is a

first-level diagnostic tool. It is recommended to be used

with follow-up when results from the LSP may be unclear. The

technical manual recommends longer tests which are more

reliable than the few items for each construct on the

profile. For example, if a student, or groups of students,

shows weakness in analytic ability,and analytic ability is

a desired skill for a course, the Technical Manual recommends

the Embedded Figures Test (EFT), for individual administra-

tion to older children, adolescents, and adults. The Group

Embedded Figures Test (Witkin, Oltman, Raskin, & Karp, 1971)

it; available for group administration to adolescents and

adults.

The LSP is a second-generation instrument; i.e., it was

created from items which researchers had already found to

measure constructs in the learning style domain. The LSP is

based on the idea that learning style is composed of cogni-

tive, affective and environmental/physiological elements.
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Ferrell (1988) writes that since the LSP is a new instru-

ment, its potential value is still to be documented by its

users. She states that no normative data exist for special

populations, and such data must be established. She further

states that since each learning style subscale is measured

by only a few items, that reliabilities and therefore

interpretations of results should be approached conservative-

ly. Table 9 lists the subscales and descriptions of sub-

scales measured by the LSP. Figure 3 is a sample LSP computer

printout of an individual student.

66
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TABLE 9

LEARNING STYLE PROFILE SUBSCALES (Keefe, 1988)

1. Analytic Skill - the capability of identifying figures
concealed in a complex background field.

2. Spatial Skill - assesses two generally recognized com-
ponents of spatial reasoning: pattern recognititon and
spatial rotation.

3. Discrimination Skill - the capacity of focusing attention
of the required dimensions of a task and avoiding
distractions.

4. Categorization Skill - assesses variations in categoriz-
ing behavior.

5. Sequential Processing Skill - refers to a learner's
capability or bias for processing information in a
step-by- step, linear fashion.

6. Memory Skill - is based on the cognitive style of
leveling vs sharpening. Sharpeners show strength in
differentiating new information from old; levelers do
not.

7. Visual Perceptual Response - characterizes the learner
who tends to respond to new information in a visual or
pictorial fashion.

8. Auditory Perceptual Response - characterizes the learner
who responds to new information in an auditory or listen-
ing fashion.

9. Emotive Perceptual Response - characterizes the learner
who responds to new information in terms of its feelings.

10. Persistence Orientation - is the willingness to
behavior beyond the required time, to withstand
fort, and to face the prospect of failure.

11. Verbal Risk Orientation - measures a student's
ness to verbalize, to speak out, and to state
even if others disagree.

12. Manipulative Preference - characterizes the learner who
likes "hands-on" 'earning activities.

13. Early Morning Study Time Preference (STP) - characterizes
preference for studying and learning in the early
morning.

sustain
discom-

willing-
opinions
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14. Late Morning Preference STP - characterizes preference
for studying and learning in the late morning.

15. Afternoon Preference STP - characterizes preference for
studying and learning in the afternoon.

16. Evening Preference STP - characterizes preference for
studying and learning in the evening.

17. Verbal-Spatial Preference - loads with the cognitive
factors (1-6) in the factor analysis. This subscale
assesses a learner's preference and conceptual orienta-
tion for dealing with verbal or spatial tasks.

18. Grouping Preference - measures individual preferences for
whole cuass, small group or dyadic learning groups.

19. Posture Preference - characterizes learner preference for
formal or informal study arrangements and related body
postures.

20. Mobility Preference - describes learner tendency to move
about and take breaks while studying, or to work until
the task is finished.

21. Sound Preference - Characterizes variations in reacting
to auditory stimulation. Some learners have a need for
quiet, while others use moderate background sound as a
screen against other distractions.

22. Lighting Preference - describes a learner's need for
higher or lower levels of illumination.

23. Temperature Preference - Characterizes a learner's choice
to study in a warm or cool setting.

6'e'



THIS PROFILE IS FOR: Jane Doe

Birtiulte: 8/5/00 leg: F
pate: ./12/86 School: 0

Skills -- General approach

Score
Analytic 52
Spatial 64
Discrimination 48
Categorization 47
Sequential 57
Memory 63

Weak

46

Grads: 11 Racal:
Clamp 20'

to processing information

Perceptual responsesinitial

Visual
Auditory
Emotive

Score Weak
59
41
48

Average
XXIXX

I IXXXX
XXIXX

XXXx I 1
I XXxX I

POCXX

Strong

response to verbal information

Average Strong
MOON

XXIXX

Orientationsandpreferences--
Preferredresponsetostudy or instructional environment

Score Weak
Persistence 54
Verbal Risk 51
Manipulative 44

Study Time:
Early Morning
Late Morning
Afternoon
Evening

Average
I I XXXX
I XXIXX

xxXx I

Strong

45 I
I XXXX

40 I XXIn
50

I I -----LJUOOI_______J57 I I I XXXXI

Score
Verbal-Spatial 52 Spatial
Grouping 31 Small
Posture 39 Informal
Mobility
Sound
Lighting
Temperature

52Stillness
62 Quiet
34 Dim
35 Cool

High Neutral High
I XXIV
I XXIXX

XXI
I XXIXX
I

I t XX.
I

XX

Verbal
Large
Formal
Movement
Sound
Bright
Warm

Consistency score: 1 Normative sample: 1986 -- National
NASSP--National Association of Secondary School Principals,
Reston, VA

Figure 3. Learning Style Profile Computer Printout

6 6
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STUDIES IN SCIENCE AND IN HIGHER EDUCATION IN WHICH THE
LEARNING STYLE APPROACH WAS USED

Gable (1985) states that accountability issues are

forcing educators to critically evaluate their programs for

effectiveness, efficiency, and excellence. Her study

involved a population previously unstudied: health occupation

students. Twelve hundred students enrolled in fifteen health

occupational fields and three educational settings wen.:

administered the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. Gable found

significant differences in the sensing/perception preferences

of the health occupation students, between occupational

programs and in different educational settings. FurtheL

differences occurred in the biographical items. Thus, group

membership in various health occupations was significantly

predicted by learning style preferences and biographical

information. Gable suggests that her findings can be used

to improve curriculum design, instructional processes and

evaluation procedures.

Daon (1986) studied students enrolled in a BASIC L'nput-

ing course in college. He determined that changes occurred

in individual learning styles for the majority of the

students during the course. Students engaged in Deep

Processing when situational demands became more complex and

when they had apparently "automated" low-level computer

programming skills. A positive correlational relationship

was found between Deep Processing and academic achievement.
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Individual background was found to be a determinant in the

use of a particular learning style by the student. Learning

style processes, identified at entry, were better predictors

of success in the course than was (previous) student achieve-

ment.

Sharma (1987) reviewed cognitive styles implications for

computer science classes. Her exanples have implications for

other laboratory sciences. She reviewed studies by Tillmar.

(1979), Hoffman and Waters (1982), Bozeman (1978) and Stevens

(1983).

Tillman (in Sharma, 1987) sugvsts a differentiated cur-

riculum: that analytical students be a'-signed all of their

problems for the course on the first day of class and be

allowed to progress at their own rate, whereas the heuristic

thinkers may require a more structured and formal teaching

technique. Analytic problem solvers, according to Sharma,

utilize a structured approach to decision-making and attempt

to reduce problem situations to a core of underlying causal

relationships. heuristic problem solvers emphasize common

sense and intuition, and use the trial-and-error method and

fer4b; -1c to adjust the course of action chosen. Hoffman and

Watt. (in Sharma, 1987) work 14tilized the Myers-Briggs Type

Indicator. They suggest varying instruction for the in-

dividual student whose profile is Extroverted-Intuitive-Per-

ceiving (EN_F). For example, they suggest instruction with

more i teraction among students including group work at the
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computer; use of frequent question-discussion sessions;

pop-quizzes to keep learners on task and to promote competi-

tion, greater planning and organization of time for learning;

and provision for relaxation/quiet times scheduled prior to

and during breaks. No significant interaction has been found

to occur between personality types and the drop-out rate when

this extra amount of attention is given to the students with

the Extroverted-Intuitive-Perceiving personality type. The

key, according to Sharma, is not to let them get discouraged

and fall too far behind.

Sharma cites research of -thers which shows that analytic

thinkers outperform heuristic thinkers in task performance,

assuming all other factors are equal. She continues wits

Stevens' (in Sharma, 1987) observations that field-

independent persons had significantly higher scores in

instructional computer science courses taan field-dependent

students. The field-dependent person's perceptions and

activities tend to be global and to focus on the total

environment, whereas the field- independent subjects' percep-

tions, on the other hand, are analytical and are not dominat-

ed by the prevailing field. Sharma's review includes

Bozeman's (in Sharma, 1987) findings that Extroverted-

Perceiving (E__p) types overwhelmingly tended to drop out of

computer tasks.

Tanenbaum (1981) investigated the relationship between

high- and low-structured materials with field dependent or
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field independent high school e-udents (n=248) in studies in

nutrition. She designed the high-structured materials in a

logical order using a deductive sequence which required

written answers to convergent questions. The low-structure

materials presented identical information in a random order

which required inductive sequencing and written answers to

divergent questions. The experiment tested whether or not

achievement of secondary students varied when materials were

presented in congruence with their learning style or when the

materials were dissonant to it.

Tanenbaum found that field-dependent students achieved

significantly higher scores after using the high-structure

method; field-independent students achieved significantly

higher s'_res after using the low-structure treatment.

Douglass (1979) determined that, for 3 units, when high

school biology students were matched by learning style, and

when materials were structured toward their learning style,

they were more academically successful in learning biology.

Students with strong analytical or strong global thinking

strategy benefit the most from instruction geared toward

their preference. Douglass's population of students (n=627)

was administered a battery of tests to determine their

learning style. She was most interested in providing at

least one alternative for students who may not process

information in a sequential or linear way. Douglass's

results showed that materials structured for the analytical
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or field independent learner enhanced student learning

significantly. Moreover, materials structured deductively

(globally for the field- dependent learner) enhanced these

learners' performance significantly as well. Douglass

concluded by stating that, before embarking on a similar

journey, teachers must first decide if they are sufficiently

committed to individualized instruction t- develop two sets

of instructional materials for their students.

Kern and Matta (1988) found that intuitive-feeling (NF)

students performed less well than did sensing-thinking (ST)

students in a computer course. They suggest that sensing-

thinking individuals perform better in a self-paced environ-

ment and that this performance is consistent with charac-

teristics of their type. The sensing-thinking types prefer

working with objective information and pay great attention

to detail. They also tend to be better qualified at making

decisions regarding the pace and sequence of instruction.

Kern and Matta suggest that the intuitive-feeling individual

might require some kind of human intervention to supplement

the computer environment, by giving this student guidance in

the sequencing and pace of instruction.

SUMMARY

The NMBC was initially designed to provide individualized

instruction. However, the idea of individualization in

1989 is different than it was in 1969, when the course was
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designed. Today the idea of individualization is based more

on learning style preference than it is on self-paced

instruction because scme learners have more difficulty than

others with regulation of self-pacing. Learning style

literature contains evidence that one learning track alone

may not reach all the learners. Multiple opportunities may

need to be available for pathways through learning materials;

multiple levels of support via human interaction may also be

needed.

Because institutions of higher education are predomin-

antly consumer-oriented, provisions should be made to give

the students instruction in more than one mode to accommodate

their learning styles. At the very least, instruction should

vary within a course so that learners will have opportunities

to learn, at least part of the time, in their preferred mode.

In summary, the literature on learning style and its use

in higher education suggests that measuring learning style

is a way to begin to recognize and accommodate individual

differences in learners. Some literature seems to be directed

toward helping students with computer achievement. Computer

programming courses may have parallel cognitive demand in

analysis and synthesis with introductory science courses,

i.e., certain topics must be mastered before others make

sense. Sharma's review of Bozeman (1978), Daon (1985),

Hoffman & Waters (1982) and the research of Kern & Matta

(1988) all present A.ta from studies that used the learning

7,1
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style approach with students. They all say that because of

individual differences in student learning styles, teachers

need to be more aware that some students may need more

support than others to prevent them from dropping the course.

Douglass' and Tanenbaum's studies demonstrate that, when

preferred learning style is accommodated, achievement in-

creases. The computer course studies cited in this chapter

suggest that the skill-building and orderliness of progres-

sion with detail requirements may not have been a workable

mode for students who possessed certain learning styles.



CHAPTER III

RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

This chapter is organized into five sections:

1. Overall design.

2. Description of Biology 110, the non-majors biology

course (NMBC).

3. Identification of student learning style, which includes

the methodology used for part one of the study. Descrip-

tions of the two instruments, Learning Style Profile

(LSP) and Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) are

included in section three.

4. Formation, structure, and organization of the three data

bases from which the results were gathered.

5. Statistical procedures used in the data analysis

OVERALL DESIGN

An extensive needs analysis was begun in late 1986 to

evaluate an introductory biology course for non-majors at The

Ohio State University. Factors reviewed, external to this

study, included Bio-Learning Center use, recitation atten-

dance, and examination of modular units of instruction in

the computer-managed test system.

54
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To begin a portion of the needs analysis two things were

done by this researcher: one, the modular units were examined

to determine the unit in which students were having the most

difficulty (the unit with the lowest mean score). Two,

informal irterviews with former students determined that some

students loved the course while others hated it. A high drop

out, withdrawal, and failure rate exists in the course:

approximately 20-25% of the students who enroll and take at

least one unit test do not successfully complete the course.

The research design included identification by learning

styles of some of the students who do not complete the

course. Data collection occurred as early as possible after

the quarter started.

This study involved the identification of learning

styles of students in the NMBC, a course taught by the

audiotutorial format to approximately 3500 students per year.

Curry, in Claxton & Eurrell (1987), describes per-

sonality factors as the core upon which all other learning

style variables are built. (See Table 2 in Chapter I for a

description of which factors, as described by Curry, are

measured by each of the instruments: the Learning Style

Profile (LSP) and the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI).

See Figure 2 in Chapter II for a description of all the LSP

subscales. Chapter II also includes a description of the

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator.)
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According to Curry (1983), information processing and

instructional preferences build upon the personality core.

Six subscales classified as cognitive skills are

assessed by the LSP: analytic, spatial, discrimination,

sequential processing, categorization, and memory. Three

subscales classified as perceptual modalities are assessed

by the LSP: visual, auditory, and emotive. The remaining 13

subscales are considered physiological/environmental. (See

student printout of the LSP in Figure 3 for example of how

all variables are reported to an individual). The MBTI

assesses eight personality dimensions described by the

Claxton & Murrell (1987) and the Curry (1983) learning style

paradigm, the paradigm which constitutes the learning style

framework used in this study.
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DESCRIPTION OF BIOLOGY COURSE FOR NON-MAJORS

The course in biology for non-majors was designed in

1969 from state-of-the-art data available on individualized

instruction. Biology 110 was implemented in this mode in

1969 (Meleca, 1973). The course has had modifications over

the years; the current delivery format is similar in some

ways to the course as it was designed in 19E9. In other ways

it is quite different. For example, a computer-managed

testing component was added in the 1970s., Currently, all

student assessment is done by computer. Another change was

the removal in 1986 of slides to accompany the audiotape

instruction and inclusion of a vilnial component provided by

the textbook.

The objectives of the program, as designed in 1969, are

taken from Meleca's article:

1. To endow undergraduate students with scien-
tific literacy by means of individualized
instruction.

2. To prepare biology and biology-related majors
for upper-division work in subdisciplines of
biology.

3. To give the learner an education in biology
that stresses inquiry and the process of
science and is based on principles that will
stand the test of time (1973, p. 193).

No data were located that show a revision of the objec-

tives of the program in the Bio-Learning Center since the

inception of the course in 1969. Biology majors do not
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currently take the course; special courses are now available

for them. However, it is not clear that program objective

2, listed above, is not still a focus of the course.

DESCRIPTION OF BIOLOGY 110 (NMBC)

The description of Biology 110, which follows, is taken

from the 1988 Annual Report of General Biology. Biology 110,

ggigril,Eigiggy, is a 5-credit hour course presenting an

in-depth introduction the important basic concepts and

principles which tend to unify the study of living organisms

at various levels of organization. The course is offered all

four quarters of the academic year. Biology 110 is approved

for basic education requirements (BER) for students in the

college of Arts and Sciences. The course is also available

for credit by exemption. Biology 110 may be taken as an

elective by a student wishing to fulfill a 5-credit natural

science requirement. There are no prerequisites for Biology

110.

Biology 110 is taught by the audiotutorial method, and

involves 10 tape-recorded units, of whicii each is integrated

with a corresponding group of laboratory experiments. This

instructional component is delivered in the Bio-Learning

Center (BLC), where students may work at their individual

paces, given the requirement that the student must complete

at least one unit of study per we.:k. In addJtion, the
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student is required to attend two, one-hour conventional

recitation section meetings per week, where specific problems

can be discussed.

All testing in Biology 110 is accomplished in the Gen-

eral Biology Testing Center through the Bio-Computer Managed

Instruction (Bio-CMI) computer program operating under the

Phoenix System on the computer of University Systems Computer

Center. The required textbooks for Biology 110 are The World

of Biology by Davis and Solomon (1986) and General Biology

Ioabcratory Manual by Eberhard (1985). The syllabus, calendar

and instructional objectives for each of the ten units are

presented in Appendices A-E.

IDENTIFICATION OF STUDENT LEARNING STYLE

SUBJECTS

The subjects were enrolled in the UMBC during Winter

Quarter, 1988. The population of students was 1053 as listed

on the third week class rosters. The population of students

who took only the LSP (N=922) and the population of students

who took both instruments (N=673) were both analyzed separ-

ately. (In the case of both instruments, some students who

dropped the course and who never actually took a computer-

managed test (N=27) were evaluated ftsr their learning style.)

Students were administered the instruments dicing the first
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two weeks of class, so all students who took both instruments
.

were still enrolled through the second week.

TEST ADMINISTRATION PLAN

Two instruments for measuring learning style were the

Learning Style Profile (LSP) produced by the National As-

sociation of Secondary School Principals (NASSP) (Keefe et

al, 1986) and the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), produc-

ed by the Consulting Psychologists Press (1977). Both in-

struments were administered during Winter Quarter, 1988.

During the first week of the quarter, the LSP was adminis-

tered during the recitation period. Students were given the

opportunity to refuse to take the LSP; however, bonus points

were given as motivation to participate in the research. (An

explanation of these special bonus points can be found in

Appendix B). The students present at recitation sections

who volunteetred (N=922) to do so were given the Myers-Briggs

Type Indicator to take home and complete by the following

recitation meeting time, the next week. Seven hundred and

sixty nine students returned the MBTI for an 83% response

rate.

Myers and McCaulley (1985) state that "The MBTI has no

time limit..." (p.8). Several authors have used the survey,

mail-out design for administration of the MBTI (Campbell,

1986; Shylo, 1985; and Weade, 1984). Steele (1986)
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administered the MBTI in alas.; over a four day period for a

total of une and one half hours.

Bonus po4_nts were given to -lach student for completing

either the LSP or the ABTI or both. Students received results

from the learning style profile in a computer printout format

(Figure 3, k. 46) and written explanation (Appendix G). The

meaning of the profile and of learning style was explained

in a seminar which war; offered near the end of the quarter.

INSTRUMENTATION

Learning Style ProfUe

The Le; .ning Style Profile (LSP) (Keefe, et al., 1986)

administered to the bio_)gy students measures 23 subscales

of research-based style elements which are classified into

cognitive affective, and physiological/environmental do-

mains. Learning style is a composite of these elements that

'ernes as a relatively stable indicator of how a learner

perceives, interacts with, and responds to the learning

environment.

The LSP contains 126 items divided among 23 subscales.

The LSP internal consistency reliability estimates for each

sub-scale measures from 0.47 to 0.76, with an average of

0.61. (Over 5000 students field tested the LSP in grades o -12

to determine those reliabilities (Keefe, et al, 1986)).

Reliability estimates (Cronbach's Alpha) reported by the
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NASSP and for the non-majors in Biology 110 are presented in

Table 10. Thc range of reliabilities for the non-major is

0.35-0.89 with an average of 0.68.

TABLE 10

LEARNING STYLE PROFILE
SUBSCALE RELIABILITIES

Cronbach's Alpha

Number
Subscale of Items

Grades
'Biology Non-major

6-12 I Undergraduate

n I Alpha n I Alpha

Analytic Sill 5 4,852 .56
i

922 .64
Spatial Skill 5 4,967 .60 922 .39
Discrimination Skill 5 5,131 .51 922 .59
Categorizing Skill 8 3,702 .74 922 .74
Sequential Proc3ssing

Skill 6 4,997 .72 922 .52
Memory Skill 12 4,457 .62 922 .62

Perceptual Response:
Visual 20 4,766 .51 922
Auditory 20 4,766 .49 922
Emotive 20 4,766 .48 922

Persistence 4 4,844 .67 922 .75
Orientation

Verbal Risk 4 4,745 .55 922 .66
Orientation

Manipulative 4 4,766 .69 922 .77
Preference

Study Time Preference:
Early Morning 2 4,783 .47 922 .59
Late Morning 2 4,873 .67 922 .89
Afternoon 3 4,765 .60 922 .67
Even-Lng 3 4,903 .58 922 .74

Verbal-Spatial 6 4,220 .76 922 .35
Preference

G:euping Preference 5 4,760 .64 922 ----
Posture Preference 4 4,750 .52 922 .67
Mobility Preference 4 4,726 .64 922 .75
Sound Preference 4 4,819 ,69 922 .81
Lighting Preference 5 4,810 .73 922 .34
Temperature 4 4,802 .72 922 .85

Preference

Sri
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Myers-Briggs Type Indicator

The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) was developed by

Isabel Briggs Myers and Katherine C. Briggs (Myers, 1980).

The indicator is based on the psychological theory of Carl

Jung who identified behaviors in individuals that are due to

certain basic differences in the way people prefer to use

perception and judgmr:nt, behaviors that were previously

,:bought to be based on random variation (Jung, 1921).

The MBTI is one of the most valuable instruments for an

initial look into individual difference'l between persons

(Myers, 1980). Claxton & Murrell (1987), using the Curry

model, have described personality in relation to learning

style as the core ingredient in assessing a person's propen-

sity toward a new learning situatioa. They list the MBTI as

a measure of determining personality components of an in-

dividual as those components relate to learning.

McCaulley (1977) has stated that the MBTI can be used

to distinguish a "scitnce-minded" individual from one who

is not. Gable's (1985) table (2.5) presented in Chapter II

shows that, based on a synthesis of five studies, research

scientists are all intuitive (N). Claxton & Murrell (1987)

report that much data support the hypothesis that intuitive

types survive and thrive much better in an academic environ-

ment, particulally at the college level. identification of

those individuals who are taking science classes but wh' are

8u
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not "science-minded" can be a helpful diagnostic tool for the

instructor who is interested in designing instruction for

individuals who may think differently from the instructor.

According to McCaulley (1977), Myers (19P0), and Claxton &

Murrell (1987) , non-major students in biology may be more

sensing than intuitive, and may be more likely to drop out

of college, than would intuitive types. Identification of

learning style may have implications for teaching as well as

for learning.

Reliability of the MBTI of the nine samples related to

post-secondary education, according to Gable (1985), were in

the .68-.90 range, except for one estimate of .63, using the

split-half technique on each of the four scales. The Alpha

reliability ranged from 0.71-0.84, according to Gable.

VARIABLE NAMES

Table 11 prtzeants variables collected in this study.

An explanation of the origin of each variable follows the

table, in the descriptions of formation of the data bases.



TABLE 11

VARIABLE NAMES:
LIST, DESCRIPTION, AND LOCATION

DatabaseName Description
1 2

LSP MBTI/CMI Admissions
X

3

Cl Analytic skill score* on LSP
C2 Spatial skill score on LSP XC3 Discrimination skill score on.LSP XC4 Categorization skill score on LSP XC5 Seguencial Pr:Yiessing skill score on LSP XC6 Memory skill score on LSP XC7 Visual perc::ptual response score on LSP XC8 Auditory perceptual. response score on LSP XC9 Emotive perJeptual response scure on LSP XC10 Persistence orientation score on LSP XC11 Verbal Risk orientation score on LSP XC12 Manipulative preference score on LSP XC13 Early morning study time preference score on LSP XC14 Late morning study time preference score on LSP XC15 Afternoon study time preference score on ISP XC16 Evening study time preference score on LSP XC17 Verbal-Spatial preference score on LSP XC18 Grouping preference score on LSP XC19 Posture preference score on LSP XC20 Mobility preference score on LSP XC21 Sound Preference score on LSP XC2k Lighting Preference score on LSP XV23 Temperature Preference score on ISP
M1 standard score of first letter of MBTI type

X
xM2 Standard score of second letter of MBTI type

M3 Standard score of third letter of MBTI type
244 Standard score of fourth lett: of MBTI type
h5 Extroversion raw score

rn
Ui

M6 Sensing raw score

87



Table 11, continued

Name

M7
M8
M9
M10
W11
M12

PS2

Description

Rank
R1->R23

Sex
SSN
Type
T1
T2
T3
T4
V1->V126

Thinking raw score
Judging raw score
Introversion raw score
Intuition raw score
Feeling raw score
Perceiving raw score
Achievement score on Biology 110 computer-managed
tests, first try total for entire course,
percentage

Achievement score on Biology 110 computer-managed
tests, best try total for entire course,
percentage

Subject's rank in college
Raw scores on LSP variables, same name as
Cl-C23, above

Subject's sex
Social Security Number
MBTI psychological 4 letter type
First letter of MBTI type
Second letter of MBTI type
Third letter of MBTI type
Fourth letter of MBTI type
Items on the Learning Style Profile

1

LSP

X

Database
2 3

MBTI/CMI Admissions
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
A

X

X

*C1->C23=s.andard score

rn
rn
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FORMATION OF DATA BASE

During Winter Quarter 1988, 1053 students enrolled in

40 recitation sections of the NMBC at The Ohio State Univer-

sity. These students were the primary population studied in

this research.

During the first week of Winter Quarter, 1988, the

Biology 110 recitation instructors, who had been briefed (in

person, to most of them, and by written communication) by

this researcher as to the details of administering the Learn-

ing Style Profile administered the instrument to the stu-

dents. Each student who took the LSP recorded his/her name,

sex, rank, race, birthdate, social security number, and

recitation section. Responses produced by the 126 items on

the LSP were recorded on the National Association for Secon-

dary School Principals (NASSP) answer sheet Changes were made

from instructions for filling out and the answer sheet given

in the Examiner's Manual for the college populat3 I. For

example, the eight digit identifi:ation number on the LSP

answer sheet was adapted for nine digit social security

numbers (Appendix G, number 4 addresses those changes).

The NASSP answer sheets were optically scanned at the

Testing Center of The Ohio State University and processed by

a scoring program written by Dr. John Monk, Grant Hospital,

Columbus, Ohio. This scoring program created an on-line data

file containing the raw LSP data and the scored LSP data,

ari
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which consisted of scores in all 23 of the LSP subscales.

Students who attended recitation during the first week,

who voluntarily took the MBTI home, and then returned it

during recitation the second week, composed the population

that took both the LSP and the MBTI. The MBTI responses were

recorded by students on NCS answer sheets and were scored on

an NCR microcomputer with a BASIC program (GWBASIC Manual,

Version 1.4 ). (A display of an answer sheet and the report

produced by the program is also in Appendix H.)

Performance data from The Ohio State University's

Phoenix computer-managed testing system (managed and operated

by the Center for Teaching Excellence at The Ohio State

University) were collected daily, by quarter, as the students

took tests. A single student record of achievement is dis-

played in Appendix J.

Student performance data were computed for the quarterly

point total for the cumulative first test try and for the

final cumulative best test try. The final score is expressed

as a percentage. The actual cumulative best try point total

was computed as a percentage of the total points possible

(406) for the quarter. For example, a best test total of 101

oints would yield a 25% score in the NMBC. (Point total

information for e_ch letter grade is included on page 11 of

the Facilities, Policies and Procedures for the NMBC,

Appendix D.) Point total figures for first try were deter-
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mined by adding all first test results on the student record

( Appendix J) and dividing by the possible total, 406. For

example, a first test total of 247 would yield a 61%. These

two point figures compose the variables, PS1 (performance

score first try) and PS2 (performance score best try).

Demographic information [as displayed in the variables table

(3.2)] for the students corresponding to each social security

number was collected. Rank and race information were sought

to determine if there was any difference in achievement

because of these variables. College and major were obtained.

Almost every college in the university was represented and

the majors were too numerous to be useful, so these data were

not used in the study (A listing of college majors is pre-

sented in Appendix K). The most numerous majors listed were

unknown, 142; education, 90; pre-nursing, 27; home economics,

27; accounting, 26; agriculture (economics, education,

undecided), 26; business, 58; pre-pharmacy, 35; and pre-

physical therapy, 37.



Population

Total Number of Students
on Third Week Roster

1053

Students Who
Returned MBTI (2nd Class Mtg.)

769 (83% responpe rate)

70

Students Who Took LSP

922(1st Class Mtg.)

Males = 252
Females = 405
Sex Unknown = 16

Scores <60% = 197
Scores >60% = 476

Students Who Took
Both LSP and MBTI

Descriptive Statistics
Chi Square (SP.TT *)
t-tests

SAMPLE SIZE for other Statistics

Scores <60% = 158 558 - no missing values
Scores >60% = 400

Factor Analysis
Pearson Correlation
Canonical Correlation
Logistic Regression

*Selection Ratfa Type Table

Figure 4. Schema of Population, Sample and Types of Statist-
ical Procedure



Summary of Components of Data Base

The subjects of the admissions data, and the limit of

them, are the volunteer students enrolled iii the NMBC who

chose to take the Learning Style Profile. Approximately 125

students listed on the third week rosters did not take the

LSP. These students were not tracked for their ultimate

success or failure in the course, their learning style, or

any other of the variables selected for analysis.

Attendance records show that as any given quarter pro-

gresses, attendance declines in the recitation sections.

The learning style instruments were given during the first

class recitation meeting (see course schedule in the syllabus

in Appendix A) in the hopes of getting the greatest number

of students to participate. Additionally, bonus points were

given to the students, for each instrument completed, to

elicit their participation. Still, participation in the

learning style research was voluntary; therefore, it is not

surprising that one tenth of the enrolled group chose not to

participate.

This data base described then formed the basis for the

research. The number of students who took the LSP differs

from the number of students who took the MBTI. The students

took the LSP in class. In the interest of instructional time,

Su
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they werL1 given the MBTI to take home and v,iuntarily submit

it for credit.

STATISTICAL PROCEWRES

Descriptive statistics were performed on the raw and

scaled scores of both instruments including mean scores and

stardard deviations of raw and scaled scores of the LSP.

Frequencies of MBTI types have been determined as well as

performance by MBTI types. Two special populations of stu-

dents have been given close examination, students who took

both instruments, the LSP and the MBTI, and who scored less

than sixty percent (N=197) on the computer-managed test

system or who dropped the course after staying in class

through the second week but before ever attempting a com-

puter-managed test.

The computer-managed test system is the way students

receive 92% of their final score during a regular quarter in

the NMBC, a quarter in which bonus points for taking the LSP

and MBTI are not offered. These special populations illumi-

nate just which combination of learning style variables, from

personality components to instructional preferences, socie

interactions and information processing skills, are most at

risk in this biology course for non-majors. Statistical

procedures used to study these and other populations help

answer the question regarding whether or not, as Curry (1983)
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suggests, the personality component of learning style can

predict the other components in the learning style framework.

SELECTION RATIO TYPE TABLE (SRTT) ANALYSIS

Macdaid (1987) writes that one of the most common hypo-

theses in MBTI type research addresses whether certain types

are found more frequently in a given sample than would be

expected in a base population. The appmpriate analysis is

a two-by-two contingency table analysis, in which the columns

are a given MBTI type vs all other MBTI types; the rows are,

for the analyses described herein, non-majors in biology vs

various other comparison groups. Macdaid describes the null

hypothesis: if type does not affect selection into the sam-

ple, then the proportion of any type observed in the sample

will not differ from the proportion of that same type in a

reference population (p. 254). This analysis tests to see

if the observed requencies are the same or different than

expected frequencies. A chi-square statistic is calculated

for the hypothesis test; if the probability of the calculated

chi- square value is less than the alpha level chosen (p <

.05), then rejection of the null hypothesis occurs. It is

then possible, according to Macdaid, to conclude that type

factors are significant in that particular sample. Samples

in this study for the SRTT analysis are the total non-major

group, males in the non-major group, and the group whose
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final cumulative computer test score was less than 60%.

Comparative groups are biology majors and male science stu-

dents reported by McCauiley (1977), biologists (CAPT, 1986),

and the group whose final cumulative computer test score was

equal to or greater than 60%.

The chi-square analyses for the study were completed by

Dr. Leverne Barrett, Department of Agriculture Education at

The University of Nebraska, an experienced MBTI user (Provost

& Anchors, 1987, pp. 278-9), using the Selection Ratio Type

Table (SRTT) computer program .

ADDITIONAL STATISTICAL PROCEDURES

Other statistical procedures used in the study included

ANOVA descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations),

Pearson correlation coefficients, factor analysis, canonical

correlation and logistic regression. All procedures were

performed on The Ohio State University Computing System, IBM

3081, using the SAS programming language.

SUMMARY

This chapter describes the overall design of the study.

The chapter includes: a description of Biology 110, the NMBC,

an audiotutorial computer-managed course for non- majors in

biology at The Ohio State University.; descriptions of both

learning style instruments used in the study, Learning Style
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Profile and Myers-Briggs Type Indicator; and descriptions of

test administration plans.

Chapter III describes how the data base was formed and

merged to complete the analysis of the data. The final

portion of the chapter describes the statistical procedures

used to obtain the results, which are presented in the next

chapter.

C.



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

ORGANIZATION OF THE CHAPTER

This chapter is organized in six sections:

1. Descriptive information on the population and the sample

subjects in the study, presented in tabular form, and

followed by explication when needed.

2. Descriptive statistics of the two instruments, Learning

Style Profile (LSP) and Myers-Briggs Type Indicator

(MBTI), for the subjects in the population studied.

Hypotheses 1, 2, 3 and 4 are addressed in section two.

3. Analysis of the cognitive process components of a sample

of the achievement test questions, with concommitant

student cognitive process scores as measured by the

Learning Style Profile. Hypothesis 5 is addressed in

section three.

4. Results of canonical correlation, a test of Hypothesis

6. Correlation coefficients, factor analysis, and

logistic regression results are presented.

5. List of findings of educational importance.

76
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DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION OF STUDENT POPULATION

Student background information provided by the

admissions office is presented in Tables 12 through 13. Rank

frequencies of those students enrolled in the course and

those who took both learning style instruments are presented

in Tables 12 and 13. Over half of the population (54.2%) held

the rank of freshman; another 27.6% were sophomores, with

fewer at other undergraduate levels. About 3% of the

population were nontraditional, including continuing

education, non-degree, and graduate students.

Race frequencies of students enrolled in the course and

those who took both learning style instruments are presented

in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. Almost 83 percent of the population

was white, as were ove: 89% of the students who took both

.learning style instruments. Blacks constituted 5.5% of the

population and 5.2% of the tested sample.
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TABLE 12

RANK DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION OF
NON-MAJOR UNDERGRADUATES IN BIOLOGY

Rank Population Percent of Total

Freshman 486 54.2
Sophomore 247 27.6
Junior 86 9.6
Senior 46 5.1
Nontraditional.' 31 3.5

Total 896 100.0

Unidentified 157

Total on Rosters
3rd Week 1053

.a Includes continuing education, non-degree,
and graduate students

.b Unidentified students were of two categories- -
those whose SSITs were illegible on LSP (n=-60)

or those who did not take LSP (n=-97)

TABLE 13

RANK DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS WHO TOOK BOTH
LEARNING STYLE PROFILE AND
MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE INDICATOR

Rank Population Percent of Total

Freshman 360 54.9
Sophomore 175 26.7
Junior 64 9.8
Senior 33 5.0
Nontraditional' 24 5.6

Total 656 100.0
Missing Cases 17

673

3 Includes continuing education, non-degree,
and graduate students
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TABLE 14

RACE DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION OF
NON-MAJOR UNDERGRADUATES IN BIOLOGY

Race Frequency Percent
of total

Am Ind/AK NA 2 0.2
Asian/Pac Is 23 2.4
Black 53 5.5
Hispanic 2 0.2
None Given.' 84 8.8
White 792 82.8

Total 956 100.0
Unidentified 97
Total on Rosters

3rd Week 1053

Admissions Office has no race data on student
4' Unidentified students were of two categories:

those whose SSNs were illegible on LSP (n=-60)
or those who did not take the LSP (n=-37)

TABLE 15

RACE DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS WHO TOOK BOTH
LEARNING STYLE PROFILE AND
MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE INDICATOR

Race Frequency Percent
of total

Am Ind/AK-NA 2 0.3
Asian/Pac Is 16 2.4
Black 34 5.2
Hispanic 2 0.3
None Given.' 17 2.6
White 585 89.2

656 100.0
missing cases 17

Total 673

Admissions Office has no race data on, student

1.0
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DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF TWO INSTRUMENTS

Table 4.5 contains the raw score means, standard devia-

tions and sample sizes for the non-majors in biology and the

twelfth grade data (only), provided from the Technical Manual

for the Learning Style Profile (Keefe & Monk, 1988). Dif-

ferences were found between twelfth grade and college popula-

tions on subscale skills of analytic, spatial, sequential

processing, and memory; subscale perceptual modalities of

visual and auditory; subscale orientations of persistence and

verbal risk; subscale study time preferences of late morning

and evening; and subscale environmental preferences of

posture, mobility, sound, and lighting. All differences were

significant at the level of p < 0.0001.

Table 4.6 displays standard mean scores and standard

deviations for all of the students %ho took the Learning Style

Profile (n=922). Standard scores for the non-majors were ob-

tained using the NASSP Computer Scoring Program. Standard

scores for the twelfth grade population were not available for

a comparison.

Students are above average strength in spatial, categori-

zation, and sequential processing skills, while analytic skill

was at the median. Discrimination and memory skills for the

non-major population were below average.

104
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For perceptual modality preferences, students prefer

visual instruction over auditory. Emotive preference is at

the median.

Students show slightly below average preferences and

orientations for persistence, verbal risk, and manipulative

opportunities. Preferred study time is in the ev,=eniny

followed by slightly above average preferences for morning

and afternoon study times. The late morning preference is

at the median.

Verbal-spatial preference tends slightly toward spatial,

in agreement with above average skill in spatial ability,

mentioned previously. The population of non-majors in

biology prefers formal and small group instruction to

informal large group instruction. They have a preference for

quietness in a bright and warm environment.



TABLE 16

COMPARISON OF TWO POPULATIONS ON THE LEARNING STYLE PROFILE (LSP)a

The Ohio State University
Non-Majors in Biology Grade 12b
Me.1 S D Mean S D. N

Difference`
Between Mean

Raw Score Raw Score
Analytic Skill 2.56 1.22 922 2.97 1.52 893 ****
SpatialSkill 3.52 1.20 922 3.04 1.45 899 ****
Discrimination Skill 2.72 1.44 922 2.96 1.50 902 NS
Categorization Skill 10.02 3.95 922 data not available
Sequential Processing Skill 5.57 0.84 922 5.27 1.20 702 ****
Memory Skill 5.11 2.87 922 6.13 2.67 8,4 ****
Visual 9.84 3.07 922 8.79 2.95 892 **A*
Auditory 3.37 2.26 922 4.28 2.41 892 ,***
Emotive 6.68 2.63 922 6.86 2.62 892 NS
Persistence Orientation 13.33 2.83 922 12.79 2.68 889 ****
Verbal Risk Orientation 11.91 2.93 922 12.98 2.95 884 ****
Manipulative Prefence 12.35 3.45 922 12.77 3.23 889 NS
Early Morning 5.81 1.84 922 5.90 1.66 867 NS
Late Morning 5.74 1.91 922 6.23 1.77 881 ****
Afternoon 10.02 2.36 922 9.91 1.90 864 NS
Evening 9.85 2.49 922 8.88 2.61 882 ****
Verbal-Spatial Preference 3.38 1.33 922 3.46 1.75 876 NS
Grouping Preference 14.81 2.67 922 15.03 2.29 887 NS
Posture Preference 13.28 3.30 922 12.04 2.93 880 ****
Mobility Preference 12.78 3.30 922 13.59 2.98 870 ****
Sound Preference 9.71 3.50 922 11,92 3.52 892 ****
Lighting Preference 15.68 4.26 922 14.72 4.13 890 ****
Temperature Preference 12.72 3.60 922 12.40 3.39 889 NS
====== = = =
'Produced by National Association of Secondary School Principals, Reston, Virginia
'Technical Manual for arningstyelj
The T statistic was calculated by taking into account the difference of variability of the
two groups
'underline indicates which group scored higher
****p<.0001
NS ... Difference not significant

10 to
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TABLE 17

LEARNING STYLE PROFILE SUMMARY DATA

This profile is for: Non - science major undergraduates Ne922

Birthdate: Grads:
Date: Winter 194$ &hoot: The Ohio Stamp tkiversity Clams: Biology 110

Skills--Gensral approach to pro:sassing information

Score S.D. Weak
Analytic 50.32 8.12
Spatial 53.98 12.24
Discrimination 46.56 10.77
Categorization 56.96 7.90
Soquential 54.30 5.47
Memory 45.64 11.18

Avarua Strong
II IX I __I

XXIX ' I

XXXI

rax

Perceptual responaes-initial response to verbal information

Score S.D Weak Average Strong
Visual 53.87 10.66 I

II MXAuditory 44.73 9.39 :

Emotive 49.84 10.31 I

Orientations and preforemoos.-
Proferred respons* to study or instructiczal environment

Som.,
Persistence 48.89
Verbal Risk 48.75
Manipulative 48.44

Study Tins:

S.D
9.86
9.32
10.34

Weak Average
XXU 1

Strong

I I ZZII I

I
I XXXI

Early Morning 50.59 10,74 1 1 XXXX f

i

,

Late Morning 49.57 9.47 I 111XX 1

,

Afternoon 50.69 9.31 I I XXIX
I

Evening 52.75 9.05 I 1 xxxx. :

nigh Neutral High
Verbal-Spatial 48.09 6.93 Spatial _X_ : 1 Verbal
Grouping 41.50 7.07 Small 1 Large
Posture 54.81 10.35 Informal 1 Formal

---q-
.--.4-!

1 1 MavementMobility 48.07 9.77 Stillness
Sound 44.13 9.36 Quist I I Sound
Lighting 52.14 10.04 Dim

=1 ..11....

XI I I Bright
Temperature 53.29 10.37 Cool .....U___I 1 Warm

Consiatenoy aoore: 5 Normative ample: 1986 -- National
NASSP-National Association of Secondary School Principals, Roston, VA

Scala Indicators
Nook, Low Average strong

or or or
Nigh Neutral High

11111111111: :
< 30- 36- 41- 44- 48- 52 53- 67- 60- 65- >
30 35 40 43 47 56 59 64 70 70

Standard Soars Rang*

10
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COMPONENTS OF PERSONALITY TYPE AMONG NON-MAJORS IN BIOLOGY

Table 18 presents frequencies of all students by sex

and MBTI type among the non-majors in biology. These

non-major groups are compared, in hypotheses 1, 2 and 3, to

reference populations of biology majors, science majors, and

biologists. Within some cells of Table 18, the sum of female

and male Ns is less than the reported N because 2% of the

respondents did not report their sex. Therefore, sex is known

for only 657 of the 673 non majors.

Table 19 presents summary data for single letter prefer-

ences (figures reported are percents) for the non-major

population in this study. In the non-major population, 61.4%

are E and 38.6% are I. 60.6 % are S and 39.4% are N, 40.9%

are T and 59.1% are F, and 50.1% are J and 49.9% are P.

Thus the largest percentages of each dimension produce

a profile of the non-major in biology: Extroverted; Sensing

and Feeling (ESF-). The J-P dimension, for the total popula-

tion, is almost equally divided in this analysis.

COMPONENTS OF PERSONALITY TYPE IN THE GENERAL POPULATION

Original estimates of the personality components by

Myers can be observed in Table 20. Actual figures, by

McCaulley, of personality components in the overall

population, are presented in Table 21. Tables 20 and 21 are

provided for comparison with the non-major population. No

statistical

I C
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TABLE 18

MBTI FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION
NON-MAJOR UNDERGRADUATES IN BIOLOGY

Population Size = 673*

ISTJ I ISFJ I INFJ INTJ

F=18 I F=51 I F=8 F=5
M=31

I M=11 i M=8 M=6

N=49 %=7.3 I N=64 %=9.5 N =16 %=2.4 N=11 %=1.6

ISTP I ISFP INFP INTP

F=5 I F=22 F=14 F=10
M=10 M=19 M=14 M=14

N=26 %=3.9 N=42 %=6.2 N=28 %=4.2 N=24 %=3.6

ESTP .S FP ENFP ENTP

F=13 F=39 F=58 F=22
M=28 M=15 M=21 M=14

N=42 %=6.2 N=54 %=8.0 N=83 %=12.3 N=37 %=5.5

ESTJ ESFJ ENFJ ENTJ

F=25 F=67 F=35 F=13
M=31 M=4 M=3 M=15

N=58 %=8.6 N=73 %=10.8 N=38 *:=5.6 N=28 %=4.2

*Female =405,
Male =252,
Sex unknown

%=
%=

- %=

60
37
2

Total 100

1 j
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TABLE 19

COMPARISON OF SUMMARY DATA FOR "PERSONALITY TYPE COMPONENTS"
NON-MAJOR UNDERGRADUATES IN BIOLOGY

Composite
by %

F

M

Population Sample = 673

61.4 38.6

67.2 32.8

52.0 48.0

60.6 39.4

59.3 40.7

62.3 37.7

T F

40.9 59.1

27.4 72.6

62.3 37.7

2___

50.1 49.9

54.8 45.2

43.3 56.7

TABLE 20

GENERAL POPULATION FREQUENCY ESTIMATES
BY COMPONENT OF PERSONALITY TYPE

(Myers in McCaulley et al,. 1985)

Composite
by % 1 E I 1 $ N 1 T F I J P

I I I I

I 75.0 25.0 1 75.0 25.01 60.0 65.0 155-60.0 40-45 1,
I I ImalesFemales1 Myers reports

this range

TABLE 21

GENERAL POPULATION FREQUENCIES BY COMPONENT OF PERSONALITY TYPE

Composite

(McCaulley et al., 1985) N = 50,000

byj I E I i S N 1 T F I J P

I I I I

Females
i
59.7 40.3 1 67.8 32.2 1 34.6 65.5 1 59.8 40.2

I I I

Males 1 53.9 46.1 1 65.5 34.4 1 65.0 35.0 1 59.3 42.7

1 1 u
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comparisons have been attempted because Myers' figures are

only estimates and McCaulley did not report separate Ns for

females and males. These general population data are

presented for interest only and should not be confused with

the McCaulley studies of biology majors and male science

maj)res presented in testing of hypothesis one and two.

A few generalizations can be made from visual

observation of the data, however. In comparison to the

general population, the non-majors group has fewer Extroverts

(61.4%) than Myers reports (75%). McCaulley et al. (1985)

report about the same frequencies of the E-I scale as those

found in the non-major population. The non-majors include

fewer sensing (S) individuals (60.6%) than reported by Myers,

estimates (75%) or by McCaulley's population (67.8% or

65.6%). The thinking- feeling dimension (T-F) differs little

among the three groups.

The J-P dimension is divided more equally in the

non-major population (J=50.1%, P=49.9%) than in either the

McCaulley or the Myers populations, which favor J (Myers,

55-60% J range; McCaulley around 60% for both males and

females).

A major difference occurs in the male population on the

J-P scale between non-majors and McCaulley's males. Non-major

males are 43.3% J compared to 56.7% P. For McCaulley the

IL
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reverse is true: among males in the general population, 42.7%

are P while 59.3% are J.

COMPARISON OF THREE POPULATIONS ON THE MBTI

Table 4.11 displays percentages of three student popula-

tions, from which hypotheses 1-3 were tested. As soon as it

became obvious that there was uch disparity between the

types by major, data were re-examined. This process produced

Table 4.12 which was extracted from Table 4.11. (To see how

the data on Table 4.12 were obtained, add the percentages of

persons in the first column of the row beginning with ISTJ,

by their group (1, 2, or 3). For example, group 1, Biology

majors percentage in the ST column is 11.0 4.1 4.1 5.1

for a total in Table 4.12 of 24.3 ST for group 1, biology

majors.)

Table 4.12 contains information about the percentages

of two-letter combinations of perception [ Sensing (S) and

Intuition (N)] and judgment, [Thinking (T) and Feeling (F)],

in the three student populations. These comparisons and

differences guided the hypotheses testing which follows.
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TABLE 22

COMPARISON OF THREE POPULATIONS ON THE MBTI

1 Biology majors N=98 (McCaulley, 1977)
2 Male Science majors N=705 (McCaulley, 1977)
3 Non-majors in Biology N=673 (The Ohio State University,

1988)

ISTJ ISPJ INFJ INTJ
1 N=11 %=11.0 N=8 %=8.2 N=2 %=2.0 N=6 %=6.1

2 N=39 %=5.5 N=12 %=1.7 N=44 %=6.2 N=128 %=18.2

3 N=49 %=7.3 N=64 %=9.5 N=16 %=2.4 N=11 %=1.6

ISTP ISFP INFP INTP
1 N=4 %=4.1 N= 5 %=5.1 N=11 %=11.2 N=4 %=4.1

2 N=18 %=2.6 N=15 %=2.1 N=58 %=8.2 N=123 %=17.4

3 N=26 %=3.9 N=42 %=6.2 N=28 %=4.2 N=24 =3.6

ESTP ESFP ENFP ENTP
1 N=4 %=4.1 N=4 %=4.1 N=11 %=11.2 N=5 96=5.1

2 N=12 %=1.7 N=1 % =0.1 N=55 %=7.8 N=79 %=11.2

3 N=42 %=6.2 N=54 %=8.0 N=83 %=12.3 N=37 %=5.5

ESTJ ESFJ ENV' ENTJ
1 N=5 %=5.1 N=6 %=6.1 I N=4 %=4.1 N=8 %=8.2

2 N=13 %=1.8 N=8 %=1.1 N=27 %=3.8 N=73 %=10.4

3 N=58 %=8.6 N=73 %=10.8 N=38 %=5.6 N=28 %=4.2
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TABLE 23

PERCENTS AND COMPARISON OF TWO LETTER COMBINATIONS 4

OF PERSONALITY COMPONENTS OF THREE POPULATIONS
ON THE MBTI

1 Biology Major N=98 (McCaulley, 1977)
2 Male Science Major N=705 (McCaulley, 1977)
3 Non-majors in Biology N=673 (The Ohio State University,

1988)

Students by Major Percent

ST SF NT NP

1) Biology Major 24.3 23.5 23.5 28.5

2) Male Science Major 11.6 5.0 57.2 26.0

3) Non-Majors in Biology 26.0 34.5 14.9 24.5

Comparisons of Z

1) vs 2) 3.48*** 6.61*** -6.26*** 0.53 NS

1) vs 3) -0.36 NS -2.16* 2.17* 0.85 NS

2) vs 3) -6.86*** 13.84*** 16.30*** 0.64 NS

* Refer to Table 2.3 to facilitate interpretation.

NSNo significant difference
*Significant difference, p<.05
***Significant difference, p<.001

11
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The information in Lawrence's Table 5 (p. 43) describes what

kind of learning preferences can be expected by persons with

these two letter combinations of perception and judgement

functions.

The most obvious difference is between the percentages

of NTs and SFs among the groups. Non-majors are only 14.9%

NT, while biology majors are 23.5% (p < .05). Science majors

(all males) are 57.2% NT compared to non-majors (p < .001).

Because T is more frequent in males, a somewhat larger

percentage is expected, but it is not likely that all of the

difference can be explained by gender. It is more likely

that the choice of science major is a factor in the

concentration of intuitive (N) and thinking (T). Gable (1985)

reports (Table 7, p.40) that 100% of research scientists are

the NT combination.

The largely SF non-major (around 60% of both 'S and F,

from Table 4.8, p. 98) is opposite in psychological type from

the traditional male science major, who is largely NT.

Non-majors in in biology are 34.5% SF, while the biology

majors are 23.5% SF (p < .05). Greater differences are

observable between SF male science majors (5.0%) and the

34.5% SF non-majors (p < .001), as well as between SF biology

majors (23.5%) and SF male science majors (5.0%) (p < .001).

flu
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COURSE DEMANDS

An explanation, based on Lawrence's (1984) data,

presented in Table 5 (p. 38) is that the ST and the NT types

in the NMBC probably find the course to their liking. The

course provides most of the components listed by Lawrence as

desired preferences by both of these two-letter types: for

the ST - labs, television (videotapes are shown weekly in the

recitation sections, see course calendar in Appendix A),

having a plan and sticking to it; for the NT - organized

teacher lectures, self instruction, reading and

systematically organized courses. The description preferred

by the NT fits the description of the NMBC, in this

researcher's view.

The SF and NF type preferences for learning contain some

elements that are in the NMBC: SF -television, films and

videotapes, all mimic the videotapes shown in recitation, and

having a study schedule. However, missing elements are,

student involvement in demonstrations, presentations, and any

instruction with personal involvement.

NF types are at a disadvantage in that none of the

learning preferences that Lawrence found are available in the

NMBC. According to Lawrence (1984), the NF type really

dislikes impersonal, didactic instruction without any oppor-

tunity for personal involvement or feedback from others. NF

types value other students' participation and opportunities



to be creative. There is no provision in the NMBC for any

of these components of learning that are valued and preferred

by the NF learner.

HYPOTHESIS 1. There is no difference in the distribution of

psychological types, as measured by the Myers-Briggs Tvioe

Indicator, amon the non - majors in the NMBC and among majors

in biology Mceaulley, 1977).

A comparison of the non-majors in the present study with

majors in biology reported by McCaulley (1977) is presented

in Table 4.13. The Selection Ratio Type Table (SRTT),

described in Chapter III, was used to perform chi-square

analysis for the non-majors in this study with the majors in

biology.

The "I" selection index shown displays the selection

index of the various types. Next to the selection ratio is

a symbol (*) which denotes the level of significance reached.

The lack of a symbol (*, ** or ***) means that the selection

ratio index for that type combination failed to reach the

lowest level of significance and therefore does not differ

from the base population.

Reference samples used in this study (H1, H2, and H3)

are biology majors, science majors, and biologists (CAPT

Atlas of Type Tables, 1986). For the students whose final

cumulative computer test score was <60%, the reference
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population was the students whose final cumulative computer

test score was 60% or greater (H4).

TABLE 24

COMPARISON' OF NON-MAJORS (1) IN BIOLOGY (N=673)

WITH MAJORS° (2) IN BIOLOGY (N=98)

ISTJ

N=49 %=7.3

N-11 %=11.0

1=0.65

ISTP

N=26 %=3.9

N=4 %=4.1

1=0.95

ESTP

N=42 %=6.2

N=4 %=4.1

1=1.53

ESTJ

N=58 %=8.6

N=5 %=5.1

1=1.69

ISFJ

N=64 %=9.5

11=8 %=8.2

1=1.16

ISFP

N=42 %=6.2

N=5 %=5.1

1=1.22

ESFP

N=54 %=8.0

N=4 %=4.1

1=1.97

ESFJ

N=73 %=10.8

N=6 %=6.1

1=1.77

INFJ

N=16 %=2.4

N=2 %=2.0

1=1.16

INFP

N=28 %=4.2

N=11 %=11.2

1=0.37**

ENFP

N=83 %=12.3

N=11 %=11.2

1=1.10

ENFJ

N=38 %=5.6

N=4 %=4.1

1=1.38

INTJ

N=11 %=1.6

N=6 %=6.1

1=0.27**

INTP

N=24 %=3.6

N=4 %=4.1

1=0.87

ENTP

N=37 %=5.5

N=5 %=5.1

1=1.08

ENTJ

N=28 %=4.2

N=8 %=8.2

I=0.51

'Legend: % = percentof total choosing this group who fall into
this type.

I = self selection index; ratio of % of type in group
to % in sample

* = p<.05
** = p<.01
*** = p<.001

°McCaulley, (1977)
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There are only two of the 16 types that show significant

differences: two introverted intuitive types, (INTJ, INFP)

are significantly less represented in the non-major group

than in the biology major group. Significance of p < .01 is

indicated by the index of 0.27 for the INTJ (see legend on

Table 24). Likewise the Index of 0.37 for the INFP demon-

strates that non-majors in biology compose significantly less

of this type than do biology majors reported by McCaulley.

The index for the INFP is significant at the 0.01 level.

These data present evidence that the psychological types

of the non-major in biology are significantly different than

the psychological types of the major in biology. Therefore,

hypothesis one is rejectrd.

11u
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HYPOTHESIS 2. There is no difference in the distribution of

Psychological types, as measured by the Myers-Briggs Type

Indicator, among the male non-majors in Biology 110 and male

science ma McCau 1977) .

Because all of McCaulley's science major data were from

male respondents, the non-majors were separated by sex and

only male non-science majors were used for the SRTT

chi-square comparison. These data are presented in Table

25. Because of the large number of comparisons performed in

this table, higher significance levels (p < .003) are

necessary to detect experimentally based alphas of .05.

Eleven of the 16 types show significant differences

between the two groups. The types that are significantly

less represented in the non-major in biology group are INTJ

(p < 0.001), INTP (p < 0.001), ENTP (p < 0.01), and ENTJ (p

<0.05). Less representation among these four groups is

demonstrated by the index (I) value less than one. All four

of these groups share both the intuitive (N) and thinking

judgement (T) dimensions, described by Gable (1985) as the

most commonly found types among research scientists. Groups

which are significantly more represented in the non-major

population than in the science major population are ISTJ (p

< 0.01), ISFJ (p < 0.01), ISTP (p < 0.001), ISFP (p < 0.001),

ESTP (p < 0.001), ESFP (p < 0.001) , and ESTJ (p < 0.001). The

indices and levels of significance are high in all of these
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groups. That is, any index number greater than one indicates

that there is a ratio of that number, to one, in the

experimental group compared to the reference group. For

example, for the ISTJ there are 2.22 times as many

represented in the non-major group than in the science major

group.

Five of the eight Sensing types are significantly more

represented in the non-major population than in the science

major population. Two other S types (FSTJ and ISFJ) are at

the level of p < .01. The ESFJ shows no significant

difference. The ESTP and ESTJ show a ratio of almost seven

to one non-majors to majors in science. The ESFPs, with a

ratio of 41.96, are extremely more represented in the

non-major population. This could demonstrate that the ESFP

is most different from science majors.

These data support Gable's (1985) data. hypothesis 2

is rejected.

1 i...I.' I_
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TABLE 25

COMPARISONa OF MALE NON-MAJORS IN BIOLOGY (1)(N=252)
WITH MALE SCIENCE MAJORSb (2) (N=705) by MBTI TYPE

ISTJ

N=31 %=12.3

N=39 %=5.5

1=2.22**

ISTP

N=18 %=7.1

N=18 %=2.6

1=2.80***

ESTP

N=28 %=11.1

N=12 %=1.7

1=6.53***

ESTJ

N=31 %=12.3

N=13 %=1.8

1=6.67***

ISFJ I INFJ

N=11 %=4.4 I N=8 %=3.2

N=12 %=1.7

1=2.56**

ISFP

N=19 %=7.5

N=15 %=2.1

1=3,54***

ESFP

N=15 %=6.0

N=1 %=0.1

I= 41.96 * **

ES FJ

N=4 %=1.6

N=8 %=1.1

1=1.40

N=44 %=6.2

1=0.51

INFP

N=14 %=5.6

N=58 %=8.2

1=0.68

ENFP

N=21 %=8.3

N=55 %=8.3

1=1.07

ENFJ

N=3 %=1.2

N=27 %=3.8

1=0.31

INTJ

N=6 %=2.4

N=128%=18.2

1=0.13***

INTP

N=14 %=5.6

N=123%=17.4

1=0.32***

ENTP

N=14 %=5.6

N=79 %=11.2

I= 0.50 **

ENTJ

N=15 %=6.0

N=73 %=10.4

1=0.57*

'Legend: % = percentof total choosing this group who fall
into this type
I = self selection index; ratio of % of type in
group to % in sample
* = p<.05
** = p<.01

*** = p<.001
NcCaulley, (1977)

.1')1,,,,..1
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HYPOTHESIS 3. There is no difference among the distribution

of psychological types, as measurer' by the Myers-Briggs Type

Indicator among non-mators in biolo and biolo ists CAPT

Atlas of Type Tables, 1986).

Table 26 presents the comparison of non-majors in

biology with biologists. Groups that are represented

significantly less in the non-major population are INTJ,

INFP, and ENTJ. These data support Gable's data on Table 7,

page 40. They also relate to Tablas 24 and 25 in this study:

that there are significant differences among non-major

students who are not biology majors and science majors,

either students or professional biologists. The differences

are in psychological types, which Curry (1983) states is the

:ore of a person's learning style. Hypothesis 3 is rejected.

12.
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TABLE 26

COMPARISON' OF NON-MAJORS IN BIOLOGY (1) (N=673)

WITH BIOLOGISTS° (2) CN=57)

ISTJ

N=49 %=7.3

N=7 %=12.3

1=0.59

ISTP

N=26 %=3.9

N=0 %=0

1=0.0

ESTP

N=42 %=6.2

N=1 %=1.8

1=3.56

ESTJ

N=58 %=8.6

IS FJ

N=64 %=9.5

N=3 %=5.3

1=1.81

ISFP

N=42 %=6.2

N=0 %=0

I=0.0

ESFP

N=54 %=8.0

N=2 %=3.5

1=2.29

ESFJ

N=73 %=10.8

INFJ

N=16 %=2.4

N=4 %=7.0

1=0.34

INFP

N=28 %=4.2

N=6 %=10.5

1=0.40*

ENFP

N=8: %=12.3

N=2 %=3.5

1=3.51

ENFJ

N= 38 %=5.6

INTJ

N=11 %=1.6

N=5 %=8.8

1=0.19**

INTP

N=24 %=3.6

N=5 %=3.8

1=1.41

ENTP

N=37 %=5.5

N=4 %=7.0

1=0.78

ENTJ

N=28 %=4.2

2 N=5 %=8.8 N=3 %=5.3 N=3 %=5.3 N=7 %=12.3
I

1=0.98 1=2.06 1=1.07 I= 0.34 ** I

I

'Legend: % =, percent of total choosing this group who fall into
this type

I = self selection index; ratio of % of type in group
to % in sample

* m p<.05
** = p<.01

*** = p<.001
°Consulting Psychologists Press. (1986)

1 0 ''4,1
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HYPOTHESIS 4a. There is no difference in the distribution of

Psychological types, as measured by the Myers-Briggs Type

Indicator, among the students who score 60% or greater on the

computer-managed testing system and the students who score

less than 60%.

Table 27 presents non-majors' achievement rank for the

quarter final achievemept score, by MBTI type. The numbers

in the lower left hand corner of the individual types

represent the achievement ranking. For example, in Table

27, INFJs' achievement was highest as indicated in the lower

left by a 1, and as indicated by a grade mean for the quarter

of 73%. ENTPs' achievement was lowest, as indicated by a 16

in the lower left corner and by a mean grade of 51%.

Table 28 presents frequencies of MBTI types of two

populations by achievement within the non-majors in biology:

students whose final cumulative test score was less than 60%

and students whose final cumulative test score was equal to

Jr greater than 60%. A chi-square analysis of the

combinations of the two groups is also presented in this

table.

Four groups show significant differences in MBTI type

by achievement: ISTJs (p < .05) and ISFPs (p < .01) are

significantly less represented among students not successful

in biology, whereas both ESFP (p < .001)and ENTP (p < .001)

are significantly more represented among students not

1 (' t3
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successful in the non-major course, NMBC. Both of these

groups occur twice as frequently in the group scoring below

60% than in the group of successful students. Therefore

Hypothesis 4a is rejected.

Table 27

SUMMARY OF STUDENT MBTI TYPES BY ACHIEVEMENT

NON-MAJOR UNDERGRADUATES IN BIOLOGY

:STJ I ISFJ

Meana=68.86 Mean=61.38

N=49 %=7.3 I N :64 %=9.5

413 19

INFJ

Mean =73.13

INTJ

Mean=62.36

N=16 $=2.4 I N=11 $=1.6

1 7

ISTP i ISFP i
INFP i INTP

Mean=66.85 I
Mean=70.71 I

Mean= 69.25 1
Mean=57.33

N=26 %= 3.9 i N=42 $=6.2 i N=28 $=4.2 I
N=24 %=3.6

5 12 I3 113

ESTP I ESFP i ENFP ENTP

I I I

Mean=56.19 1 Mean=55.33 i Mean=60.23 Mean=50.84

I I I

N=42 $=6.2 I N=54 $=8.0 I N=83 $=12.3 I N=37 $=5.5

14 I15 111 116

I I I I

ESTJ 1 ESFJ I ENFJ 1 ENTJ

Mean=59.02 I Mean=64.21 1 Mean:60.92 i Mean=61.57

I I I

N=58 $=8.6 1 N=73 %=10.8 I N=38 $=5.6 1 N=28 $=4.2

I 1

112 :6 :10 18

amean = grade average

bposition rank among 16 types

12u
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TABLE 28

NON-MAJOR UNDERGRADUATES IN BIOLOGY
COMPARISON' OF

STUDENTS WHOSE FINAL CUMULATIVE TEST SCORE WAS <60 (1) N=197
AND

STUDENTS WHOSE FINAL CUMULATIVE TEST SCORE WAS >=60 (2) N=476

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

ISTJ

N=10 %=5.1

N=39 %=8.2

1=0.62*

ISTP

N=5 %=2.5

N=21 %=4.4

1=0.58

ESTP

N=15 %=7.6

N=77 %=5.7

1=1.34

ESTJ

N=18 %=9.1

N=40 %=8.4

1=1.09

ISFJ

N=20 %=10.2

N=44 %=9.2

I=1.10

ISFP

N= 6 %=3.0

N=36 %=7.6

1=0.40**

ESFP

N=23 %=11.7

N=31 %=6.5

1=1.79***

ESFJ

N=18 %=9.1

N=55 %=11.6

1=0.79

INFJ

N=2 %=1.0

N=14 %=2.9

1=0.35

INFP

N=5 %=2.5

N=23 %=4.8

1=0.53

ENFP

N=27 %=13.7

N=56 %=11.3

1=1.16

ENFJ

N=12 %=6.1

N=26 %=5.5

1=1.12

INTJ

N=4 %=2.0

N=7 %=1.5

1=1.38

INTP

N=7 %=3.6

N=17 %=3.6

1=0.99

ENTP

N=18 %=9.1

N=19 %=4.0

1=2.29***

ENTJ

N=7 %=3.6

N=21 %=4.4

1=0.81

'Legend: % = percent of total choosing this group who fall
into this type

I = self selection index; ratio of % of type in group
to % in sample

* = p<.05
** = p<.01

*** = p<.001
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Hypothesis 4b. There is no difference in the mean scores of

learning style, as measured by the 23 subscales of the

Learning Style Profile, among students whose final cumulative

test sco e is or greater and Amon students w ose fi al

cumulative test score for the course is 60% or greater.

Table 29 presents mean scores of the 23 subscales of

the LSP and is divided into two groups: those who scored less

than 60% in the course on the computer-managed test system

and those who scored 60% or greater. The only subscale which

showed significant differences was spatial ability (p <.01).

Course Demands

The meaning of the data presented in Table 29 can be

understood more clearly if the previous data on MBTI types

are held in mind. Sixty percent of the non-major population

are sensing (S) types. Jensen (1987) says (Table 3, p. 35)

that Ss learn best when they move from the concrete to the

abstract in a step-by-step progression. It may be that the

acti ities for learning biology do not include spatial

related experiences in a step-by-step fashion adequate for

the S learner to be successful.

Hypothesis 4b is rejected.

1°Av(..,,



TABLE 29

LEARNING STYLES* OF NON-MAJOR UNDERGRADUATES IN BIOLOGY

Total Number of Students = 673

Studen_Performance
<60

LSP Subscale I N=197
1Mean / S.D.

=>60 I

N=476 1 t 'Significance
Mean / S.D.(

Analytic 49 8.7 51 7.9 -1.7 NS
Spatial 51 12.6 55 11.9 -3.9 **

Discrimination 45 11.5 47 10.8 -1.3 NS
Categorization 57 7.5 57 7.7 0.2 NS
Sequent'l 54 5.3 54 5.5 -0.5 NS

Proces.
Memory 46 11.2 47 10.7 -1.0 NS

Visual 53 10.2 55 10.8 -0.9 NS
Auditory 44 9.2 45 9.5 -0.2 NS
Emotive 50 10.1 49 10.2 1.7 NS

Persistence 48 8.7 49 9.8 0.1 NS
Verbal Risk 48 9.3 49 9.1 -0.9 NS
Manipulative 48 9.8 48 10.2 -1.1 NS

Early Morning 51 9.1 51 9.7 0.2 NS
Late Morning 50 9.2 50 9.4 0.7 NS
Afternoon 51 8.5 50 9.1 1.2 NS
Evening 52 8.8 53 9.2 -1.7 NS

Verbal-Spatial 48 7.4 48 7.0 0.5 NS
Grouping 41 6.5 42 6.8 -0.9 NS
Posture 55 9.7 55 10.1 0.7 NS
Mobility 48 10.1 48 9.4 -0.2 NS
Sound 44 8.8 44 9.1 1.0 NS
Lighting 52 1U.5 52 9.7 0.3 NS
Temperature 54 10.1 53 10.2 0.6 NS
2211111111

*Standard scores of students in Biology 110 at The Ohio State
University who took both the Learning Style Profile (National
Association of Secondary School Principals) and the Myers-
Briggs Type Indicator (Consulting Psychologists Press)

**p<0.01

12'3
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Table 30 presents type frequencies of those students

who attended class until the second week but who never tested

on the computer-managed test system; i.e., they dropped the

course. Two-thirds of the students are represented in the

bottom half of the type table, the extroverts. Another 63%

are represented by the sensing section. These data are

presented to help understand which types may be threatened

by an autotutorial science course for non-majors. These

students all stayed in the course into the second week, when

the MBTI had to be returned, but their computer record shows

no effort at testing, not even one try. There are 59% F

types. These data are interesting, and again demonstrate

that the ESF_ learner may be at risk in the course. (Table

28 showed that the ESFP type is almost twice as likely to

score below 60%.)

u
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TABTE30

NON-MAJOR UNDERGRADUATES IN BIOLOGY,
STUDENTS WHO ATTENDED THROUGH THE SECOND WEEK

BUT NEVER TESTED ON THE COMPUTER-
MANAGED TESTING SYSTEM,

BY MBTI TYPE

N=27

ISTJ

N=2 %=7.4

ISTP

ESTP

N=5 %=18.5

ESTJ

N=1 %=3.7

ISFJ

N=4 %=14.8

ISFP

N=1 %=3.7

ESFP

N=2 %=7.4

ESFJ

N=2 %=7.4

13_1.

INFJ

N=1 %=3.7

INFP

ENFP

N=4 %=14.8

ENFJ

N=2 %=7.4

INTJ

INTP

N=1 %=3,7

ENTP

ENTJ

N=2 %=7.4
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HYPOTHESIS 5. There is no relationship between a student's

score in cognitive Processing skills, as measured by the

Learning Style Profile, and the student's score on a question

which is perceived to demand that skill.

There are over 20,000 test items in the computer 'managed

test bank for the NMBC in the Phoenix System. The questions

are keyed to the unit objectives (Appendix E) and consist of

three types, called low, high, and Image. "Low" type

questions are meant to be recall (per the :.ssociate

Coordinator of the course). "High" type questions are meant

to require a higher level of difficulty than recall, possibly

analysis or application. "Image" type questions require the

student to refer to the visuals book located adjacent to the

computer terminal where the student takes tests. The "Image"

type questions are, in effect, either laboratory practical

type questions or diagram identification. (See Figure 5:

Visual H-4 in Appendix L.)

It was decided to select questions on units G (genetics)

and H (reproduction) for the following reasons: Unit H was

selected because, from the beginning of the needs analysis

in 1986, it had been determined that Unit H was the unit in

which students scored the lowest on tests. Unit H has

undergone scrutiny of individual questions (external to this

study), including item analyses, since 1986. Many questions

have been revised. Concentration on Unit H was considered
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to be in line with improvement efforts, department wide.

Unit G was chosen because of the need to find questions which

elicited the cognitive process, analysis, one of the skills

(analytic) measured by the LSP. Some genetics problems

require computations. To insure selection of questions which

require the cognitive skill of analysis, this researcher

chose some questions from Unit G.

Many objectives in the test bank are tested by multiple

questions; many others have only a few questions per

objective. Objectives from which to draw questions were

systematically selected from the two units in order to obtain

questions from each type of question classification. Since

the number of questions per objective varies (range 2-29),

some questions in the test bank are presented to each student

and some probably are presented to only a few. Therefore,

questions were selected from each classification type (Low,

High, and Image) and from objectives with few questions and

with many questions.

Fifty-eight questions were thus selected to be rated

according to cognitive processzs required to answer the ques-

tion. Three raters used a form developed specifically for

this task (Appendix L). The raters included this researcher,

the Associate Coordinator, and the Assistant Coordinator of

the NMBC. Both coordinators have master's degrees in

biology. For each question rated, the raters responded as

13
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to what level (on a scale of 0-4) of cognitive process was

required, in their judgement, to answer the question. An

attempt was made to identify at least five questions per

process (analytic, spatial, discrimination, categorization,

sequential processing, and memory). However, two problems

emerged which reduced the number of questions evaluated: 1.)

inter-rater reliability was low, 2.) all questions required

many processes; there were none that required only analysis,

for example.

Six questions for which there was unanimous agreement

as to the cognitive processes required were then selected for

a preliminary test to determine if this line of inquiry might

be productive, given the problems listed above. For example,

if a question had a zero total, then all raters evaluated

that question as having no analytic skill requirement. If

a-question,had-a score of 12, then all raters had given the

question the highest possible rating (4). These extremes,

low analytic and high analytic, were selected to perform a

test of significance.

The next step was to identify which students were

presented those questions and to identify whether or not the

student answered correctly or incorrectly. This list of

questions was given to staff at the Center for Teaching

Excellence. A systems programmer returned a master list

providing exact identification of which student, by name and

1 3 ;_
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computer sign-on number, was presented each of the questions

evaluated by the three raters. This master list of

questions, identified initially by student sign-on number,

was used to select the student learning style profiles for

comparison and analysis. The goal was to determine if there

is congruence between a student's skill level in analysis,

as measured by the LSP, and the student's ability to answer

questions which require that skill. A set of hypotheses

subordinate to hypothesis 5 are discussed below.

An analysis of variance was performed to evaluate

cognitive process requirements of questions in the

computer-managed test bank and the relationship of cognitive

process requirements and cognitive process scores of

students.

COGNITIVE PROCESS ANALYSIS OF THE TEST QUESTIONS

The data from these comparisons are presented in Tables

31 and 32. Six questions from the computer-managed test bank

were analyzed. Two questions each were from each of types

low, high, and image. Two rating levels, high (value of 12

which consisted of a score of 4 from each of 3 raters), and

low (value of 0), which consisted of a score of 0 from each

of 3 raters) were evaluated.

Eight different students per cell, for a total of 96

students, were randomly identified, as described above, from

13
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the computer-managed testing records for each of the six

questions. The record of performance (right or wrong) for

each student on each question was analyzed and is presented

in Table 31.

An analysis of variance was performed on the question

data by cognitive process rating (Table 32). Two each of type

low, high and image questions were evaluated: those which

required high analytic skill (12) and were unanimously rated,

and those which required low analytic skill (0) and were

unanimously rated. Two groups of students who had been asked

these questions were formed: those who answered correctly and

those who answered incorrectly.

No significant differences were found (see Table 32) of

those students' analytical scores from the analytic subscale

of the Learning Style Profile based on any one of the three

major variables (question level of difficulty, amount of

analytic ability required as determined by ratings of three

different persons, or right/wrong answer). No significant

differences were found in two factor interactions or three

factor interactions. There were no significant differences

based on the analytic score measured by the Learning Style

Profile. Therefore, hypothesis 5 could not be rejected for

the five items analytic scale proposed by the NASSP. (See

Factor Analysis and subsequent ANOVA.)

13 u



TABLE 31

LEARNING STYLE PROFILE FIVE ITEM ANALYTIC SCORE
QUESTION ANALYSIS

Analytic Subscale = five items (25, 26, 27, 28, 29)

Question
Type

Low

[A) High

Image

[B)
High Analytic

Correct

Mean' 51.63

Low Analytic

Incorrect I Correct

Mean 46.751Mean 44.13

8.29I5.D. 9.48

Mean 50.75IMean 49.13

0.D 5.97IS.D. 6.96

S.D. 6.801 0.D.

Mean 50.63

S.D. 11.35

Mean 50.63 Mean 49.25IMean 53.25 Mean 49.13

S.D. 9.43 S.D. 7.85IS.D. 7.08 S.D. 9.40

'LSP analytic subscale standard score for eight SS/cell, all
different

113

Incorrect

Mean 49.13

S.D. 6.96

Mean 48.13

S.D. 9.23

TABLE 32

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF QUESTION TYPE, AMOUNT OF ANALYSIS
(FIVE ITEMS), AND CORRECT VS INCORRECT RESPONSE

TO MULTIPLE CHOICE TEST QUESTIONS
Analytic Subscale = five items (25, 26, 27,

Source Sum of Degrees of
Squares Freedom

28,

F

29)

P.
value

Question Type (A) 116.69 2 0.83 0.44

High versus Low (3)

analysis required
30.38 1 0.43 0.51

Correct vs (C)

incorrect responseAR
26.04 1 0.37 0.55

AB 68.69 2 0.49 0.62

AC 36.02 0.25 0.78

BC 24.00 1 0.34 0.56

ABC 188.69 2 1.34 0.27

Error 5C84.0 84
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In the three-factor analysis of the LSP five item

analytic scores in which the first factor was question type,

the second factor was high versus low analytic requirement,

and the third factor was correct or incorrect response.

There were no major effects, two factor interactions nor a

three factor interaction, as shown in Table 32.

An additional analyses of variance was performed on the

same group of 96 students, as explained following the results

of factor analysis presented next.

FACTOR ANALYSIS

Kim & Mueller (1978, p.8) describe factor analysis as

the assumption that observed variables are linear

combinations of some underlying factors, some of which are

assumed to be common to two or more variables and some of

which are assumed to be unique to each variable. The unique

factors are then assumed to be orthogonal to each other and

do not then contribute to the covariance between variables.

Only the common factors contribute to the covariation among

the observed variables.

The linear system assumed in factor analysis, according

to Kim & Mueller, is such that one can identify the resulting

covariance structure without error if the underlying factor

lo-dings are known. Covariance measures the extent to which

values of one variable tend to covary with values of another

variable. Covariance is actually Pe..-.son's product-moment

11:3L:,
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correlation coefficient. Kim & Mueller (1978, p. 10) list

three steps used by researchers to obtain factor analytic

solutions: 1.) preparation of a covariance matrix; 2.)

extraction of initial (orthogonal factors; and 3.) rotation

to a terminal solution.

Since the LSP had never been admin4stered to a college

population and no normative data existed, prior to this

study, factor analysis was chosen to attempt to add validity

to the use of the instrument for older adolescents and

adults. Several factor analyses were attempted, including

one exactly like that described in the Technical Manual for

the LSP, a 19 factor solution.

The factor analysis results presented in Appendix N are

the closest attempt to the NASSP 19 factor solution. The

principal component method of factor analysis was used

followed by varimax rotation. Following the NASSP factor

solution, all items contributing to the perceptual modality

preferences of visual, auditory and emotive subscales, as

well as the categorization variables, were removed.

Table 33 presents the results from a nine factor solu-

tion, varimax rotation, which yielded a six item factor

loading on the LSP variable analytic subscale. Table 34

presents the factor standard regression coefficients of all

items which loaded with the analytic factor. Two items from

the spatial subscale (37 and 40) loaded with the analytic

1.:L'v
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items. The reliability of this six item analytic scale was

0.645. Items which loaded with analytic items are presented

in Appendix N, along with the standard regression

coefficients for the 19 factor solution.

Following the six item loading of the analytic scale,

an additional analyses of variance test was performed on the

sara 96 students presented in Tables 31 and 32. A reanalysis

of student answers bases: on an analytic scale composed of the

six items which loaded together in the 9-factor solution and

presented in Table 33 and 34. The reanalyses data are

presented in Tables 35 and 36.

Because no standard scores were available for this newly

created subscale on the LSP, raw scores were used and the

data were transformed using a square root transformation.

Transformations are frequently done when data are not as

continuous as desired.

On this analysis, presented in Tables 35 and 36, a

signficant three factor interaction was found when the data

were transformed. There is a significant interaction between

question level, amount of analysis required and whether or

not the student answered the question right or wrong (p <

.04).

14u
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The three factor interaction is difficult to interpret

but a sense of the interactions can be obtained from an

examination of the means shown in Table 35. Generally, with

A and B held constant and looking at mean scores of correct

vs incorrect, the incorrect is generally lower

TABLE 33

FACTOR ANALYSIS OF LEARNING STYLE PROFILE

Factor
Name

Eigen
Value

Percent
Variance

Cumulative
Percent Variance

1. Persistence 4.19 .11 .11
2. Sound 3.61 .09 .20
3. Study Time- -

Evening 3.01 .08 .28
4. Lighting 2.71 .07 .35
5. Grouping 2.50 .06 .41
6. Temperature 2.44 .06 .48
7. Manipulative 2.24 .06 .53
8. Analytic 1.96 .05 .59
9. 1.72 .04 .63

TABLE 34

ANALYTIC FACTOR COMPONENTS

Item
Number

Standard
Regression Coefficient

25 .50
27 .44
28 .63
29 .53
37 .36
40 .35
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TABLE 35

LEARNING STYLE PROFILE SIX ITEM ANALYTIC SCORE
QUESTION ANALYSIS (square root transformation)

Analytic Subscale=six items (25, 27, 28, 29, 37, 40)

Question
Type

[B]
High Analytic

I Low Analytic

Correct I Incorrect I Correct Incorrect
I I

Means 2.11IMean 1.45IMean 1.75 Mean 2.01
Low

I I
S.D. .25IS.D. .93IS.D. .58 S.D. .30

Mean 2.02 Mean 1.94IMean 2.01 Mean 1.90
[A] High

S.D. .45 S.D .35IS.D. .33 S.D. .55

Mean 2.06 Mean 2.01IMean 2.24 Mean 1.98
Image

S.D. .36 S.D. .27IS.D. .35 S.D. .48

aLSP analytic subscale raw score for eight SS/cell, all dif-
ferent

TABLE 36

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF QUESTION TYPE, AMOULT ANALYSIS,
(SIX ITEMS), AND Cr'RECT VS INCORRECT RESPONSE

TO MULTIPLE CHOICE TEST QUESTIONS
(square root transformation)

Analytic Subscale = six items

Source Sum of
Squares

(25, 27, 28,

Degrees of
Freedom

29, 37, 40)

value

Question Type (A) 0.95 2 2.15 0.12
High versus Low (B)

analysis required
0.06 1 0.26 0.61

Correct vs (C)

incorrect response
0.53 1 ,, ,1 0.12

AB 0.07 2 0.16 0.85
AC 0.05 2 0.11 0.90
BC 0.30 1 1.36 0.25
ABC 1.45 2 3.28 0.04
Error 18.57 84

Total 21.98 95

1 4.;
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except for low level questions and low amount of analysis.

Students who missed high analytic questions from the low

cognitive level set had lower LSP analytic scores than those

answering correctly. Students who missed the low analytic

questions from the low cognitive level set had higher LSP

analytic scores than those answering correctly.

All cellsAxBxCare basically the same except for 1)

low question type x high analytic x incorrect (low LSP score

of 1.45) 2) low question type x low analytic x correct (low

LSP score of 1.75).

It is not unexpected that those with low LSP analytic

scores should be less successful on high analyic questions.

It is less obvious why those with low LSP scores should be

more successful on low analytic questions. Perhaps the use

of analytic skills on low level recall items results in

confusion or misinterpretation. Students may read more into

the question than is expected or may refuse to memorize

material.

Since a three-way interaction between question type, high

vs low analytic requirement, and correct vs incorrect response

was found, hypothesis five is rejected for analytic ability.

Hypothesis five could be rejected for the other five cognitive

processes.

14
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HYPOTHESIS 6. There is no predictive ability of the

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, as described by Curry (1983),in

determining a student's learnina style as measured by the

Learning Style Profile.

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENT MATRIX

Correlation coefficients were determined using the SAS

procedure, PROC CORR, for all LSP, MBTI and performance

scores. Table 37 displays the correlation matrix for the 558

students who took both the LSP and the MBTI and for whom there

were no missing values. No students had missing values on the

MBTI; only 20 students omitted 20 or more items on the 126

items of the LSP. The 100 students deleted from the data set

had only 1 or 2 items missing on the LSP. However, all of

them (115) were deleted for all of the rest of the data

analysis.

The MBTI individual dimensions (E,I,S,N,T,F,J,P) are

correlated with each of the 23 LSP subscales on Table 37.

Final cumulative performance score is in the matrix as well.

Correlations greater than 0.05 significance level have been

listed. Because the number of variables is 32, only the ones

greater than 0.002 will be discussed. The others are listed

because, even at the levels of correlation and significance

listed, they are of interest in the analysis of relationships

between learning style measures. The significance levels

14
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greater than 0.0001 are designated on Table 37 by four stars

(*)

The most significant correlate on the table is the LSP

subscale, verbal risk. Verbal risk has a positive correlation

at the 0.0001 level with extroversion (.30) and intuition

(.25). Verbal risk correlates negatively with sensing (-.28),

introversion (-.33) and feeling (-.17), all at the 0.0001

level of significance.

The LSP persistence subscale correlates positively with

judging (.17) and negatively with perceiving (-.21), both at

the 0.0001 significance level. The manipulative subscale

correlates positively (.17) with thinking. Mobility

preference positively correlates with perceiving (.20), and

negatively with judging (-.19), both at the 0.0001

significance level. Finally, performance in the course

correlates (.23) at a probability significance level of 0.0001

with spatial ability.

14 1



Table 37
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS MATRIX

OF LEARNING STYLE PROFILE SUBSCALES
AND MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE INDICATOR DIMENSIONS

(N=558)

Learning Style Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Dimensions"-
Profile Subscales I S I N I T I F I J Performance

Analytic I -.09*
I .13*

Spatial .23****

Discrimination I I I 11
11

-.09*

Categorization I -.12x1 I .12
iiii

Sequent'l Processing

Memory .08* I -.1 I .12
Visual

Auditory

Emotive -.09* I -.1*
Persistence

I I -.11
*

.10
*

-.15*** .17"" -.21
****

Verbal Risk .30
+ + +

+I - .33+++ +I .281++ +I .25**** .15***
I - .17+

+rrl
.10*

Manipulative -.14'" I .131" I .17"" +r+

Early Morning I -.09* I .08* .09* I -.10*
Late Morning .141 I -.le
Afternoon .10' i -.11 Ili

Evening I .09* I -.09*
Verbal-Spatial
Grouping

I .09'

Posture .18*** -.10* I .08* I -.10* I .14** -.14***

Mobility
I I -.10* I .14*** -.19**** .20****

Sound -.12** I .12
Ili

-.18*** .15***
Lighting

Temperature .12
Ili

I -.11
Il1

-.10

'Legend:
p<.05

= p<.01

= p<.001

= p<.0001

14z
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CANONICAL CORRELATION

Canonical correlation is a procedure for investigating

the relationship between two sets of variables. The general

question addressed by canonical correlation is: to what

extent can one set of variables be explained or predicted by

another set of variables? (Thompson, 1984). The analysis

collapses the scores for each set of variables in a set into

a single composite variable. Composite scores derived are

then called variate scores. The linear combinations are

referred to as canonical variates (Kennedy, 1988, personal

communication).

The bivariate correlation (Pearson product-moment

correlation) between the two composite scores, one from each

of the two variable sets, is the canonical correlation

coefficient. The first pair of linear combinations (canonical

variates) yields the highest possible canonical correlation

coefficient for a set of data.

After this first canonical correlation is obtained, addi-

tional canonical correlation coefficients are calculated which

are independent of the first; i.e., the second canonical cor-

relation is based on linear combinations of the sets of var-

iables independent of the correlations in the first canonical

correlation set. Subsequent correlations can be made in a

similar manner, all in decreasing orders of

magnitude.

1 `1
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Structure coefficients are product-moment correlations

between the original variables and the canonical (composite)

score. Generally, a structure coefficient equal to or greater

than .30 is treated as meaningful. These structure

coefficients are used to name the canonical variates in this

way, in terms of the variables that have meaningful loadings

[structure coefficients equal to or greater than .30 on the

particular canonical variate (Warmbrod, 1987, p. 2)].

Table 38 presents the results of canonical correlation

for the LSP and MBTI variables. The first, and highest pos-

sible,correlation between the two sets of variables !_s .49.

The variable with a loading above .30 is, in the LSP

subscales, verbal risk (.42). Verbal risk explains the first

canonical variate, or contributes most to the correlation

between the two sets of variables.

The squared canonical correlation (R2) for the first

canonical variate is .24. This is interpreted to mean that

24% of the variance in the verbal risk score on the LSP could

be predicted from MBTI scores. It also could mean that verbal

risk contributes the most from the group of LSP variables to

the relationship between the two groups of variables - LSP and

MBTI. Likewise, the variables Judging, Perceiving and

Introversion from the MBTI group of variables contribute the

most to the relationship between the two groups of variable

- LSP and MBTI.

1 qu



TABLE 38

CANONICAL CORRELATION (CC) OF LEARNING STYLE PROFILE VARIABLES
WITH MYERS -BRIGGS TYPE INDICATOR VARIABLES

N=558

1st CC

2nd CC

23 LSP Variables with 8 MBTI Dimensions

Canonical Squared Can.
Correlation Correlation

(CC)

. 49 .24

. 44 .19

Variables Contributing
1st CC

to

2nd CC

verbal risk .42 persistence .24

LSP memory .13

manipulaUve
evening study

.12

time .13

judging .12 judging .13

MBTI perceiving .14 perceiving .23

introversion .11

Wilks' Lambda .45 p< .0001

Pillai's Trace .74 p< .0001

Hotelling- Lawley Trace .89 p< .0001

Roy's greatest root .32 p< .0001
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The second canonical correlation (.44) is more difficult

to interpret. There are four subscales on the LSP which

contribute to the relationship between the LSP and MBTI and

which can be predicted from the MBTI. Likewise, there are

two aspects of one MBTI dimension that contribute to the

relationship between the LSP and MBTI. Judging and perceiving

are important and have more than one aspect involved. Some

aspects of judging and perceiving are related to the first

canonical correlation and some to the second canonical

correlation.

Because the groups of variables are related and can be

predicted from one another, in this case the LSP from the

MBTI, hypothesis 6 is rejected. Hypothesis 6 is rejected for

verbal risk. Hypothesis 6 cannot be rejected for all other

subscales in the LSP.

1 o u
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LOGISTIC REGRESSION

Petersen (1989, p. 130) decribes logistic regression as

a logit model, used often in sociological research in order

to relate a dichotomous dependent variable to a set of

independent variables. Resultant statistics from this logit

model include predicted probabilities of belonging to one of

the categories on the dependent variable. These statistics

help convey the significance of the reported results (Nabor,

1989, personal communication; Wood, 1989, personal

c-Amunication).

Stepwise, forward and backward, logistic regression was

performed on variables in the LSP and MBTI. Selected

variables were chosen, as well, for separate logistic

regression. These variables were chosen because of their

identification in previous statistical tests. All logistic

regressions used the PROC LOGIST procedure in the SAS

programming language. Stepwise, forward and backward, was

chosen in the event that variables which were selected did

not include variables which could have predictive value.

Information to guide the regression analyses were the

chi-square tests of the METI data, Pearson correlation coeffi-

cients, and canonical correlation. Lutlistic regression was

chosen because 1.) the distribution of the dependent variable,

performance sc.:ore as measured by the computer-managed testing

system, was not normally ristributed, and 2.) Pass/fail cri-
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teria was selected as an important criterion in discriminating

between students who were successful and those who were not.

Only 27 of the students in the sample dropped the course

without trying the computer-managed testing system. These

students, including the rest who scored below 60%, compose the

fail group. The pass group includes students who scored 60%

or hirher.

Variables were entered into stepwise regression

analyses using the final performance score as the dependent

variable. All LSP and MBTI variables were placed in the model.

Previous statistical analssis had identified variables of

interest; these were analleic skill, spatial skill,

extraversion, introversion, judging, and perceiving.

The results from the logistic regression are presented

in Table 39. The logistic regression kept only the spatial

skill and introversion in the model, in both the stepwise and

the selected variables procedure. The predictive power is

R=0.18, a value similar to explained variance in multiple

regression. Converting that logarithmic value to a probability

model, however (as demonstrated in Table 39), a probability

of predicting a performance score less than or greater than

or equal to 60 is .67, if the spatial skill score and the

introversion score are known. A pseudo R2 value of .53 has

been calculated from the likelihood ratio statistic.

1 5 ,,,



TABLE 39

STEPWISE LOGISTIC REGRESSION: INTROVERSION AND
SPATIAL SKILL VS PERFORMANCE

Categorical Dependent V = Performar, a Score <60 N=158
Performance Score >a, 60 N=400

Variable Beta St. Er. Chi-Sq P R

(Locrits)
Intercept. -1.005 .44 5.29 .02

Spatial Skill .0249 .01 11.17 .0008 .12

Introversion .0546 .02 12.24 .0005 .12

L = 1N [P /1 -P))

Log
P

1-P

Predictive Probabilities

L = Logit
1N = Natural logarithm
P = Probability

spatial Intro-
= (-1.005) + (.0249) skill + .0546 version

value value

Example: Spatial Skill mean value = 3.6
Introversion mean value = 11.54

Probability of having a score = 60 =

=(-1.005)+(.0249) (3.6)+(.0546) (11.54)=.7197

e .7197 2.0539

1+e"' 3.0539

Probability = .6725

Meaning: if spatial skill and introversion values are known,

the probability of correctly predicting a performance score

>60 or <60 is .6725.

Pseudo R2

Pseudo R2
Likelihood Ratio Statistic (LRS) LRS=640,26

N = 558
N+ LRS

640.26

558 + 640.26
= .53

129
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It is concluded that knowing certain dimensions of

learning style can predict achievement in the NMBC (p <

.0005). This result is in agreement with rejection of

hypothesis 4b; there is a relationship between the learning

style subscale of spatial ability and success in the NMBC.

The results also support rejection of hypothysis 4a; i.e.,

there is a relationship between the learning style of

introversion and success in the NMBC.

FINDINGS

1. Differences were found between the 12th grade and

non-majors in biology on the following LSP subscales.

Non-majors scored higher in spatial and sequential

processing skills, visual perceptual modality,

persistence orientation, evening study time, formal

posture pre..erence, and bright lighting preference.

Twelfth graders scored higher in memory skill, auditory

perceptual modality, verbal risk orientation, late

morning study time preference, mobility, and sound

preferences (p < .0001) (Table 16).

2. INTJs and INFPs are less represented in the non-majors

than in majors in biology (p < .05) (Table 14).

3. The following types are less represented in the male

non-majors than in the male majors in science: INTJ, INTP

15
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(p < .001); ENTP (p < .01); and ENTJ (p < .05) (Table

25).

4. The following types are more represented in the male

non-majors than in the male majors in science: ISTJ, ISFJ

(p < .01); ISTP, ISFP, ESTP, ESFP and ESTJ (p < .001)

(Table 25).

5. The following types are less represented in the

non-majors than in biologists: INTJs (p < 01), INFPs (p

< .05), and LNTJs (p <.05) (Table 26).

6. The following types are less represented among students

not successful in biology for non-majors: ISTJs (p < .05)

and ISFPs (p < .01) (Table 28).

7. The following types are more represented among students

Lnt successful in biology for non-majors: ESFPs and ENTPs

(p < .001) (Table 28).

8. Among students who score less than 60% in the NNBC,

spatial skill, is lower than among students who score

higher than or equal to 60% (p < .01) (Table 29).

Performance in biology correlates at the 0.23 level (co-

rrelation coefficient) with spatial skill on the LSP (p

< .0001) (Table 37).

9. Question type, amount of analytic skill required, and

correct vs incorrect answers interact with a six item

analytic scale on the LSP (Table 35, p < .04).

Ju
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10. Persistence orientation correlates positively (0.17) with

Judging (p < .0001) (Table 37).

11. Persistence orientation correlates negatively (-0.21)

with Perceiving (p < .0001) (Table 37).

12. Verbal risk preference correlates positively with

Extraversion (0.30) and Intuition (0.25) (p < .0001)

(Table 37).

13. Verbal risk preference correlates negatively with

Introversion (-0.28), and Feeling (-0.17) (p < .0001)

(Table 37).

14. Manipulative preference correlates positively with

Thinking (.17) (p < .0001) (Table 37).

15. Mobility preference correlates negatively (-0.19) with

Judging (p < .0001) (Table 37),

16. Mobility preference correlates positively (.20) with

Perception (p < .0001) (Table 37).

17. There is a canonical correlation of 0.49 between the two

sets of LSP and MBTI variables (p < .0001) (Table 38).

18. The verbal risk orientation subscale on the LSP composes

most of the contribution to the relationship between the

LSP and the MBTI (Table 39). Verbal risk can be

predicted from MBTI scores (0.24) (p < .0001) (Table 39).

19. In the second canonical correlation, from the LSP,

persistence, memDry, manipulative and evening study time

contribute to the relationship between the LSP and the
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MBTI. Judging (J) and Perceiving (P) contribute from

the MBTI to the relationship.

20. Spatial skill (p < .0008) and Introversion (p < .0005)

predict success in the NMBC (Table 39). Introversion (p

< .0005) and spatial (p < .0008) skill (p < .0008)

correlate (R=.67) with biology achievement (Table 39).

A trend of interest is the large number of male

non-majors who are perceiving (P) (56.7%, Table 19, p. 86),

as compared to the general population figure of McCaulley et

al, 1985 (42.7%, Table 21, p. 86).

J .



TABLE 40

SUMMARY OF GROUP FINDINGS FOR
LEARNING STYLE PROFILE

134

LSP Subscale Greater Group
LSP Score

Lesser Group
LSP Score

Spatial Skill
Non -ma= ors 12th GradersSequential processing skill Non-majors > 12th GradersVisual perceptual modality Non-majors > 12th GradersPersistence orientation Non-majors > 12th GradersEvening study time preference Non-majors > 12th GradersFormal posture preference Non-majors > 12th GradersBright lighting preference Non-majors > 12th Graders

Memory skill 12th Graders > Non-majorsAuditory perceptual modality 12th Graders > Non-majorsVerbal risk orientation 12th Graders > Non -maj orsLate morning study time
preference 12th Graders > Non-majorsVerbal spatial preference 12th Graders > Non-majorsMobility preference 12th Graders > Non-majors(More) sound preference 12th Graders > Non-majors

p < .0001

Biology Achievement

Spatial skills

% p < .01

successful > non-successful

15u



TABLE 41

SUMMARY OF GROUP FINDINGS FOR
MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE INDICkTOR

1BTI Tvloe Greater Group Lesser Grourx

INTJ
INFP
INTJ
INTP
ENTP
ENTJ
ISTJ
ISFJ
ISTP
ISFP
ESTP
ESFP
ESTJ
INTJ
INFP
ENTJ

Biology majors
Biology majors
Male science majors >
Male science majors >
Male science majors >
Male science majors >
Male non-majo
Male non-major
Male non-major
Male non-major
Male non-major
Male non-major
Male non-major
Biologists
Biologists
Biologists

135

P Value

Non-majors .05
Non-majors .05
Male non-majors .001
Male non-majors .001
Male non-majors .01
Male non-majors .05
Male science major .01
Male science major .01
Male science major .001
Male science major .001

Male science major .001
Male science major .001
Male science major X01
Non-majors .01
Non-majors .05
Non-majors .05

Biology kchievement

ISTJ
ISFP
ESFP
ENTP

Successful
Successful
Non-successful
Non-successful

Non-successful
Non-successful
Successful
Successful

.05

.01

.001

.001



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS

This chapter presents the purpose of the study and the

findings. It also includes:

1. conclusions

2. implications and recommendations for course improvement

based on the findings

3. implications and recommendations for future research

based on the findings.

THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was to provide qualitative and

quantitative information on learning characteristids of the

non-major in biology, for use in course redesign, to improve

the course. The course is presently taught by the

audiotutorial method and has a computer-managed testing

system.

The Instructional Systems Design (ISD) (McCombs, 1986)

model for program development was used to guide this study,

which is only a small part of biology course development, for

non-majors, currently under way at The Ohio State University.

136
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The needs analysis portion of ISD, described by McCombs

(1986) and Carrier & Jonassen (1988), became the focus of the

study, particularly identifying the learning characteristics

of the students in the course. Carrier & Jonassen stated that

identification of learner characteristics is important

because of the increasing use of microcomputing technologies.

In the NMBC, 92% of evaluation of learners involves computer

testing.

As the study progressed, it became increasingly

apparent that the ISD model could drive any reform efforts

chosen to provide for appropriate science education for

non-majors. This study provides empirical data of the

characteristics of the non-majors enrolled in general

biology, from which the other steps in the ISD model should

proceed. From these data on the non-major, scientists who

teach these students can know that any efforts that they make

to change course format, laboratory format, and/or teaching

assistant duties, are based on evidence, not conjecture.

Learning style literature, explained by Claxton & Murrell

(1987), emphasizes the need to use learning style in higher

education. They write that student retention can be improved

when attention is given to students' preference for learning.

1
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CONCLUSIONS REGARDING THE MBTI

Findings 2-7 (pp. 130 & 131) are discussed below and are

displayed on Table 42 (Table 9, p. 44, with the findings

added). Table 42 is a consolidation of all findings from

hypotheses 1, 2, 3, and 4a.

INTJs and INFPs are less represented in the non-majors

than the biology majors (BM) population (Table 24, p. 94).

INTJs, INFPs and ENTJs are less represented in the non-majors

than the biologists (BG) population (Table 26, p. 100 ).

These two findings from the data on Tables 4.13, p. 94, and

4.15, p. 100, support each other regarding the INTJs and the

INFPs. These three groups (INTJs, INFPs and ENTJs) represent

10% of the total population of non- majors (Tables 18, p. 85

and 5.1).

In examining the differences between the male non-majors

and the male science majors (Table 25, p. 98), the INTJs and

ENTJs are present (as in biologists, Table 26, p. 100) in

addition to the INTPs and the ENTPs. These data support

Gable's findings (Table 7, p.40) that show research

scientists as 100% NT. The data in Table 42 demonstrate that

a major difference between the group of biology student

non-majors is that they are not primarily NT, as are research

scientists as reported by Gable (Table 7, p.40). In all four

NT groups, non-majors are less represented than 'science

majors.

16,,
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TABLE 42

MBTI FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FINDINGS:
COMPARISON OF NON-MAJORS, MALE SCIENCE MAJORS,

BIOLOGY MAJORS, BIOLOGISTS,
AND STUDENTS WHO FAIL

N=673

ISTJ
Less who PAIL
F=18

M=31More than
MSM

N=49 %=7.3

ISFJ

F=51

M=11More than
MSM

%=9.5

INFJ

F= 8

M= 8

N=16 %=2.4

INTJ
Less than BM,BG
F= 5

M= 6 Less than
MSM

N=11 %=1.6

ISTP

F= 5

M=18More than
MSM

N=26 %=3.9

ISFP
Less who FAIL

F=22

M=19More than
MSM

N=42 %=6.2

INFP
Less than

BM,BG
F=14

M=14

N=28 %=4.2

IliTP

F=10

M=14 Less than
MSM

N=24 %=3.6

ESTP

F=13

ESFP
More who FAIL
F =39

ENFP

F=58

ENTP
More who PAIL
F=22

M=28More than M=15More than M=21 M=14 Less than
MSM MSM MSM

N=42 %=6.2 N=54 %=8.0 N=83 %=12.3 N=37 %=5.5

ESTJ ESFJ ENFJ ENTJ
Less than BG

F=25 F=67 17=35 F=13

M=31Hore than M= 4 M= 3 M=15 Less than
MSM MSM

N=58 %=8.6 N=73 %=10.8 N=38 %=5.6 N=28 %=4.2

MSM=male science major
BM=biology major
BG=biologist
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When non-majors are compared to the biologists, there

are two NT Groups and one NF group which show differences

(Table 26, p. 110). Apparently, biologists are less NT than

other groups of scientists. Also, apparently, non-majors are

less diffetent from biologists than from scientists (which

includes other scientist groups in addition to biologists).

Biology majors' and biologists' data include both male and

female subjects so part of the NT difference could be gender

related. Myers in McCaulley et al., 1985, (Table 20, p. 86)

reports that 60% of the general population males are T.

McCaulley et al., 1985 (Table 21, p. 86) report that 65% of

the general population males are T.

Roberts (1982) in Tab:.e 1 (p. 15) reveals that for all

of the NT community college student types (INTJ, INTP, ENTP

and ENTJ), readings are a preferred medium by which to learn.

Readings and audio tapes comprise instruction in the NMBC.

Groups which are more represented in the non-major

population emerge from the comparison with the science

majors. The most noticable difference is in the sensing (S)

dimension. Seven of eight S profiles are more represented

among non-majors than among science majors. This difference

is astonishing, partly because it supports Gable's data on

Table 7 (p. 40): that research scientists are 100% N. It is

no wonder that scientists have trouble designing courses for

the non-major, as Weistheimer says (1987). The non-major in
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science, being predominantly S, does not attend to the same

kind of stimuli as a person with the N orientation (Table 3,

p. 35).

Jensen's (1987) Table 3 (p. 35) shows that Ss learn best

when they move from the concrete to the abstract in a

step-by-step progression. Jensen's data seem to support, in

'art, the idea that the NMBC is ideal for S types, because

the course is modular and there are ccmputer elements to it.

The computer part of the NMBC, however, is not computer-

assisted in-truction. It is computer-managed. Jensen states

that S types like practical kno1-1edge. The NMBC, in this

researcher's opinion, however, does not focus on knowledge

for practical use. Jensen also lists memorizing of facts,

precision and accuracy as a preference of S types.

Certainly, in the NMBC, S types are at home with memoriza-

tion. Precision and accuracy are rewarded in the computer

testing by the use of multiple choice test items.

The two MBTI groups not successful in the course are the

ESFP and the ENTP (Table 28, p. 103). These groups are also

represented in previously mentione' groups: ESFPs are more

represented among the male non-majors than among male science

majors, and ENTPs are less represented than male science

majors (Table 25 p. 98). So as a group, since there are more

of the ESFPs and they fail more frequently, their learning

needs should be closely examined. Robert's :1982; Table 1

16
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(p. 15) lists ESFP's preferred media as small group work and

motion pictures/TV. The least preferred media of the ESFP

are listed as programmed instruction and readings. For the

ENTP, discussions and readings are the most preferred, while

audio, demonstrations, and role playing are least preferred.

In the NMBC, readings and audio programmed instruction is ,:he

format. For the ESFP, according to Foberts, 1982 (p. 14),

the NMBC is formatted in the least preferred way, because the

course is designed for the student to read and learn the

material according to a structured and programmed format.

Interestingly, the ESFP is one of oily three groups in

Robert's table who does not list audio instruction as a least

preferred medium.

Campbell's study (Table 8, p.41) showed that 14 of 16

MBTI types least prefer memorization as a learning method.

In Campbell's study, students were asked to rank a list of

33 different methods according to their preference for

learning. All 16 MBTI types chose either "confer with other

students" oz "group discussion" as their most preferred

learning method. Memorization and examination were least

preferrcl n 14 of 16 MBTI groups.

1 6tc.
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IMPLICATIONS FROM THE MBTI FOR COURSE DESIGN

Robert's (1982, Table 1, p. 15) and Campbell's (1986,

Table 8, p. 41) studies of adult learners show that the least

favorite learning preferences are audio, memorization, and

examination in 14 of 16 MBTI types. The study presented here

shows that only four of the 16 MBTI types (ESFJ, INFJ, ENFP,

and ENFJ) are the same in number as science majors, biology

.lajors, or biologists; i.e., twelve of 16 MBTI types show

differences in the comparison populations (Table 42, p. 139).

Therefore, when biologists start to design courses for the

non-major, they need to look at tYs research that shows what

the various MBTI types prefer as learning methods.

Particular attention should be paid to those types that are

different from biology majors, biologists, and science

majors.

In the study presented here, only the INFJ, ENFP, ESFJ,

and ENFJ show no differences from the comparison populations:

biology majors, science majors, biologists, or among students

who were successful vs non-successful ones.

The greatest differences occurred in the left half of

the type table, among students who prefer sensing (S)

perception. Biolorflr non-major course designers can examine

Jensen's (1987) table (2.1, p. 35) and the tables cf Roberts

(1982, Table 1, p. 15) and Campbell (1986, Table 8, p. 41)

1G.
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for ideas for learning method prefei.e.nce for possible course

improvement.

According to Roberts (1982, Table 1, p. 151, small group

work is the most preferred learning method of the ESFP. The

ESFP male non-major in biology is the most different (Table

25, p. 98) from male science majors and one of two groups

(male and female) in the NMBC that most frequently fails the

course (Table 28, p. 103).

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE MBTI FOR COURSE DESIGN

1. Because more sensing (S) students (Table 19, p. 86:

60.6%), than intuitive (N) (39.4%) students are

represented in courses for non-majors in biology in this

study, it is desirable to provide learning methods that

this type of student prefers. Methods suggested by

Jensen (1987, Table 3, p. 35) include programmed

instruction, computer-assisted instruction and learning

for practical knowledge. The NMBC already includes

programmed instruction.

2. Because there are more (61.4%) extroverts (E) than

introverts (I) (38.6%) among non-majors (Table 19, p.

86), provide learning opportunities for them which

Jensen (1987, Table 3, p. 35) says they prefer. Those

preferences, listed by Jensen, include: learning

situations filled with movement, action, and talk.

16
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These situations should be connected with their

experience via group discussion or cooperative

projects.

CONCLUSIONS REGARDING THE LSP

The differences found between the 12th grade population,

reported by the NASSP, and the non-majors in biology could

be, in part, developmental and preferential la some cases,

results seem contradictory.

Twelfth grade high school students score higher on

memory skill, supposedly a developmental task. Campbell's

(1986, Table 8, p. 41) data were from persons in the Air

Force so they support older learners' least preference in

learning as memorization. It could be that older learners

(older than 12th grade), such as those in the NMBC, lack of

a preference for memorization is demonstrated by low skill

scores on the LSP. Perhaps older learners have such strong

learning preferences which do not include memorization that

the preference overrides the development. That is, perhaps

they have equal skill development, but their preference for

non-memory type learning methods is demonstrated by strength

in other preference scores. Their development may be equal

in memory skill to twelfth graders, but their preferences in

other learning methcds may diminish their score. It could

happen that use of a mere preferred method, such as visual,
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may diminish a previously developed skill, such as memory.

Older learners (older than twelfth graders) have had more

time to exercise their pref'2rences for learning methods. It

may be that with time and experience of exercising a learning

preference, a skill such as memorizing can become less

developed.

Twelfth graders show preference for auditory

instruction, in contrast to the NMBC students. These data,

coupled with the NMBC student preference for visual

instructional preference, support Roberts' findings (1982,

Table 1, p. 15), that 14 of 16 MBTI types of community

college students least prefer audio instruction.

Twelfth graders' verbal risk orientation is no longer

evident in college students. They show study time

preferences of late morning vs NMBC students' preference for

evening. Twelfth .cade.rs like to move around (mobility) and

prefer more sound in a study setting than do non-majors in

biology, who prefer a formal and well lit study setting.

The pre-college student is less skilled than the under-

graduate non-major in biology in spatial and sequential

processing. Both of these skills are presumably

developmental. Persistence is higher in college students,

which could indicate that high school students who do not

have a persistence orientation do not make it to college.

Thirteen of the subscales show differences between the
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twelfth grade students and NMBC students. What is surprising

is the lack of significant differences among these two

populations on the other ten subscales, particularly analytic

and discrimination skills. The fact that there are 13

differences may have implication for course design.

Analytic Skill Cognitive Demand

The five item subscale on the LSP which measured

analytic skill did not show any relationship to a student's

performance on six questions perceived by three raters to

require that skill (Tables 31 and 32, p. 113). The

interpretation of this result is problematic because the

raters had no formal training in evaluation of questions by

cognitive demand. Therefore, the lack of relationship could

be attributed to rater evaluation error, rather than to lack

of congruence between a student's score on analytic skill on

the LSP and that student's subsequent ability to answer a

question commensurate with that measured skill. Also, the

sample of 96 students was small, and only six questions were

evaluated.

Because the five i im analytic subscale on the LSP did not

show any relationship between a student's score on analytic

skill and subsequent performance on a question which was

perceived to require that skill, additional analysis was

performed using a six item subscale. The reliability for the
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six-item analysis was 0.645, which is slightly higher than

the five item analytic subscale of 0.64. The rationale for

this subsequent analysis was based on factor analytic results

presented in Table 33, p. 117.

The six item analytic subscale (Tables 35 and 36, p.

118) shows a three factor interaction, which suggests that

there is a relationship between a measured amount of analytic

skill (if a different and improved analytic subscale is used)

and a student's ability to perform on questions which are

perceived to require analytic skill. These data may support

part of Tobias' (1982) claim (p. 16) that engagement of

appropriate cognitive processes makes the difference in

learning.

IMPLICATIONS FROM THE LSP FOR COURSE DESIGN

Standard scores (Table 17, p. 83) for students in the

NMBC show below average skill in discrimination and memory.

NMBC students most prefer visual learning and least prefer

instruction by the auditory method. These data support

Roberts' (1982, Table 1, p. 15) and Campbell's (1986, Table

8, p. 41) data.

Orientations (persistence, verbal risk, and manipula-

tive) are all below-average, which could indicate lack of

interest or motivation to study biology. McCaulley (1977)

says the difficulty in designing courses for non-majors lies
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in differences between science non-majors and science majors

in motivation, interest, and learning style. Persistence

could be viewed as a measure of one's motivation and

interest. Verbal risk could also be viewed as a measure of

one's motivation and interest, i.e., the willingness to speak

out in class and question could be viewed as ,,ne of those

attributes which McCaulley says distinguish non-majors from

majors in science.

These below-average scores are probably measures of

general low scores on these orientations (persistence, verbal

risk, and manipulative), as suggested by the non-subject

matter nature of the LSP instrument and the fact that the LSP

instrument was administered, in this study, during the first

class period of the biology course. Of course it is possible

that students' previous experience with biology somehow

influenced their responses on these orientation:: and are, in

fact, a reflection of their persistence, verbal risk, and

manipulative orientations to the subject matter of biology.

Whether general orientations or specific biology orientations

(persistence, verbal risk, or manipulative) are low, offering

instruction in more preferred learning modes (such as visual

instruction) for these students could positively affect their

motivation. Interest might be piqued by providing practical

knowledge in small group or discussion format, as suggested
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by Jensen (1987, Table 3, p. 35) and Campbell (1986, Table

8, p. 41).

Since students show above-average preferences for three

of four study times, the BLC should continue to be open from

morning to night. Grouping (small vs large) shows a

preference for small groups. In the NMBC, no opportunities

exist fcr small group interactions. Even in the BLC,

students work mostly alone.

Table 29, p. 105 presents interesting data regarding

spatial ability. According to this table, spatial ability

is higher in successful students in the NMBC. These data may

be problematic, because some of the spatial items (37 and 40,

Appendix N) loading with the analytic items on the nine

factor factor analysis (Tables 33 and 3's, p. 117) . Also,

the reliability of the five item spatial subscale .1s low

(.39, Table 10, p. 62). However, spatial ability was a

significant predictor of success when the logistic regression

was performed (Table 39, p. 129).

A spatial ability component is "visualization" (Keefe

& 'Ionk, 1988, p. 21) or the ability of a person to mentally

rotate objects in space. Keefe & Monk (1988, p. 21) say that

"The subject is presented with two-dimensional patterns that

must be visualized in the imagination as three-dimensional

shapes." Much of the content of the NMBC relies on students'

ability to perform this "visualization" task. So, it is not
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surprising that spatial ability would be a significant

predictor of success (Table 39, p. 129) or would be a

subscale on the LSP that makes a difference in student

performance (Table 29, p. 105).

Jensen (1986, Table 3, p. 35) lists the learning style

preference of sensing (S) learners as moving from the

concrete to the abstract in a step-by-step progression.

Spatial ability, or the visualization component of it, seems

to require something beyond the concrete experience, and may

actually require abstract thinking. It is for this reason

that attention to the spatial requirements of the NMBC is

implicated by the results of this study.

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE LSP FOR COURSE DESIGN

1. Capitalize on students' above average spatial, categor-

ization and sequential processing skills by providing

more learning opportunities which require those skills.

In the case of spatial ability for students who are

sensing (S), provide more concrete examples of theories

that require the ability to visualize concepts in space.

An example might be in the content of chemical

reactions, of photosynthesis and respiration. Many

teaching aids which concretize these two abstract

concepts are available for purchase from various

companies.
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2. Provide more visual instruction as a required part of

the course. At the present time, videotapes are

presented only in recitation. Students receive no

formal penalty for not attending recitation. Instead

of presenting videotapes only in recitation (which is

poorly attended), consider requiring participation in

visual opportunities for learning in dynamic formats

such as interactive videodisk (Oliver, 1985).

3. Reduce total reliance on audio tape for instruction.

4. Consider lengthening the evening hours for the BLC and

testing vlenter, since students show a strong preference

for study time in the evening.

5. Provide and require exuctured small group work with

opportunities for discussion. The small group work and

discussions should be supervised and led by teaching

assistants.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH REGARDING COGNITIVE DEMAND REQUIRE-
MENTS

1. Since the data on the entire population (N=922) are

available, further research should include a larger

sample (larger than 96 students) and involve the

analysis of more than six questions.
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2. Raters of questions should be trained in evaluation of

cognitive demands of instruction and of evaluation

measures. They should also be familiar with the kinds

of cognitive processes which students use when answering

questions. Interrater reliability should be high.

3. Questiorq should be carefully examined for concert

density. Concept density as a problem may be indicated

by questions which require many cognitive processes

within the same question. This problem was identified

because no question of the 58 initially examined

contained only one cognitive process (as measured by the

LSP cognitive skill subscales of analytic, spatial, dis-

crimination, categorization, sequential processing and

memory). Every question required two or more

processes, according to the three raters.

4. Reconstruct the LSP analytic scale to include item

numbers 37 and 43. Omit item 2 from the analytic

subscale.
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CONCLUSIONS REGARDING THE CURRY LEARNING STYLE FRAMEWORK

One of the purpoLes of the study was to gather data to

support a part of Curry's (1983) proposed learning style

framework, as presented in Figure 1 (p. 16). Pearson

correlations among thtm eight MBTI dimensions and the 23 LSP

subscales showed low relationships, but some were highly

significant (Table 33, page 117). Curry (1983) says that if

the theory is true, then the MBTI dimensions (personality)

should be able to predict the other layers of the onion

(instructional preference and information processing, and

Claxton & Murrell's (1987) addition, social interaction,

Figure 1, p. 16), measured in the study by subscales of the

LS P.

The canonical correlation supports Curry's theory for

several subscales of the LSP. Verbal risk is responsible for

most of the relationship between the LSP and the MBTI.

Verbal risk is also the subscale which shows the most

frequent significant correlations with dimensions of the

MBTI. Verbal risk correlates positively with extraversion

(E).

Verbal risk correlates negatively with introversion (I),

sensing (S), and feeling (F). The predictable dimension of

the MBTI is extroversion (E) because E and verbal risk are

positively correlated and seem to measure a simi:ar construct

- willingness to speak out. The relationship of verbal risk

L
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to intuition (N) is harder tt, interpret, and is thus less

useful as a p:Bdictor. More research would neea tz, be done

to explore the relationship of extroversion to intuition.

Other LSP subscales which support Curry's theory are

observable in the contribution to the relationship between

the LSP and M-TI represented in the second canonical

correlation. Thase variables are persistence, memory,

manipulation, and evening study timP. All of these five LSP

subscales can be pridicted, as hypothesized by Curry, from

the MBTI.

IMPLICATION FOR f'OURSE DESIGN

Presumably, if a class 'ere filled predoranateiy with

extroverts (E), a high score in the LSP subscale, verbal

risk, would be predictable. Kowever, this was not the cJ.se

for the group verbal risk subscale score for the non-majors

in biology. Table 19 (p. 86) shows that 61.4% of non-majors

in biology are extroverts (E), but verbal risk subscale score

on the LSP (Table 17, p. 83) is below average at 48.75.

Probably, the difference lies in Table 16 (p. 83), where we

observe a drop in verbal risk score when scores of twelfth

grade students are compared to the e of college students.

More than likely, extroverts (Es) are probably choosing not

to speak out in class because 54.2% of non-majors in the NMBC

are freshmen (Table 12, p. 78), in new and unfamiliar

1:'
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territory. It could be that for individuals, rather than for

groups, predictability of learning preferences could be

inferred and used by teachers. Many subscales, other

than 'erbal risk, on the LSP are related to dimensions of the

MBTI (Ta-des 34, p. 117 and 2, p. 18) and could possibly be

predicted by MBTI scores. For example, discrimination skill

has a low correlation, without significance, with sensing

(S). Yet in knowing the detail orientation of sensing (S)

individuals, as listed by Lawrence in Table 4, (p. 37),

discrimination coul' be predicted from knowing if a person's

perception preference was sensing (S). Other examples are

with the persistence MBTI orientation: persistence

correlates positively with judging (J) and negatively with

perceiving (P). Jensen (1986, Table 3, p.35) and Lawrence

(1984, Table 4, p. 37) describe drive to closure and

completion of tasks of persons with judging (J) orientation.

The opposite, or negative, correlation can be observed

with perceiving (P) individuals According to Jensen (1986,

Table 3, p. 35), Ps care less about deadlines and completion

of tasks. Feeling (F) correlates negatively significantly,

though low, with persistence. According to Jensen (1986,

Table 3, p. 35), Fs are most motivated when given personal

encouragement, a factor not provided for in the NMBC. Kern

and Matta (1988) found that intuitive feeling (NF)

1 0 u
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individuals need help in sequencing and pacing of

instruction. Bozaman's findings (in Sharma, 1987) were that

extroverted - perceiving (E P) individuals overwhelmingly

tend to drop out of computer tasks. The only two MET' groups

who fail at a higher rate are ESFP and ENTP, the same as

Bozeman's findings in the E P dimension. Therefore

intervention should be made with individuals of thlse types,

specially the male TISFF non-majors, since they are more

numerous than the male science major (Table 25, p. 98).

Other examples of MBTI/LSP correlates which could be

useful for investigation in predicting outer layers of

Curr,'s (1983) "onion" are: positive correlates of thinking

(T) with LSP subscale of manipulative, negative correlate of

judging (J) with LSP subscale of mobility and positive

correlate of perceiving (P) with mobility.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH

1. If the LSP is going to prove useful as a predictor

instrument in higher education, some of the subscales

need to be revised. The analytic scale, for example,

may need to be revised to includk, items 37 and 40, items

which are presently classified as spatial items. Item

26 should be removed from the analytic scale.

1 81
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2. Because of some evidence in the six item analytic scale

ANOVA (2ables 35 and 36, lid), which shows a three

factor interaction between question type, amount of

analytic skill and right vs wrong answers, give longer

tests which measure individual LSP subscales,

st,ecifically analytic subscale. The LSP Technical

MaAual lists two longer tests which measure analytic

skill (Keefe & Monk, 1988, p. 17).

3. Continue the cognitive process question analysis begun

on 96 students and six questions. This should be done

following administration of the longer test for analytic

skill and followirg training of question raters.

Question raters should be instructed in cognitive demand

requirements of test questions.

4. Reexamine correla'-ions between the longer subscales and

dimensions 'f the MBTI. For example, LSP analytic skill

subscale and MBTI dimensiol thinking (T) may correlate

if a more reliable analytic subscale is used.

5. Spatial ability snould be further investigated as a

required skill for success in biology. Longer tests

with higher reliability which measure Jpatial ability

should be administered to non-majors in biology.

1E
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Remediation of spatial skills should occur if it is

determined to be a reliable predictor of success in

biology.
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BIOLOGY 110 (BIO-CMI) SYLLABUS, WINTER QUARTER 1988
Ur. Russell V. Skavocil, Coordinator, RE 600. 2-9861

Ms. Macy M. Finnan, Associate Coordinator, RH 60E. 2-9761
Mr. Steven R. Lawton, Assistant Coordinator, RS 601". 2-9761

STUDENTS: The information on this syllabus has been provided to help you Keep
trace of some important dates and assignments. If you encounter any problem, you
are encouraged to_puitact your instructor. Messages may be left in RH 60, 2-9761.
The content presentation listed below will be set up in the Bio-Learning Center
(BLC) on the dates stated. The following week's experiments will also be available
in Moduli 1 the Monday (at noon) prior to the scheduled IMAM. You LLI responsible
for Ulf, material outlined by the objectives for each unit of study. Objectives and
vocabulary list for each unit are available as a handout in the Bio-Learning
Center.
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PATE
UNIT
kMral

READING ASSIGNMENT IN
SUN= 'KEA TEXTBOOK (DAMS 4 SOLOMON)

Jan. 5 - A microscopy 4 Levels of 3-25, 60-66, 200-209, 261-270
Jan. 9 Organization

Jan. 7/8 Learning Style Profile

Jan. 11-16 II Cellular Organization and pp. 4-13, 60-84, 86-101, 155-164
?unction

Jan. 14/15 TV Presentation in Recitation: Architecture of Cells (Chan. 5)

Jan. 18 B OLIDAY- No Recitation: BLC, TC, and OPTICE3 CLOSED
Jan. X9-23 C Composition of Living Matter pp. 26-59, 290-213. 237-243
Jan. 19/10 TV Precentation in Recitation: Cell Division 4 The Life Cycle

(Part 1) (Channel 5)
Jan. 21/22 TV Presentation in Recitation: Cheaistry of Life (Ch nnel 5)

Jan. 25-30 D Chemical Processes of Life 2 pp. 53-SS, 72, 74-75, 105-121,
(DNA. AMA 4 Protein Synthesis) 214-235

Jan. 26/27 TV Presentation in Recitations DNA (Channel 5)

Feb. 1-6 E Chemical Processes of Life II pp. 74, 119, 122-136, 353-366
(Photosynthesis)

Feb. 2/3 TV Presertation in Recitation: The Green Cycle (Channel S)

Feb. 8-13 F Chemical Processes of Life III pp. 137-152
(Respiration)

Feb. 9/10 TV Presentation in Recitation: Metabolism (Channel 5:

Feb. 15-20 C Genetics pp. 685-688, 136-198
Feb. 16/17 TV Presentation in Recitation: Cell Division 4 The Life Cycle

(part 2) (Channel 5)
Feb. 22-27 B Reproduction 6 Development. pp. 61-62, 169-171, 633-659,

Plant 4 Animal 664-481, 351-408
Feb. 23/24 TV Presentation in Recitation: Reproduction (Channel 5)
Feb. 25/26 TV Presentations in Recitation: Life in the Womb and

Chemistry of Life: 8ornones 6 Endocrine System (Channel 5)

Feb. 29 - I Evolution 4 Adaptation pp. 4-25, 685-723
march S

Mar. 1/2 TV Preeentation in Recitation: Natural Selecti.N4 (Channel 5)

Mac. 7-11 J ecology pp. 754-821
Mar. 8/9 TV Presentation in Recitation: Cities of Mature: The

Ecosystem (Channel 5)

March 11 us: Q la PEOULARLY ;CHEDULED CLASSES. BLO closes for last time
FRIDAY, MARCH 11 at .30 p.a.

Much 11 ALL TESTING ON INDIVIDUAL UNITS MUST BE COMPETED BY 4:30 p.m.
TODAY.

March 12-16 SATURDAY-WEDNESDAY OF FINALS WEEK. TESTING RESTRICTED TO TARING
AND/OR RETAKING 1118 FINAL
EXAM (UNIT P).

March 16 Mai TESTING 1: OEILIZID II 4 112 2/1 TODAY.

BOOKS USED IN COURSE:
(REQUIRED) .ht World a Dioloov, third edition. Davis 4 Solomon
(REQU:RED) General Biology Laboratory Manual, Eberhard.
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BIOLOGY 110;110N, GENERAL BIOLOGY

FACILITIES, POLICIES, AND PROCEDURES

WINTER QUARTER 1988
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Dr. Russell V. Skavaril, Coordinator, RH 60B, 2-9861
Ms. Mary M. Finnen, Associate Coordinator, RH 5CE, 2-9761
Mr. Steven M. Lawton, Assistant Coordinator, RH 60F, '4-9761

CONTENTS
INTRODUCTION 1

STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES 2

HOW TO USE THE BIO-LEARNING CENTER 3

RECITATION SECTIONS 5

THE GENERAL BIOLOGY TESTING CENTER 5

HOW TO TAKE A TEST IN THE GENERAL
BIOLOGY TESTING CENTER 6

TEST LOCKOUTS 9

RESERVATION PROCEDURE FOR TERMINALS
IN THE TESTING CENTER 9

YOUR GRADE IN BIOLOGY 110 10

BONUS POINTS 11

IMPROVING YOUR GRADE 13

POLICY CONCERNING INCOMPLETES 14

REVIEW OPPORTUNITIES 14

INTRODUCTION

General Biology utilizes the audio-tutorial method of

individualized, self-paced instruction, a method which recognizes
that each student is an individual with a unique background,
strengths, weaknesses, and goals. The complete course is based
on written behavioral objectives, reading assignments, and

vocabulary lists. The course is an integration of lectures,

recitations, t. v. presentations, slide presentations, laboratory
exercises, laboratory demonstration experiences, readings.
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The lectures are on tape and are presented, with integration

of laboratory exercises and demonstrations, in the first three
modules of the BioLearning Center (BLC), which is located in the
basement of Rightmire Hall. The BLC is available to students
approximately 64 hours per week, and students are free to spend
as much time in the BLC as is needed. In general, an average
student should expect to spend approximately three to four hours
per week working in the BLC. General Biology consists of ten
units of instruction (Units A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, and .7) as
detailed on the course syllabus.

A student in General Biology receives a course grade based
upon the student's performance on the ten unit tests (there is a
unit test for each of the units of instruction mentioned above)
and on a comprehensive final examination (unit test P). The
tests are administered by means of a computer in the General
Biology Testing Center, Room 52, Rightmire Ball, which is open 70
hours per week during the quarter. A student is allowed to
repeat each test up to a limit of four attempts on each unit test
and up to three attempts on the final examination, with the best
scores then being used to determine the student's grade in the
course.

A student is responsible for doing at least one unit of work
per week, which includes taking a test on that unit. However,
students are free to move through the course material at a faster
rate.

STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES

It is the expectation of the instructional staff in General
Biology that each student be aware of, understand, and observe
the following, which are the responsibilities of a student in
this course.

1. Be familiar with the content of this handout and
all other handouts distributed to students enrolled
in the course.

2. Attend the two weekly meetings of the recitation
section for which the student has registered and,
at each such recitation section meeting, sign the
attendance sheet. Participate in the recitation
dislussions,

3. Complete all assignments given on the syllabus by
the dates specified.

4. Take at least one test on Units A and B by the end
of the second week of =he quarter. Thereafter,
take at least one test on the current unit(s) of
study for each week. All tests on the individual
units must be completed on Friday, March 11, 1988.

I)



5. Take the comprenensive final examination no later 166
than Wednesday, Marcn 16, 1988 before 4:30 p.m., at
which time the General Biology Testing Center w111
close for the quarter.

6. Complete a course evaluation form at the end of the
quarter, i. e. after tae final examination has been
taken.

7. Immediately contact the recitation instructor (a
message -ay be left at Room 60 Rightmire Hall, 292-
9761) w.-.an any problem arises which will prevent
you from meeting your responsibilities in General
Biology.

8. Students who are graduating must have all of their
work in Biology 110/110N completed by noon on
Thursday, March 10, 1988.

HOW TO USE THE BIG-LEARNING CENTER

When you are ready to begin work in the Rio-Learning Center,
simply go to the Biology 110/110N tag board on the wall of the
north hall of the basement of Rightmire Hall. Follow these
directions.

1.

2.

3.

4.

Select a tag from the board, a tag corresponding to
the unit on which you wish to work.

Obtain a copy of the handout giving the reading
assignments, the learning objectives, and the
vocabulary list for the unit on which you wish to
work. This handout is available from the
instructor on duty in the Bio-Learning Center. In
addition to that handout, you must also have with
you your text book (Davis and Solomon) and your
laboratory manual (Eberhard).

Go to the carrel in the module specified on the
tag.

?lace the tag on the hook outside the carrel.

5. Sign your last name on the sign -in sheet inside the
carrel.

6.

7.

Get comfortable. Read the objectives for the unit
on which you wisp zo work and look through the
reading assignment pages of the text book and tne
laboratory manual.

Put on t!..e earphones, and press the white tape-
control button labeled "Review.'

1 J-. u



8. Listen to the recorded material and instructions on 167

the tape and follow the directions given.

9. When you are ready to leave, ask the instructor on
duty to sign you out from the carrel.

10. Return the tag to the tagboard.

These are the open hours for the Bio-Learning Center:
Monday - Thursday -- 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Friday -- 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Saturday -- 8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Sunday -- CLOSED

For Winter Quarter 1988, the Bio-Learning Center will open at
9:00 a.m., Tuesday, January 5, 1988. The Bio-Learning Center
will close at 4:30 p.m., Friday, March 11, 1988.

The instructional tapes will be available whenever the Bio-
Learning Center is open; howeVer, the laboratory demonstrations
and materials needed to perform the laboratory exercises will be
available only for three weeKs at a time. There are alternative
ways (see below) to listen to the tapes, but the Bio-Learning
Center is the only place where the laboratory demonstrations and
exercises are available.

You are free to repeat material in the Bio-Learning Center
as often as you feel is necessary. You may also repeat the
experiments. Many students find it effective to work with a
friend on the experiments, and this is perfectly acceptable.
Since your grade is not affected by how well other students do,
you should feel free to share information with fellow students.
However, use your own laboratory book. It is counterproductive
to use another student's book since the answers in it may very
well be incorrect.

Do take advantage of the presence of the instructor(s) in
the Bio-Learning Center. They are there to help you.

It is an effective strategy to have completed at least half
of each week's instructional unit before the first meeting of
your recitation section that week and to have completed the
entire unit by the second recitation section meeting of the week.
In following that strategy, however, you will probably want to
avoid attempting to use the Bio-Learning Center during peak
hours, which are commonly mid-mornings and mid-afternoons.

It is an excellent practice to review previous material on a
regular basis.

When you have completed your work in the Bio-Learning Center
for a particular unit, study the required text assignments in

Davis and Solomon and in Eberhard, answer all of the questions
asked found in those reading assignments, and study your notes
concerning the relevant television presentations. Then, you
should be ready to take a test on that unit.
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Each week, you will attend two 48-minute recitation
sections. These meetings are discussion sections; they are not
lectures. You should come to these meetings prepared to
participate by asking your instructor questions. You should pay
attention to the questions which other students aak and to the
answers which your instructor gives. Very commonly, an
instructor will answer a particular question by pointing out
where the relevant material to answer a question may be found in
the texts and by providing a brief summary of the material.
Accordingly, you should bring your texts to recitation. In the
absence of questions from the students, the instructor will ask
questions.

Several television presentations will be given and discussed
in recitation. Students will be held responsible for the content
o such presentations.

The recitation sections are also important in that it is
there where the instructor will announce various course details,
modifications, approaching deadlines, administrative details,
etc.

THE GENERAL BIOLOGY TESTING CENTER

The General Biology Testing Center is located in Room 52
Rightmire Ball. In this room are over thirty computer terminals
on which students will take tests for this course. An
orientation to the General Biology Testing Center will be viven
in recitation. These are the Winter Quarter hours for the center:

Monday - Thursday -- 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Friday -- 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

Saturday -- 8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Sunday -- 1:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.

The General Biology Testing Center will open this quarter as
follows for the students indicated:

January 12, 1988 -for students in Biology 110 in Tuesday/-
Thursday recitation sections and all
students in Biology 110N

January 13, 1988 -for students in Biology 110 in Wednesday/ -
Friday recitation sections

Your behavior in the General Biology Testing Center must be
the same as for any testing sit ition. University Rules require
that an instructor report all instances of what the instructor
perceives as academic misconduct to the University Committee on
Academic Misconduct. Each student in General Biology will have
an individual sign-on code. Under no circumstances whatsoever
should one student sign on the computer or attempt to take a test
with another student's sign-on code.
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When you take a test at one of the computer terminals in the
General Biology Testing Center, your behavior must be beyond
reproach in order for you to avoid becoming involved with charges
and the serious consequences of academic misconduct. Even the
presence of crib notes on or near your person will be interpreted
as an attempt to cheat. Accordingly, we absolutely require that
all books, notes, study sheets, walkman radios or cassettes,
other personal belongings, etc. be left either on the bookshelf
near the door or on the floor under the table on which the
computer terminal sits. Talking to another student is not
permitted, nor are you allowed to look at the screen on a
terminal being used by another student. Test questions are not
to be copied from the terminal.

Scratch paper is available from the monitors on duty, and
such scatch paper must be turned in to the monitor when you leave
the terminal. The only written information which a student is
permitted to carry away from the terminal is a listing of the
numbers of the objectives not mastered on a test and study guide
page numbers. These numbers will allow the student to identify
the objectives not mastered and material which should be studied.

Certain questions will refer the student to material in what
we call the visuals book, a binder located next to each terminal.
Students are allowed to use a visuals book only during a test. A
visuals book may not be borrowed for study.

Certain tests will include one or two questions from
previous units. Therefore, you should review the prereqhisite
units involved and take the tests in the correct order (A ... Pl.

If, during a test, you encounter problems or have a
question, simply raise your hand to call the monitor on duty to
you. The monitor will listen to your question and answer it if
regulations allow; otherwise, the monitor will inform you that
regulatiohs do not permit the monitor to answer the question.
The monitor will gladly assist you with any mechanical
difficulties you may be experiencing with the operation of the
terminal. In general, a monitor will attempt to interpret a
question which the student has found ambiguous; however, the
monitor will not discuss or clarify course material related to a
given question. Nor will the monitor provide the correct answer
for a question which the computer has scored as incorrect. In
addition, the monitor will not tell you whether or not your
answer to a question has been spelled correctly, correct spelling
being the responsibility of the student.

HOW TO TAKE A TEST IN THE GENERAL BIOLOGY TESTING CENTER

During the second week of the quarter, in the recitation
section meteting, the recitation instructor will present a

comprehensive orientation to the use of the General Biology
Testing Center and now the testing program operates. At that
time, each student will receive an individual sign-on code. To
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1. Go to Room 52 Rightmire Hall and show the monitor
on duty at the desk immediately inside the door
your photo identification. Under no circumstances
will a student be allowed to take a test without
a photo identification.

2. Sign your name on the appropriate blue sheet. One
blue sheet is for students coming to take a test on
a "walk-in' or "first-come, first-served" basis and
serves as a record of thor students waiting to be
assigned to a terminal. A student is not allowed
to be on the same waiting list at more than one
position on the list. The second blue sheet is
for students who have reservations. The
reservation procedure is detailed below.

3. When a terminal becomes available and it is your
turn, the monitor will assign you to a terminal.
At this time, the monitor will fill in all of the
remaining information on the blue sheet by your
signature except the sign out time, which the
monitor will record when you leave the General
Biology Testing Center.

4. You will be given 30 minutes at your assigned
terminal to take your test(s). You are allowed to
take only one test on a given unit in any one
session. Then, you must sign off and study for at
least 30 minutes before you will be allowed to
retest over the same unit. You are, however,
allowed to test over several different units during
the same session. If not all of the terminals are
in use and no other students are waiting for a free
terminal, then you will be allowed additional time
beyond the 30 minutes. In general, you will find
that 30 minutes is more than adequate for your
completion of a test. If, however, you are not
finished with a test when your time on the terminal
is up, the monitor will sign you off such that,
when you next sign on the computer, your test will
resume with the next question. Accordingly, there
is no reason why you should be rushed for time. If
an emergency should arise during a test, summon the
monitor to sign you off the computer and thereby
conclude your session. Do not attempt to sign
yourself off in the middle of an exam.

5. Be certain that all of your personal belongings are
placed on the bookcase by the door or on the floor
under the table of the terminal to which you have
been assigned. You are permitted to have a piece
of scratch paper at the terminal, and the monitor
will provide you with that paper.

19'1
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6. Follow the directions which were given you in

recitation and sign on the computer. Make or
cancel a reservation, if you wish, before you start
the test.

7. Take the test. There are 25 questions on the unit
tests, 50 questions on the comprehensive final
examination. The questions are of the multiple
choice or fill-in-the-blank type. Each test
consists of a prescribed mixture of A-, 8-, and C-
level questions. An A-level question is straight
recall and is worth 1.0 point. A 8-level question
is an application question and is worth 1.5 points.
A C-level question is of the practical exam type
and is worth 2.0 points. Consult the visuals book
next to the terminal if you are directed to do so
when the computer presents you with a question.
For each test, the questions are drawn from a very
large bank of questions, so large, in fact, that it
is virtually impossible for any two tests on the
same unit to be identical. Clearly, retaking a
test in the hope that the questions will be
identical to those on a previous test will not be
at all effective.

8. If the computer scores one of your answers as
incorrect but you feel your answer was correct,
raise your hand to summon the monitor before you
transmit to get: the next question. In order for
you to receive credit for a question which the
computer has scored as incorrect but which you feel
is correct, you and the monitor must fill out a
green "problem sheet." The monitor, who will be
familiar with the procedure involved, will assist
you in filling out the problem sheet and will see
to it that the problem sheet is processed.

9. At the end of each test, the computer will inform
you of the numbers of the objectives on which you
missed questions. Jot down those numbers and
restudy the corresponding material before you
retest on that unit. The monitor will gladly
discuss the objectives with you after you have
completed your testing session.

10. When you have completed your session at the
terminal, sign off by selecting item six from the
menu of choices. Summon the monitor if you
experience any problems in attempting to sign off
the computer. Inform the monitor that you have
signed off, whereupon the monitor will record the
time on the blue sheet.

15u
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In addition to the 30-minute session limit mentioned above,
there is a system of additional lockouts from testing, a system
which has been implemented in order to prevent student abuse of
the retesting option and to assure that students realize that
only additional study between tests will result in an improvement
of a test score. There are three types of additional lockouts.

1. SESSION NON-MASTERY LOCKOUT. If you do not achieve
a score of at least 70% on any two tests during the
same session, then the computer will not allow you
to do any further testing at all until the next
day, at which time the computer will automatically
remove the Session Non-Mastery Lockout.

2. UNIT NON-MASTERY LOCKOUT. If you do not achieve a
score of at least 70% after two initial attempts on
that unit test, then you will be locked out from
further testing on that unit. This type of lockout
will not be removed automatically; you must first
have a conference with your recitation instructor.
Only your instructor will be able to remove this
lockout; however, before your recitation instructor
will remove this lockout, you must be current with
your testing. You will again be locked out for
this unit test if you do not achieve a score of at
least 70% on your third test of the unit. A unit
non-mastery lockout on one unit will not, however,
prevent you from testing on other units provided
you are.not locked out of them.

3. UNIT MAXIMUM TESTS LIMIT. You will be permanently
locked out from a unit test after four attempts on
that unit test, and you will be permanently locked
out from further testing on the final examination
after three attempts.

RESERVATION PROCEDURE !OR TERMINALS IN THE TESTING CENTER

A terminal reservation system is available in order to
assure that students can have adequate use of the terminals in
the General Biology Testing Center. Proper use of the
reservation system will decrease the amount of time you spend
waiting for a terminal to become available, particularly towards
the end of the quarter when many students are trying to use the
testing facilities.

You will be able to make two half-hour reservations per
week for three weeks in advance of the current date. For
purposes of this reservation system, the week begins on Monday
and ends the following Sunday. You will be able to make your
reservations from the terminals in the General Biology Testing
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Center and from the terminals located in Browsing Room 7, MainLibrary. These same facilities may be used to cancel areservation. If you have a reservation but are unable to keep
it, please use the available facilities to cancel the reservation
so that other students will have the time available to them.

The actual procedure to use the computer to make or to
cancel a reservation is quite simple. The computer will actually
lead you through the process; simply follow the directions given
to you the computer.

The last week of classes and tl,e week of final examinations
are weeks when the General Biology Testing Center is intensively
used. Students will particularly want to have reservations
during those two weeks, and reservations for those weeks can be
made starting on Thursday, February 25, 1988.

If you do not arrive at the General Biology Testing Center
and claim your reservation within five minutes after the time of
your reservation, your reservation will be cancelled.

Very occasionally, due to mechanical failure. or other
circumstances beyond our control, the computer will not be
working at the time of your reservation. We can only apologize
for the inconvenience and hope that such computer failures happen
only infrequently. Your understanding of such situations will be
appreciated.

YOUR GRADE IN BIOLOGY 110

Your grade in the course is entirely based on your
cumulative score achieved over the 10 units of the course, your
score on the final examination, and your bonus points (see
below). No consideration whatsoever will be given to borderline
cases. The plus and minus system of grading is used in the
course. When we calculate the course grade, we will use a zero
for any unit test which has not been taken before 4130 p.m.,
Friday, March 11, 1988. Similarly, we will use a score of zero
for your final examinetion score if the final examination has not
been completed by 4:30 p.m., Wednesday, March 16, 1988.

Throughout the quarter, you can see how well you are doing
by checking your performance record and your cumulative score
when you are signed on the computer.

The maximum total points available in this course is 406
points, and the table on the following page gives the scale which
will be used to assign course grade:.



COURSE GRADE CUMULATIVE SCORE
(per cent)

CUMULATIVE SCORE
174

(points)
A 93 - 100 376.0 - 406.0
A- 90 - 92 363.5 - 375.5

134- 87 - 89 351.5 - 363.0
B 83 - 86 335.0 - 351.0
B- 80 - 82 323.0 - 334.5

C4- 77 - 79 311.0 - 322.5
C 73 - 76 294.5 - 310.5
C- 70 - 72 282.5 - 294.0

D.1- 68 - 69 274.5 - 282.0
D 60 - 67 242.0 - 274.0

E 0 - 59 0.0 - 241.5

BONUS POINTS

There are three sources of bonus points for students in this
course. The first source is from handing in completed laboratory
work as such work is called for in the meetings of the recitation
sections.

Bonus At the start of each recitation section
Points meeting, starting with the peek of January 11 and
Completed continuing through the eighth week of the quarter,
Laboratory the instructor will collect from each student a
Work random page of laboratory work from the laboratory

manual (Eberhard) --a random week's unit of study.
The specific page will vary from one recitation
section to another. The page will be accepted by

the instructor only at the start of the recitation section
meeting. If the page is not handed in at that time, the student
will receive no bonus points for the work involved.

The instructor will then examine the collected pages and
give one bonus point to the student concerned if the student has
completed the laboratory work on the collected page. The pages
will then be returned to the students at the following meeting of
the recitation section. Up to 14 bonus points will be available
by this method. The bonus pW.nts from the laboratory work will
be registered on the computer during the ninth week of the
quarter.

We are unable to define (nor do we have the time to verify)
what is a valid absence from recitation. Accordingly, our policy
must be that the bonus points will be given only if theselected
laboratory page has been completed and only if the page is handed
in when called for by the instructor. The policy is simple. If
you are present at recitation and hand in the page of work called
for, and if the work has been completed, then you get the bonus
point; otherwise, you do not get the point.



175Bonus The second source of bonus points forPoints students in this course is from the studentFor achievirg mastery on the various unit tests oyPrompt the corresponding testing deadline. These bonusUnit points are awarded to students who achieve aMastery score of at least 70% on a unit test according to
the following table:

BONUS POINTS AVAILABLE FOR PROMPT UNIT MASTER?

UNIT DEADLINE BONUS POINTS AWARDED IF FIRST MASTERY IS
(mmldd /yy) ACHIEVED BY 4:30 P.M. ON DEADLINE RATE ON TEST

41 42 43 414

A 01/29/88
B 01/29/88
C 01/29/88
D 01/29/88
E 02/05/88
F 02/12/88
G 02/19/88
H 02/26/88
I 03/04/08
J 03/11/88

2 1 0 0
2 1 0 0
2 1 0 0
2 1 0 0
2 1 0 0
2 1 0 0
2 1 0 0
2 1 Q 0
2 1 0 0
2 1 0 0

Bonus The instructional staff in General Biology
Points is interested in the learning characteristics of
For students in Biology 110/110N in (rder to improve
LEARNING course instruction. Therefore, t.e Learning Style
STYLE Profile will be administered in the second class
EVALUATIONS period.

Learning Style is a measure of how a student learns and
likes to learn. Style includes cognitive, affective and
environmental elements that describe how learners perceive,
interact with and respond to the learning environment. A
knowledge of learning style offers teachers and studenta a more
rational, more personalized, more modern approach to education.

The Learning Style Profile will only be administetN:1 once
during the quarter, but you will be awarded three bonus points
for completing the inventory. During the same .class period, you
will be given another learning style evaluation, Myers-Briggs
Type Inventory (MBTI) to take home, complete, and return the next
class period. You will be awarded three additional bonus points
for completing and returning the MBTI.

Later in the quarter the results of the inventory-will be
given to you in recitation. The explanation of your results will
be given in a general assembly on February 16 and 17, the times
of which will be announced in recitation. If you attend a
general assembly you will rIceive an additional 3 bonus points
for a total of 9 possible bonus points.
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This bonus point system will enable the student to receive

up to 14 bonus points from handing in completed laboratory work,
up to 20 bonus points from prompt unit testing, and up to 9 bonus
points for the learning style evaluations--a maximum of 43 bonus
points. The bonus points will be added to the cumulative points
obtained by the student from testing. The total number of po_nts
possible from testing alone is 406. The bonus point system will
allow the maximum total to be as high aa 449 or 111% for the
course.

IMPROVING YOUR GRADE

After you have taken at least one test on each of the
required units and the final examination, you are in a position
to improve your course grade. Begin by comparing your cumulative
score plus your bonus points with the grading scale. To improve
your cumulative score, you must increase the cumulative number of
points you have obtained. The total number of points possible
from testing is 406. There are 43 possible bonus points.

You must be aware of the rounding done by the computer when
the computer displays your cumulative percentage score. . The
computer does keep track of the figures to the right of the
decimal point in your cumulative score percentage; however, the
computer does not display those figures, For example, an actual
percent-pi score of 83.499999 would be displayed as 83, while an
actual score of 83.500000 will be displayed as 34. Your total
points, of course, will not be affected by rounding.

In order for you to understand how to improve your grade,
consider this example. Suppose a student completes the course
with 310 points from tasting out of 406 points, a cumulative
score from testing alone of 76%. The grade would be a C. To get
a B-, this student's cumulative score must be at least 80%, an
increase of 4% for the cumulative percentage score, or
approximately 13 more points. The student also has 10 bonus
points coming. The student still needs an additional '3 points
in order to get the B-. The student examines the performance
record (option 2 from the menu of choices) and notices that more
than 15 points were lost on two units. The student studies the
material on those units and retests. The student's total points
from testing go up to 314; and, with the 10 bonus points
considered, the student has a total of 324 points, a cumulative
score of 80%. The student has the desired B-.

You can do the same thing to improve your grade, but you
must restudy the material before you retest. You must also
attend the meetings of your recitation section and turn in the
appropriate laboratory page in order to get your bonus' points.
Otherwise, there is no way to improve your grade. You must put
forth the effort and study.
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The policy concerning giving an Incomplete grade to a

student is very firm and simple. A student who has been
attending recitation regularly, who has completed at least tne
first six units, who is passing the work completed, but who, due
to extenuating circumstances beyond the control of the student
finds it impossible to complett the.course, will b considered
for an Incomplete.

The decision to give a student an Incomplete will be made
only by the coordinator of the course.

If circumstances arise such that you are unable to meet your
course responsibilities and obligations, contact your recitation
instructor immediately.

A student will sometimes behave irresponsibly during the
quarter by cutting recitation class and falling behind with the
assigned work. Such a student commonly does poorly on tests but
fails to seek help. Then, when a legitimate problem (illness,
death in the family, etc.) arises near the end of the quarter,
the student seeks an Incomplete in the course. Usually, in such
a case, an Incomplete is not granted due to the previous
irresponsible behavior of the student. No cne can predict the
future, and emergency situations do arise. Accordingly, it is in
the best interest of the student to behave responsibly against
the possibility that such an emergency occurs and an Incomplete
might be necessary.

If an Incomplete is given to a student, then that student
will have until noon on the Friday of the sixth week of the
quarter following the one in which the Incomplete was received to
finish the course. For such a student, the original sign-on
cod* will remain valid. The student's previous test scores will
be retained, and the student will be allowed to continue testing
when the Testing Center opens the next quarter. A student who is
working on finishing an Incomplete has the responsibility,
however, to contact the course coordinator and to complete the

remaining course work by the deadline mentioned.

REV/EN OPPORTUNITIES

Review Carrels in the Bio-Learning Center

Each week, in the BLC, the tapes, slides, and some of the
laboratory demonstrations and exercises for the previous week's
work will be in designated carrels. In addition, certain other
cartels will be set up so that you can request the lecture tape
(but not the slides and laboratory materials) for the work of any
week of the quarter. These review carrels will be identified on
the tagboard, and you are welcome to use these review facilities.
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You may listen to the current week's lecture tape or the
previous week's lecture tape away from the BLC at a variety of
locations. At these locations, dial 111 for the current week's
tape; dial 132 for the previous week's tape. The tapes are
started on the hour; i.e., 8:00, 9:00, 10:00, etc. You will not
have control over the tapes; they will be played straight
through. If you begin, for example, at 8:15 a.m., you will have
missed the first 15 minutes of the tape. Questions about the
availability of these facilities can be asked by your calling
292-9682. Here are the locations and hours for the remote area
booths:

Lincoln Tower -- Room 1504
Main Library -- Room 105

Morrill Tower -- Room 310
Morrison Tower -- First Floor Study

Ohio Union -- Browsing Room
Royer Commons -- Basement, S-1
Siebert Hall -- Room 12

Stradley Hall -- Room B-3
Sullivant Hall -- Rooms 182 and 274

The hours, which are subject to change, for these facil-
ities are: Monday through Thursday, 8:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.;
Friday, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.; Saturday, closed; Sunday, 2:00
p.m. - 10:00 p.m. Dialing system hours are subject to the
building hours.

Tape Libraries

If you wish to have control over a review tape, use the
facilities of the Tape Libraries, where the tapes may be heard
but may not be removed from the facility. The Tape Libraries
available, with hours subject to change, are:

Room 60, Denney Hall, 292-2793 or 292-9682
Monday through Thursday -- 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Friday -- 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday -- closed
Sunday -- 2:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

(TV video cassette tapes may be checked out and used in

Room 60, Denney Hall.)

Room 108, Cunz Hall, 292-9776
Monday through Thursday -- 8:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Friday -- 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday -- closed

Tape Libraries and Dial Access System Closed January 18.
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You may call 292-4328 and request any lecture tape to beplayed to you over the telephone. Request Channel 111 for the
current week's tape or Channel 132 for the previous week's tape.
In addition, you can request the tape for any unit to be played.

Your Own Copies of the Tapes

If you wish to make your own copy of a tape, simply taketwo, good quality 60-minute cassette tapes (or reel-to-reel) to
any of the Tape Libraries and receive a copy of the unit you wish
to study. Blank cassette tapes can be purchased at the Office of
Learning Resources Store, Room 3, Lord Hall.

gb2:fppau87.txt
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BIOLOGY 110, COURSE OBJECTIVES, UNITS A -E
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BIOLOGY 110/110N

UNIT A, MICROSCOPY AND LEVELS OF ORGANIZATION

Reading Assignments in Davis and Solomon: pages 3-25, 60-66,
200-209, 261-270.. Reading Assignment in Eberhard: pages 13-18.

181

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After you have studied the material of this unit, you will be
able to:

1. Define 'biolLav° and discuss its applications to human life
and society.

2. Define "scientific method' and list the general sequence
whereby scientists build on observations in the formulation
of laws.

3. Outline the ethical dimensions of science and give examples
of ethical problems that may arise in the course of a
scientific investigation.

4. - 6. Reservedtobjectives to be added for a future qua:Ler).

7. Give the characteristics of a virus, specifically, a
bacteriopham describe the structure of,a virus and trace
the steps that telt* place in the process of viral infection.

8. Define pdantation and describe its function in promoting
perpet-stion of a species.

9. List and briefly describe the characteristic? of living
systems.

10. Reserved.

11. Define the terms biosphere, ecosysteg, community,
Rcoulation, organism, suma 8vstem, sicsuum, ga g, ILULL,
oraanelles, iscromolecules, molecules, atoms, and subatomic
particles, as tnese are treated in Figure 1-12 of Davis and
Soloman and as the terms relate to a continuous hierarchy of
levels of organisation.

12. List in sequence and briefly describe each of the levels of
organization as these are defined relative to Figure 1-12 of
Davis and Solomon.

13. Reserved.
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14. Summarize the contributions of M. J. Schleiden, T. Schwann,

R. Hooke, A. van Leeuwenhoek, and R. von Virchow to the ,tell
theory. In addition, identify modern methods by whicn
scientists study cells.

15. Outline the history of the scientific investigation of tne
nucleic acids, giving the mayor contributions of miescher,
Watson, and Crick,

16. Explain why the cell is considered the basic unit of life
and state the cell theory. Describe the general
characteristics of cells, for example, size, range, and
shape.

17. Compare and contrast the features of the compound light
microscope with those of the Atereomicroscope.

18. Identify at least one advantage of each of the three types
of microscopes studied, i. e. compound light microscope,
stereomicroscope, and electron microscope.

19. Compare and contrast the features of the compound light
microscope with those of the electron microscope.

20. Define the terms manification, resolution or ;esolvina
=MIL, ash a mod, Lilld a LW, and working distance.

21. Operate the microscopes in the laboratory by preparing wet
mounts, focusing on Apecimens, and adjusting for various
lighting effects.

22. Identify low, medium and high power objectives and noting
the effects of each on resolving power, magnification, de "th
of field, field of view, and working distance.

VOCABULARY
(In addition to the underlined terms given above.)

amoeba (ameba)
asexual reproduction
base
coarse adjustment knob
compound
conclusion
condenser lens
constant
control
diaphragm
ecosphere

b:unita.txt(2)

electron
eyepiece
fine adjustment knob
focus adjustment knob
homeostasis
hypothesis
in-base illuminator
inference
image inversion
metabolism
neutron
nucleic acid

20u

objective lens
ocular lens
protein
proton
reflected light
sexual reproduction
stage
theory
total magnification
transmitted light
variable
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UNIT B, CELLULAR ORGANIZATION AND FUNCT:ON

Reading Assignments in Davis and Solomon: paces 4-13, 60-94, 96-1:,1, and 155-164. Reading Assignment to Eberhard: pages :9-32.

LEARN:NG OBJECTIVES

After you have studied the material of this unit, you will toable to:

1. Explain why tne cell is considered the basic unit of lifeand state the cell tneory. Describe the generalcharacteristics of cells, for example, size, range, andshape. Identify modern methods by which scientists studycells. Define, explain, and give examples of eukaryotic andprokaryotic cells.

2. Contrast prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells; contrast plantand animal cells. Compare and contrast the cellularstructure and function of tukarvotes and prokaryotes.

3. Construct, by drawing and labeling, and explain thecurrently accepted model of cell membrane structure, thefluid asuuat

.4. Draw and label a diagram of a prokaryotic cell, a plantcell, and an animal cell. Describe and list the functionsof the principal groan:211ex.

5. Locate in the illustrations and electron micrographs of thetext the following. structures:

aLust aultuitt mall= innleft=maim tadoolaamie tettculugcell vail 2.1122, C2112111=alma mitochondria
nucleolus gnlornlast

SZAill.

ggelle acids.

Likamala
umulalm
lxammumaim

C. Give a simple statement or two to describe the function ofeach of the structures and organelles listed in thepreceding objective. Distinguish between mink and gpuan
gabilAppig pitieniqa and describe the functional
relationship between ribosomes and endoplasmic reticu:nm.
Describe -how the Golgi complex packages secretions mid
manufactures lysosomes. State the function of the
mitochondria and explain why these organelles are called the
power plants of the cell. Compare aicrotubules and
microfilaments and describe the aicrotrabecular lattice.
Describe the structure and function of the cell nucleus.

7. Prepare microscope slides of 'typical' animal and plant
cells and describe your observations made when you view such
slides under the compound microscope.

2 'y
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8. Discuss the importance of the cell membrane to the cell,

describing the various functions it performs. Describe the
structure of the cell membrane. Describe the functions of
membrane proteins.

9. Describe the plant cell wall and its function.

10. Define and explain the terms selective permeability,
dimaiga, osmosiar and actin transport. Give examples of
each phenomenon occurring in human systems.

11. Reserved.

12. Identify the factors which affect the rate of diffusing
particles and generalise the application of these factors
relative to the 22,11 sgmjums. Contrast the physical with
the physiological processes by which mateials are
transported across cell membranes. Solve simple problems
involving osmosis. For example, predict whether cells will
swell or shrink under various osmotic conditions.

13. Summarise the currently accepted hypothesis of how small
hydrophilic molecules are transported through the cell
membrane.

14. Compare and contrast the phenomena summytmaim and
andocytosis. txplain the difference between the two types
of endocytosis, hphaoocvtosis and mimmaxlmais.°

15. Describe the general structure of a chromosome and give the
general function of a gene.

16. State the biological significance of mitosis in two or three
simple sentences. Describe the events occurring in each
stage of mitosis with emphasis on the b.Aavior of

chromosomes.

17. Identify "211S212,12221,8 chamalid&,° and %imam
csatuass by locating these in the illustrations in your

text.

16. Identify the stages of mitosis as observed in the onion root
tip. Identify the stages in the cell cycle and describe the
main events of *itch.

19. Draw, de4nso and explain in sentences the stages of

the ma =Li starting with latuanal and continuing on

through.abe stages of mitosis, i. e., prophase, metaphase,

imam, and talmahall.

bsunittztxt(2)
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UNIT B, CELLULAR ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTION
185

VOCABULARY
(In addition to the underlined terms given above.)

bacteria
cyanobacteria
carbohydrate
cell plate
cellulose
central vacuole
chromatin
cleavage furrow
concentration gradient
cristae
cyclosis
cytokinesis
cytoplasmic streaming
desmosome
differentially permeable
duplication
equilibrium

b:unitb:txt(Z)

fat
gap junction
genetic material
homeostasis
hydrophobic
intercellular space
karyokinesis
lignin
lipid bilayer
microbodies
middle lamella
mitotic spindle
molecular motion
net movement
nuclear pore
nucleoplasm

2

pectin
photosynthesis
plasmodesmata
plasmolyais
protein
protein synthesis
replication
respiration
spindle fiber
solute
solvent
starch grain
thylakoids
vacuole
vesicle
zymogen (granules)



BIOLOGY 110/110N 186
UNIT C, COMPOSITION OF LIVING MATTER

Reading Assignments in Davis and Solomon: pages 26-59, 200-213,and 237-243. Reading Assignment in Eberhard: pages 1-7.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After you have studied the material of this unit, you will be able
to:

1. Interpret simple cnemical formulas, nructural formulas, and
simple =algal gauations.

2. Diagram the basic structure of the aram in accordance with
the conventions presented in Chapter 2 of Davis and Solomon,
showing the positions of protons, neutrons, and
electrons.

3. Idertify the biologically significant elements in Table 2-1
of Davis and Solomon by their chemical symbols, and summarize
the main functions of each in living organisms.

4. Sketch the electron configuration of the sodium atom, the
chlorine atom, and the sodium chloride compound.

5. Compare and contrast an atom with an ion.

6. Calculate the mus number. given the number of protons and
neutrons contained in the atomic, nucleus.

7. Reserved. .

8. Calculate atomic, number, given mass number and the number of
neutrons.

9. Reserved.

10. Define the term electron Qrbital and relate orbitals to
energy levols: relate the number of valence electrons to the
chemical properties of the elements. Compare and contrast
electron shell with electron cloud.

11. Distinguish between the types of chemical bonds that join
atoms to fors ionic, and covalent compounds, and give the
characteristics of each these types of chemical pondina.

12. Contrast oxidation and reduction and explain how these
processes are linked.

13. Distinguish between inorganic and organic compounds and
identify the biologically important inorganic compounds.

14. Discuss the properties of water molecules and their
importance to living things.

21u
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15. Compare and contrast the macrololecules OLLIWILLIALULLLlipids. proteins, and nucleic acids by stating their

biological importance, relative size, and function and by
identifying the subunits of the macromolecules.

16. Distinguish between dehvdration synthesis and hydrolysis,
giving examples of both chemical processes.

17. Name and draw the "functional croups" of carbohydrates,
lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids.

18. - 19. Reserved.

20. Identify the carboxyl croup, the num croup, and the peptide
pant in a given dioeptide,

21. Compare and contrast the terms blime=4 secondary, tertiary
and auaternarv, structure, la proteins.

22. Perform and interpret the laboratory exercises involving the
Benedict's test for carbohydrates, the iodine test for starch,
the Sudan test for lipids, the biuret test for protein, and
the amino acid chromatography experiment.

23. Describe or diagram the basic chemical structure of a nucleic
acid strand and distinguish chemically between DNA and
varieties of RNA. Compare and contrast the purine and
pvrimidjj bases and sugar groups that comprise the
nucleotides of 2mi and ata.

24. - 25. Reserved.

26. Given the base sequence of one strand of DNA, predict that of
a complementary strand of DNA. Compare and contrast the
structures of DNA and RNA.

27. Summarize the ethical and other objections that have been
raised against recombinant DNA studies and give potential
practical and research applications.

28. Outline the history of the scientific investigation of the
nucleic acids, giving the major contributions of Miescher,
Watson, and Crick. Give the kinds of evidence that indicates
that nucleotides occur in matched pairs in DNA molecules.

29. Explain what Watson and Crick meant by 'complementary base
izairin. What kind of molecule bonds with a given
nucleotide?

30. State the importance of bvdrocen bonds in macromolecules.

b:unitc.txt(2)
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UNIT C, COMPOSITION OP LIVING MATTER

VOCABULARY
(:n addition to the terms underlined above.)

adenine
amino acid
amino group
antiparallel
cellulose
cytosine
denature
deoxyribonucleotide
deoxytibose
disaccharide
double helix
electron configuration
electrostatic attraction
element
energy level
fat
fatty acid
glucose
glycerol
glycogen
glycosidic bond
guanine
hydroxyl group

b:unitc.txt(2)
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ion
isomer
isotope
macromolecules
molecule
monomer
monosaccharide
nitrogen base
orbitals
peptide
phosphate group
polar molecules
polymer
polysaccharide
ribonucleotide
ribose
saturated fatty acid
semiconservative replication
starch
thymine
unsaturated fatty acid
uracil



BIOLOGY 110/110N 189

UNIT D, CHEMICAL PROCESSES OF LIFE, 'ART I

Reading Assignments in Davis and Solomon: pages 53-58, 72, 74-
75, 105-121, and 714-235. Reading Assignment in Eberhard: pages
43-47, and 115-119.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After you have studied the material of this unit, you will be

able to:

1. Describe the functions and chemical structure of proteins.

2. Describe the chemical structure of nucleotides and nucleic
acid and explain the importance of these compounds in living
organisms. Differentiate between UM, /BM, and Lad&
chemically and structurally by stating their function in the
call.

3. Explain the biological significance of the number of
different ggino acids, and the number of possible
combinations of three nucleotides.

4. Describe the process of transcription. Summarize the
sequence of events that occur in translation. Describe the
function of transfer RNA. List the functions of the
ribosome. Apply your knowledge of the Central, poama to

explain protein synthesis in eukaryotic cells.

5. Compare and contrast the primary. secondary. tertiary, and
auaternary structures proteins.

6. Define the terms ggde word, codoa, anticodon, ;eolicition,
transcriotioa, and translation as these apply to protein

synthesis.

7. Construct a paper protein model by applying your knowledge

of protein synthesis.

8. Identify the following men with their contribution to

biological sciences: J. D. Watson and F. H. C. Crick,

R. H. F. Wilkins, Fe Jacob and J. Monod.

9. Define the terms catalyst, enzyme, and activation energy.

10. Construct a graph showing a hypothetical chemical reaction

in the absence and presence of an enzyme. Label and explain

the various parts of your graph, i. e., energy of

activation.

11. Contrast enzyme induction and repression in prokaryotes.

Define active aigg and the following types of inhibition:

feedback. competitive, non - competitive, and irreversible.

Compare the action and effects of the various types of

enzyme inhibitors (e.g., competitive and noncompetitive

inhibitors).

21
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12. Apply jour knowledge of enzymes by summarizing your

laboratory experiences with these biologically important
molecules.

13. Explain the function of enzymes and describe how they work.
Describe fattors, such as pi! and temperature, that influence
enzymatic activity.

14. Draw a diagram illustrating an goeron and describe how it
functions.

15. Compare and contrast the structures of nucleotides and ATP.

16. Define the term cern? and contrast potential and kinetic
101X2Y.

17. State the first and second laws of thermodynamics and
discuss their applications to living organisms and to the
ecosphere.

le. Distinguish between work. gnerav, and L.1i ggerov.

19. Distinguish between enderaceic and =mania reactions and
explain how they may be coupled so that tue second law of
thermodynamics is not violated.

20. Explain the biological significance of energy of hydrolysis
in energy-carrier molecules.

VOCABULARY
(In addition to the terms underlined above.)

acid
adenine (A)
adenosine diphosphate (ADP)
adenosine monophosphate (Ae)
adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
allosteric site
amylase
anticodon
A-site
base
base pairing
calorie
catalase
coding (plus) strand
coenzyme
cofactor
cytosine (C)
dehydration synthesis
denature
deozyribose
disulfide bond
deoxyribonucleic acid, (DMA)
DNA polymerase
entropy
enzyme-substrate complex

bsunitd.txt(2)
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genetic code
guanine (G)
hydrolysis
induced-fit model
minus strand
nitrogen base
oncogenes
peptide
peptide bond
p1 value
phosphate group
polypeptide
polyribosome
protein
P-site
regulator genes
ribose
RNA polymerase
structural genes
substrate
thermodynamics
thymine (T)
triplet
uracil (D)
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UNIT E, CHEMICAL PROCESSES OF LIFE , PART II
PHOTOSYNTHESIS

191

Reading Assignments in Davis and Solomon: pages 76, 119, 122-
136, 353-366. Reading Assignment in Eberhard: 53-66.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After you have studied the material of this unit, you will be
able to:

1. Distinguish between autotroohic and heterotroohic Q1111.

2. Write a summary reaction for photosynthesis, explaining the
origin and fate of each substance involved.

3. Xdentify the structures in green plants that function in
photosynthesis. Describe the internal structure of a
chloroolast.

4. Apply the terms reflected, transmitted, and absorbed light
-^ *!.,e photosynthetic process.

5. Discuss the advantages of the C4 pathway.

6. Describe the biological significance of the visible light
soectrym, wavelength, and gnerav as these pertain to
photosynthesis.

7. Summarize the events of the light-dependent and light-
independent reactions of photosynthesis, explaining the role
of light in the activation of chlorophyll. Compare and
contrast the light-dependent and light-independent reactions
of photosynthesis and explain the role of water, oxygen,
sugar, coenzymes, alZ, light energy, chlorophyll, and
photophosphorylation in those reactions.

8. Summarize the effects of light energy on carbon dioxide
utilization in photosynthesis.

9. Summarize the filter paper chromatooraohv of chlorophyll
extract as concerns the separation of the pigments involved.

10. Contrast cyclic and noncyclic photoohosohorvlation.
Describe how proton gradients form ATP according to tne
chemioseotic theory.

11. Describe the biological significance of photosynthesis in
terms of light energy, chlorophyll, photophosphorylation,
coenzyme, and ATP.

21u



VOCABULARY 192
(In addition to the terms underlined on front.)

ADP
Calvin cycle
carbon fixation
carotenes
epidermis
fluorescence
grans
guard cells
Bill reaction
high energy compounds
hydrogen ion reservoir
inorganic phosphate
intercellular air space
mesophyll
MAD
MADE
?ADP
MOPS
nanometer
oxidation
oxidation/reduction reactions
palisade parenchyma
phosphate group
phosphorylation (oxidative, photo, and substrate)
photolysis
photon
photosystems I and II
pigment
reaction center
reduction
Rf value
spongy parenchyma
stoma (stomata)
stroma
thylakoid
santhophylls

unite.txt(2)
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BIOLOGY 110/110N 194

UNIT F, CHEMICAL PROCESSES OF LIFE , PART :::
CELLULAR RESPIRATION

Reading Assignments in Davis and Solomon: pages 127-152.Reading Assignment in Eberhard: pages 67-74.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After you have studied the laaterial of this unit, you will beable to:

1. Write a summary reaction for cellular respiration, giving
the origin and fate of each substance involved and tne
biologzca1 significance of respiration.

2. Define, compare, and contrast anaerobic and aerobic
LLELLELLAgm pathways.

3. Summarize the events of olvcolvsit, lactatt fermentation,
alcoholic fermentation, and the Eras, airaia raid
giving the key organic compounds formed and the number of
carbon atoms in each; indicate the number of ATP molecules
used and produced and the transactions in which hydrogen
loss occurs.

4. Identify tne cellular sites for glycolysis, lactate
fermentation, alcoholic fermentation, and the Krebs citric
acid cycle. Wbich is (are) anaerobic? Aerobic?

S. Define the function of ATP in glycolysis and respiration.

6. Summarize the operation of the electron transport gum,
including the reactions by which a gradient of protons is
established across the inner mitochondria' membrane;
explain how the proton gradient drives ATP synthesis.

7. Reserved.

8. Apply the principles of energy utilization to explain, the
processes of glycolysis, alcoholic fermentation, lactate
fermentation, and cellula respiration.'

9. Summarize the events of the citric acid cycle, beginning
with the conversion of pyruvate to acetyl-CoA; indicate the
fate of carbon-oxygen segments &is.: of hydrogens removed
from the fuel molecule.

10. Compare aerobic respiration with anaerobic pathways in
terms of ATP formation, final hydrogen acceptor, and end
products; give two specific examples of anaerobic pathways.

11. Summarize the principles and concepts of cellular
respiration by generalizing the role of ATP and other
phosphorylated compounds in derivation of energy from
nutrient molecules.

21



VOCABULARY
(In addition to the rms underlined above.)

acetyl coenSyne A
acetyl group
ADP
cheniossosis
citrate
coenzylimm
cytochrone systems
PAD
PAD82
inorganic phosphate
metabolism
MAD
HAD8+ + 8+
oxidation
oxidative phosphorylation
PGAL
phosphate group
pyruvate
reduction

b:unitf.txt(2)
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UNIT G, GENETICS

196

Reading Assignments in Davis and Solomon: pages 686-688, 156-175, and 176-198. Reading Assignment in Eberhard: ;.ages 75-96.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After you have studied the material of this unit, you will beable to:

1. Contrast the events and revats of mitosis and meiosis

2. Cite the similarities and differences between
goermatoaenesis and ooaenesis.

3. Describe the events occurring in each stage of meiosis with
emphasis on the behavior of chromosomes.

4. Distinguish between haoloid and dioloid and define
homologous chromosomes.

5. Define gvnaosis, tetrad formation, and crossina-over, and the
stages of meiosis in which these phenomena occur.

6. Summarize the concepts of homologous chromosomes and allelic
genes.

7. Define and explain the terms fertilization, ;wrote, andRnLt
8. Describe the structure of a ctomosome and give the function

of a gene.

9. Identify the stages in the cell cycle and describe the main
events of each.

10. Define the basic terms relating to genetic inheritance, for
example, mg, dominance, pecessiveness, godominance,
ghromosome, chromatid, bomozvaous, beterommous, alleles,
bomolougl, aenotpe, and phenotype.

11. Relate the inheritance of genetic traits to the behavior of
chromosomes in meiosis.

12. Construct and complete a punnett soukre to demonstrate how
this tool can be used to predict ognotvoic Ina phenotypic
patios, among pffsorinc from a cross.

13. Solve simple problems in.genetics involvini genotypes and
phenotypes of mononvbrid and dihvbrid grosses by applying
=dila fit.

14. Solve simple problems in genetics involving incomplete,
dominanog, polvoenet, and multivle glleles.

22o
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15. Recognize a state of genetic linkage and, given an example,

be able to solve simple genetic problems involving sex
linkage.

16. Explain how the cross Aa x as (where A and a are two alleles
at an autosomal locus and the allele A is completely
dominant) is a test, cross.

17. Explain what is meant by codominance and how it differs from
complete dominance and how, if in any way, codominance
differs from intermediate inheritance.

18. Identify :the cametes.and genotypes involved in a cross of
AABB x aabb and in a cross of AaBb x AaBb.

19. Construct and complete a Punnett square to demonstrate how
this tool can be used to predict genotypic and phenotypic
ratios in a Oihvbrid gross.

20. Describe how the lax 2L independent assortment applies to
the types of crosses given in objectives 18 and 19.

21. Reserved.

22. Explain the inheritance pattern of the human 11 Ant
chromosomes.

23. Distinguish between homozygous and heterozygous genotypes.
Relate genotype to phenotype in terns of dominance.

24. Describe the inheritance of sex-linked genes.

25. Explain how Afts linked inheritance differs from autosomal
inheritance.

26. Explain how the expected genotypic and phenotypic ratios
involved will differ if a trait is inherited as a sex linked
trait as compared to an autosomal trait.

27. Describe the inheritance of the gh and factors and

outline the mechanisms of Rh disease.

28. Define the terms linkape group ane chromosome maa.

29. Summarize the characteristcs of selected genetic diseases

and selected chromosomal disorders.

30. Successfully complete the assigned laboratory work involving
genetic studies with Drosophila.

2 2 I
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UNIT G, GENETICS

VOCABULARY --IN ADDITION TO THE TERMS UNDERLINED ABOVE

albino
autosomes
centromere
differentiation
egg
embryo
erythroolastosis fetalis
fertilized egg
flagellum
gametogenesis
gametophyte
genetic cross
histones
hybrid
interkinesis
law of dominance
laws of inheritance
law of segregation
locus
mutation

b:un.tc.txt;,,)
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nucleosomes
oogonia
()vac/
ovum
polar bodies
primary oocyte
primary spermatocyte
progeny
pronucleus
pure-breeding strain
secondary oocyte
secondary spermatocyte
sex chromosome
somatic cell
sperm
spermatid
sporophyte
testis
true-breeding strain
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BIOLOGY 110/110N

UNIT 8, PLANT AND ANIMAL REPRODUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

Reading Assignment in Davis and Solomon: pages 61-62, 169-171,
351-408, and 634-682. Reading Assignment in Eberhard: 215-226
and 275-284.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After you have studied the material of this unit, you will be
able to:

1. Define growth, morphogenesis, and cellular differentiation,
and describe the role of each process in the development of
an organism.

2. Discuss the adaptive advantages and disadvantages of both
sexual and asexual reproduction. Give two specific examples
of asexual reproduction.

3. Describe two methods of asexual reproduction in plants.

4. Compare sexual reproduction i" gymnosperms, and in
angiosperms.

5. Describe the events leading to and including fertilization
of an ovum (sal) .

6. Describe the role of an egg and sperm during fertilization.

7. Compare and contrast the terms cleavage and growth.

8. Compare and contrast successive stages of seastar and frog
development.

9. Describe the stages of development including the stages from
the one-cell stage to the 16-cell stsoe, the blastula, the
gastrula, the implantation of the zygote, and the
development of the placenti, and give the functions of the
placenta and the amnion.

10. Name and locate the three primary germ lama.

11. Describe a typical angiosperm flower and identify its parts,
using appropriate scientific terminology.

12. Describe the production of pollen and ovules in angiosperms,
and summarize the process of fertilization as it occurs in
such plants.

13. Outline the adaptive significance of fruits and summarize
the process by which they are formed.

22J
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structural features

15. Describe aoical (primary) =ill=
meristems and their derivatives.

200

of typical Wonocot and

and lateral (secondary)

16. Explain, compare, and contrast animal and plant development.

17. Describe the functions of testosterone, follicle-stimulating
barman*, and luteinizina hormone in humans.

18. Trace the development of sperm cells and their passage
through the male reproductive system, labeling on a diagram
each male structure and giving its function.

19. Describe or label on a diagram each structure of the female
reproductive system and give its function.

20. Uss a diagram to explain how the process of meiosis results
in the formation of sperm with the haploid number of
chromosomes.

21. - 22. Reserved.

23. Trace the development and fate of the ovum.

24. Describe the hormonal control of the menstrual cycle,
including an explanation of the various hormones involved
(EEL LIU'utrsann, halm chorionic umiak:al& DWG], and
progesterone) and identify the timing of important events
such as ovulation and menstruatIon.

25. Describe the preformation theory and the theory of
epigenesis, and relate these theories to current concepts of
development.

26. Reserved.

27. Describe the process of fertilization and list its
functions. Identify the time of the menstrual cycle at
which sexual intercourse is most likely to result in
=EMCEE.

28. Describe the mode of action and give the advantages and
disadvantages of each of the following methods of
contraception: the Pill, IUD, spermicides, condom,
diaphragm, rhythm, douche, withdrawal, and sterilization.

29. Locate and describe the function of the following structures
of a developing human embryo: umbilical cord, placenta,
yolk gal, maim, meiotic flail, and laaaaa.
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30. Describe the general course of the later developcent of the
human being, from one month after conception until the time
of birth.

31. List at least five changes in the baby's immediate
environment and also body functions that occur etth the
birth of the child.

UNIT H, PLANT AND ANIMAL REPRODUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

VOCABULARY
(In addition to the underlined terms in the learning objectives.)

abort (miscarry)
acrosome
allantois
anterior pituitary
anther
archenteron (gastrocoel
auxin
blastoderaic disc
bulbourethral glands
cambium
cervix
chorion
contraceptive methods
copulation
corpus luteum
cotyledons
ectoderm
embryology
endoderm
endometrium
endosperm
epididymis
fallopian tube
fetal membranes
fertilization cane
fetus
filament
follicle
fusion nucleus

b:unith.txt(2)

gametogenesis
gametophyte
generative nucleus
implantation
interstitial cells

) megagamitophyte
megasporangium
megaspore
megaspore mother cell
mesoderm
microgamotophyte
microsporangia
microspore
microspore mother cell
morula
oogenesis
ovary
oviduct
parthenogenesis
penis
pistil
pituitary gland
plumule
polar body
polar nullei
pollen grain
pollen tube
pollination
primary oocyte

primary spermatocyte
primary tissue
pronucleus
prostate gland
radicle
scrotum
secondary oocytb
secondary spermatocyte
secondary tissue
semen
seminal vesicles
seminiferous tubules
somatic cells
spermatid
spermatogenesis
spermatogonia
sperm nucleus
stamen
stigma
style
suspensor .

testis
triploid zygote
tube nucleus
urethra
uterus
vagina
as deferens

vasectomy
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BIOLOGY 11U/110N

UNIT I, EVOLUTION AND ADAPTATION

Reading Assignments in Davis and Solomon: pages 4-25, 685-723.
Reading Assignment in Eberhard: 107-114.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After you have studied the material of this unit, you will be
able to:

1. Discuss the history of evolutionary thought (with emphasis
on Charles Darwin), listing the most important contributors
(such as Jean Baptiste de Lamarck, A. R. Wallace, etc.) and
summarizing their ideas.

2. Explain how variation, competition, and subsequent
selection are relevant to Darwin's theory of evolution.

3. Define organic evolution, in genetic terms and distinguish
between microevolution and macroevolution.

4. Define the terms population, gene pool, differential
reproduction, species, and reproductive isolation and
explain how a given species could evolve into two species.

5. Explain why evolution is a phenomenon related to populations
rather than to an individual.

6. State the Pray-Weinberg lax and the conditions under which
it applies and discuss its significance and consequences in
terms of population genetics and evolution.

7. Determine the frequencies of the two alleles in a sample
from a population assumed to be in Hardy- Weinberg
equilibrium.

8. Given the allelic frequencies of a population assumed to be
in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium, calculate the expected
frequencies of the genotypes involved.

9. Explain why variations among individuals of the same species
may result from differences in environment and differences
in genetil make-up.

10. Summarize the "modern" concept of evolution (peo-Darwinism),
discuss its mechanisms (mutation, genetic recombination,
genetic drat, patural selection, reproductive isolation,
etc.) and the adaptive results, and cite specific examples
and illustrative experiments.

11. List at least four isolating mechanisms that enable closely
related species to remain separate.

12. Write a short explanation of the terms divergent evolution,
adaptive radiation, convergent evolqtion, parallel
evolution, primitive organism, advanced organism.
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VOCABULARY
(In addition to the underlined terms given above.)

abiogenesis
allopatric speciation
analogous
behavioral isolation
biogeography
carnivore
embryonic lethality
emigration
endemic species
endosymbiotic theory
environmental variation
extinction
fossil
gene exchange
geographic isolation
habitat
habitat isolation
herbivore
homologous
hominids
hybrid sterility
immigration-
inheritance
interbreeding
inviable
mechanical reproductive isolation
migration
mimicry
panmictic
prezygotic isolating mechanisms
postzygotic isolating mechanisms
races
seasonal isolation
selective breedin4
speciation
stabilizing selection
structural parallelism
survival of the fittest
sympatric speciation
vestigal structures
viable

bzuniti.txt(2)
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BIOLOGY 110, LABORATORY EXERCISE LIST
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List of Laboratory Exercises for Biology 110 in Eberhard

Unit A - Microscopy and Levels of Organization, p. 13-18
Live amoeba demo, lab bench
Amoeba film loop, lab bench
Live slime mold demo, lab bench
How to use the stereomicroscope, p. 13-14
Viewing a prepared slide, p. 16
Computing magnification, p. 16-17
Measuring objects, p. 17
Preparing a wet mount, p. 17-18
Studying biological organisms, p. 18

Unit B - Cellular Organization and Function, p. 19-31
Onion epidermis, p. 20-21, 25
Susan cheek cells, p. 21
Animal cell mitosis, p. 21-23
Plant cell mitosis, p. 23-26
Diffusion of a liquid in a liquid, p. 28
Diffusion in a solid, demo, p. 28-29, 31
Osmosis in a model cell, demo, p. 29, 31
Osmosis in a living cell, p. 29-30

Unit C - Composition of Living Matter, p. 1-11
Benedict's test, p. 2-3, 9

Iodine test, p. 3, 9
Sudan III test, p. 3-4, 9

Biuret test, p. 4, 9
Testing unknowns, p. 4, 10
Amino acid chromatography, demo, p. 4-7, 11

Unit D - Chemical Processes of Life I (DNA, RNA, 4 Protein Syn.),
p. 43-52, 115-122

Kinetics of the peroxides, reaction, p. 44-47, 49-52
DNA in giant chromosomes, demo, p. 117
Regulation of the lactose operon, p. 117-119, 121-122

Unit L - Chemical Processes of Life II (Photosynthesis), p. 53-66
Photosynthetic pigments: chromatography, p. 53-55, 61
Photosynthetic pigments: absorption spectrum, p. 55-56, 62
Photosynthesis in elodea, p. 56-57, 63
The Bill reaction, p. 57-58, 64-66
Carbon fixation, p. 58

Unit F - Chen,..,:s1 Processes of Life III (Respiration), p. 67-74
FeLlentation in yeast, p. 68, 73
Respiration in plants and animals, p. 68-69, 74
The electron transport chain, p. 70, 74
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Unit G - Genetics, p. 75 -83, 85-95
Mitosis in yeast, p. 76
Mechanics of mitosis and meiosis, p. 76 -78, 81-83
Meiosis in an animal cell, demo, p. 78-80
Sperm cells of bull, demo, p. 80
Morphology, demo, p. 86-89
The genetics experiment, demo, p. C4-90
Analysing the crosses, p. 90, 93-95

Unit H - Reproduction and Development, p. 215-226, 275-283
Flowers, p. 216, 223-224
Pollen, p. 217
Ovulary, p. 217-218, 224
Fruit, p. 218-21, 225
Seeds, p. 219
Germination, p. 220
Asexual reproduction, p. 220 -221, 226
Female reproductive system, p. 277-278
Male reproductive system, p. 278-279
Human reproduction: conception, p. 280
Human reproduction: contraception, p. 280-283

Unit I - Evolution and Adaptation, p. 107-113
Taste test, p. 108, 111
Natural selection, p. 108-110, 112
Negative eugenics, p. 110, 113

Unit J - Ecology, two laboratory handouts
Didinium and Paramecium predator-prey demo, handout
Energetics of an aquatic ecosystem, handout
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riC4, TO INTEilFRET OUP SCORE

ThE FrLE FRoFiLi

marlin Lanouis: Coautnor. earwno Style Profile

Professor. Eoucational Theory and Practict

Director, Brain Behavior Laboratory

in cooperaticm with

Russell Skavaril: Protestor, Molecular Genetics

Director, General Biology Program

Claudia Melear: Graduate Researcn Associate

General Biology Program

Instructions:

The information below will help You understano the meaning of your computer printout -rom the Learning
Style Profile (LSP) that you took earlier this quarter. The LSP OrovideS introouctory level information
about 23 comoonents (called subsoil's) of your learn1.0 style. It is oesigned to nelo you unoerstand your
learning Style strengths and preterences ano to suggest areas in which you may wish to tindrOve your stint),
and learning in Biology.

We suggest that you look carefully at the scores for SvOSCAleS that are at the extreme right or left of
',Our LSP sheet; however, yOU should not interpret nigh or low scores as 'good' or 'bad'. Insteao. we would

suggest that you take time to use the LSP profile information to think aoout the way you go about studying

and learning in this course. You may agree or disagree with some of the LSP results. The goal is to neio
you get a better 'handle on' the saris you learn and stud,' best and to get some suggested areas tor
imorovesunt.

--COGNITIVE SKILLS, GENERAL APPROACH TO PROCESSING INFORMATION--

1. Analytic Skill

A score on the strong sine of the Profile suggests you have a strength in analytic thinking. A strong
score indicates You have skill in logically breaking oown comolex information into its essential

subcomponents. You can see the mum Points and the suopoints unoer them. YOU can Dial. out key ideas and

not be easily influened by other less important or irrelevant details in reading a cnaoter or listening to

lecture. Other things being eoual, rou usually can take good notes trop reading the Biology course text or

trom Dr. Skavril's taped lectures. A score in the weak section suggests that it may be difficult tor you to

break damn information into subparts without missing important points or getting a bit contuse°.

2. Spatial Skill

The spatial skill area assesses the srf,tt;t11 or ',OUP sell' in mentally visualizing and manipulating tasks

witch have two or three dimensional forms. A score on tnt strong sine of the L3P suggests that you can

rather easily manage to move or cnanoe theft forms in your mind and Sett) track of them. You can mentally
See sow the forms or DertS of tnem interrelate. Students sometimes ascribe tilts skill as 'watcning silent

movies' inside yOut head. Gettino intormation Irmo diagrams or graphs in your 010101p textbook may also tap

your spatial Skill. 'Seeing' patterns in taxies of data or correlations is 110,0 by soatiai skill. It may

also be helotul to 'see' or image' a weo of ioeas from listening to a lecture or reaoino a chapter.
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S. Discrimination sot;

The discrimination skill area measures your skill in focusing on tne important aspects of a task anonot

being distracted oy irrelevant or unimportant information. A strong score suggests tnat you can concentrate

and focus your attention well when reamed to oo so. iou may on Ole to rather easily 'zero in on key

intormation and not get 'sidetracked' by unimportant oetalls. As a rule. you may oe able to Stick to a tas

ano shut out distractions altnougm ct tam environmental factors may De evacially helpful or Dotnersom

tree ne last 5 sulacales on the LSP,.

4, C1,00riziho Skill

if your score in the categorizing area is on the strong sloe it suggests that you nave skill in

classifying objects or ideas flexibly into usetul and reasonable groups. Categorizing Skill is extremely

useful in organizing new biology information from reading, tacies and frms your recitations as you put it

ntc Yelr memory. IOU can corsuiously mentally 'tit* the new intormation unoer related topics yOU nave

earned earlier; or you may wed to create a new category for information. Categorizing skill is a great

.id to memory. Categorizing mentally is a logical process very much like taking written notes in outline

loan.

5. 3equential Processing

A strong scorn on this 1)?scale indicates You are skilled at processing and thinking about information in

a step-by-step, linear and immoral oroer. Thinking sequentially is easy to oescribe in a step by step

manner. Usually, planning and organizing is aided by thinking sequentially. On the other hand, one cannot

easily de..l with all the steps mentally at one moment. One must think about tn.m in oroer. Many stuoents

ttncygh not all) typically process verbal tasks and arithmetical calculation tasks sequentially while

smtial tasks are often Processed as a whole, simultaneously.

e. Memory Skill

The items on the memory portion of the LSP required You to cold the details of the figure from tne

previous page briefly in your memory. A score on the strong side of the LSP tor this smscale indicates

strength in short term memory for spatial information and attention to detail. Effective memory strategies

are very crucial to effective learning in any course. To assess your memory skill completely is very complex

and would ream, measnrino both short and long term memory, encoding, storing ano retrieval processes, and

assessment of several memory strategies. Because these items assessed only snort term memory, it may be

usetul tOr you to reflect on how you scanned tne ineormation in the diagrams to pick up ano hold the

information in your memory.
PERCEPTUAL RESPONSES ---

7-9. Perceptual Responsels Visual. Auditory. Emotive

The items on this suoscale were designed to assesss your tenancy to respond
initially to 20 words as you

read them Dy mentally seeing a Picture to visual response): by mentally hearing tne wore tan auoitory

response); or Dy sensing an emotion tan emotive response). A strong LSP profile score on the strong siof of

tne profile tor one of tne tnree Derceotual responses suggests a tenoency tor you to respon0 to woros as you

read them in tnat manner. It may oe tnat you tend to coot woros in your mino initially at you read tnem in

tne perceptual modality with tne strongest score. Keel) in mine trat. tor tnese items. your experience was

reaoing wOr01. iOU may rtiDon0 to otner types of experiences with a different perceptual mooaittv strength.

in &coition to tnirkino now, uow You resoona Perceptually to various experiencts. you
mss, wisp to ConSiaer

wnctner you feel You learn more reaollY wnen information is preser.to in one or anotner sensor' mooailties.
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---OR IENTATIENS AND PREFERENCES --

10. Persistence Orientation

210

The higher the score on this SubsCale tne oreater is Your tendency to 'stock to a task' ano oft it oone

in tnt tact of some OitetCulty; the lower the score, tne less is your tenoency CO stick to a ootticuot task.

11. Verbal RisK orientation

A score on the high side of the LSP pros'', tor items in this subscalt sucogests that yOu are willing to

talk. recite. ask questions or moress your opinions in class even it YOU teal others may disagree with you.

12. taltuglijotPreference

The higner score on this suoscale, the higher your pretertnce for nanos-on, direct manipulation of actual

materials in learning activities.

13-16. Study Time Preference: Earl MOtliin0. Late Mornina. Afternoon. or Evening

Items on this subscale art designed to assess your preference for a particular time of day for studying

or instruction. A high pretertnCt for one time of hay and a low preference tor a different time of day may

indicate the time of day you are most energetic and alert. That time of day may be your best time toe

concentrated studs' and instruction.

17. Verbal-Sdatia! Preferenct

Items on this subscale indicates Your tendency to organize information by the task's so:40a' or verbal

teatur... Verbal task information is CharaCttratO by faros and language teatures. Spatial aspects of a

task are characterized by visual, pictorial or Fedhic oimensions.

18. Orouoino Preference

If your score falls on the ricont side of the Profile. You snow Preference for learning in a wnole classs

situation. wnole a score in the miodle sugoests your preference of stuoy in smaller groom's, ano a score on

the left side of the oro4ile Indicates you may wish to stuoy Ana learn alone or with one .:ier person.

22. Liohtino_PreferenCe

The score on this subscale inoicates your preference tor studying or learning in a brightlY lighted area

or on a dimly lighted enviroment.

20. Mobility Preference

This LSP suoscale assesses your preference for moving about or remaining Quiet while yOu are working and

studying.

14. Posture Preference

The items on this suoscale inOiCate your DreeerenCe tor formal study POsi,'h teitting up in a Chair or

desk: or top inecirmai. casual OOSitionS while StuOying.

21. Sound Preference

23 .1.
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1ne items on this suoscala assess now nion Your Preference is tor 4 Poet or a nout) enviro- rt in wnicn

to stuoy or learn. Types of oacsgrouno noise in a learnino or stuoy envriroftment may incitiot muss:. voices,

or environmental sounds.

25. Temperature Preference

nion score on these subscalt items indicates your preference tor either a warmer environment to study

or a preterence for a cower study or instructional environment.
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APPENDIX G

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION OF

THE LEARNING STYLE INSTRUMENTS

FROM CLASS AGENDA
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BIO-CMI AGENDA

Thugs /Fri Week 1 (Unit A)
1/7/88 or 1/8/88

1. Are there any stv,.1?nts here 121 1hr first, time today?

a. Check schedule cards an 12 and mark your class roster
with a "P" for the students who arrived today.

b. Give All new arrivals I'm 1 bandoutz from the first
class (syllabus, "Facilities, Policies and Procedures"
and List of Laboratory Exercises). These should be
read thoroughly today. --And BLC work should be
started today.

c. Have Ali new arrivals fill out white class, cards.
Follow same procedure as last class.) We must
have a white card for Imago.

d. Remind people who are "sitting in to call 2-9761
anytime Friday, (Jan. 8) or Monday (Jan. 11) to see if
they have permission to cid and at what time (or get
section change).

2. Pass around "2-page" attendance sheet. Give same
instructions as on 1st day. Make sure late arrivals get on
the attendance sheet.

3. Remind everyone not 12 mill the "Orienp-atimomuu.Baw ta'Sign-
on the Computer and Take Tests" next Tqps/Wed Can.- 12/13).
If they have to miss your class they timid attend another
class the same day. (Anyone who misses Tues/Wed had better
have a good excuse. We have no interest in giving 1:1
orientations to people who are too lazy to get to classil)

T/R and 110N students will be able to test for the first
time on Tuesday, (January 12); W/F students on Wednesday
(January 13). If you know the material, it will not .take
long to complete a test.

4. Administer the Learning Style Profile.

Distribute to each student a LSP booklet, pencil and
answer sheet. The LSP answer sheets are titled 'NAM
Learning Style Profile." Have the students fill out the
requested information on the answer sheet according to the
directions you have been given. Tell your students their
class area number. (It is listed on the left side of 2221
sheet titled the "Class and Sign-on # Information.") Allow
the students the entire class period to complete the
inventory.

While the students are taking the inventory, it would
be a great time for you, also, to take the inventory if you
haven't already done so. All the exams will be sent off to
be scored at the end of the week; therefore, all tests must
be completed this week.

AG2WI88
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At the end of the class period, collectpencils and answer sheets. Pass out to eachMyers-Briggs Type Inventory and an answer"General Purpose -NCS- Answer Sheet.." At theperiod, the student must return the NCTI and tanswer sheet. Follow the directions as to whobooklets and pencile, but deliver the complesheets and all extra MBTI materials to Maimmediately after recitation.

214

LSP booklets,
student the

sheet titled
next class

he completed
ets the LSP
ted answer
ry Finnen

Announce to the students that the results ofand MSTI will be given in class, but an explanatioresults will be given on February 16 and 17different times. The times and locations of thesewill be announced at a later date.

INSTRUCTORS:

the LSP
of the

at five
sessions

1. The Testing Center will be unavailable for use FrJanuary 8, from 1-4 p.m.

2. Reminder: With the Units Dialing System the
B.911:11.11,119.0.2ZPolice Number is:

iday,

2-2121

For Emergency assistance: 911

3. After class, PLEASE return extra handouts to the bookshel
in RE 52 or to RH 60.

4. Recitation instructors: Remember, T/R and 110N recitation
instructors will meet at 2:30 p.m. in RH 52 today to decidewho gets in to what class. W/F recitation instructors willmeet with Mary Finnen in RH 605 on Jan. 8 after yourrecitation. Please:

1) bring white class cards in alphabetical order
2) bring lass rosters and attendance sheets (both blue

and yellow)
3) make sure you have a white class card for EVERY

signature that appears on either attendance :.beet,
on either, day

4) bring Class and Sign-On # Information Sheet

5. There is a key available in RM 060 for your use in openingthe modules in the morning. See Cathy, Maureen, or Barbara.

6. The computers in RH 38 fi

may use them to look up
read your student mail,
unlock rooms 38 and 40.
RH 52, you may pick up a

40 are available for your use. You
your students' performance records,
and etc. Yonr '',ey to RH 52 should

If you haven , picked up a key for
key from Cathy r.reager in RH vu.

7. Any further schedule changes for teaching assignments? Ifnot, a master schedule will be typed and posted. Check the

AG2WI88
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8. Resist the t0-7-"'on to dismiss class early. Dismissing

class early, wnether it be 10 minutes .1r 5 minutes or 30
minutes, only reinforces to the students that they do not
have to be prepared for class discussion. When tneir
questions run out, you ask them questions. Although it is
difficult at times to remain enthusiastic and/or fill tne
time, but keep in mind that those students attending
recitation deserve your best and full attention. Even if it
is only one student who is there to learn, that one student
does not deserve to be slighted. You are all good
instructors, so you can aeet this challenge.

9. Reminder: Testing Center opens Tuesday, Jan. 12 at 8:30 a.m.

10. You should mate a general statement reminding students with
learning disabilities to identify themselves to you. We have
means or accomodating such a student. Once a student has
indicated a problem, send the student to Mary Finnen (RE
060E) ,

11. Three reminders about testing procedure:

a. Students should be encouraged to comp to a test if they
start one, but if they must leave for anther class or
appointment, use "Option A° (restart at next question).
"Option B" should a be used. Tf a student tries to
get you to cancel a test because too many questions have
been missed, tell the student "you cannot do it" and
that they are committed to that test and that try.

b. Do not "look up" questions for student: who come to you
with question IDs. Use the ID information to find out
unit and objective, and then discuss the objective with
the student. If the student wants to describe the
question to you, that's OK, but no instructor should be
showing questions off the screen or printing questions
for students.

c. Remember to fill out the green problem sheets completely
and place them in Mary Finnen's folder in as 52.

12. REMEMBER TO AUTOMATICALLY LOCK THE DOOR AFTER YOU PAVE LET
YOURSELF IN THE ROOM. DOORS TO RH 38, 40, 52 (Testing
Center), AND 34 (TA Lounge) SHOULD ALWAYS BE LOCKED.

13. The following people need to turn in the green phone
information sheet: Artigas, Burns, Ishikawa, Kim, Lazo,
Lee, Ann Martin, Palmieri, Park, Rojas. True, Walker, Wang,
Wu, and Yee.
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APPENDIX H

ADMISSIONS VARIABLES COLLECTED

BUT NOT USED FOR THE STUDY
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TABLE 43

ADMISSIONS VARIABLES COLLECTED
BUT NOT USED IN THE STUDY

Database
Name Description 1 2 3

LSP I MBTI/CMI 1_Admissions
ACTCOM Composite score on ACT X
ACTENG English score on ACT X
ACTM Math score on ACT X
ACTNS Natural science score on ACT X
ACTPGPA Predicted GPA on ACT
ACTSOS Social science score on ACT
Colg College X
Day Birthday day of subject X
GPA Grade point average during quarter taking

Biology 110
Major Subject's college major X
Mo Birthday month of subject X X
Name Subject's name X
Race Subject's race X
SATM SAT math score X
SATR SAT reading score

):

SATT SAT TSWE score X
SATV SAT verbal score X
Yr Birth year of subject X *VW
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APPENDIX I

BASIC PROGRAM LISTING FOR SCORING MITI;

NCS ANSWER SHEET AND MBTI REPORT
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10 REM
20 REM Program Name: MBS
30 REM
40 REM Program to Score The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator.
50 REM
60 REM Language: BASIC (OWBASIC/NCR BASICA/IBM)
70 REM
80 REM Written by: Russell V. Skauaril
90 REM and
100 REM Claudia T. Melear
110 REM General Biology, The Ohio State University
120 REM Columbus, Ohio December, 1988.
130 REM
140 REM
150 REM
160 REM
170 REM
180 DIM R(126), RAMS)
190 CLS
200 PRINT 'Input quarter and year, for example:
210 PRINT CHR$(34WAUTUMN QUARTER 19886.CHRS(34)
220 PRINT 'Note -- data enclosed in quotation marks.'
230 INPUT 'Data': QYS
240 CLS
250 PRINT 'Input name of student, for example:
260 PRINT CHR$(34).Rogers, Sally A.I.CHRS(34)
270 PRINT Note -- data enclosed in quotation marks.'
280 INPUT 'Data': NNAME$
290 CLS
300 PRINT 'Input sex of student.'
310 PRINT 'Enter 1 if student is a male.'
320 PRINT Enter 2 if student is a female.
330 INPUT 'Data'; SEX
340 CLS
350 PRINT 'Input Social Security Number, with dashes, for example:'
360 PRINT CHR$(34).123-45-67119**CHR$(34)
370 PRINT 'and also enclosed in quotation marks.'
380 INPUT 'Data"; SSW
390 CLS
400 PRINT 'Input section identification data.'
410 PRINT 'For examples
420 PRINT CHItli(34)+'W/F, 11:00 a.m., Rm. 124 RH, Mr. Gill.s'+CHR$(34)
430 PRINT 'with data enclosed in quotation marks.'
44.1 INPUT BSECS
450 CLS
460 PRINT 'Enter responses to items as called for by program.'
470 PRINT 'Responses are NOT enclosed in quotation marks.'
480 FOR 11 TO 126
490 PRINT I;
500 INPUT R(I)
510 PRINT
520 NEXT I
530 SEXC$60
540 IF SEXIDI THEN SEXCWMALE
550 IF SEXID2 THEN SEXCON0FEMALE'
560 REM Allow data editing.
570 CLS: PRINT 'ITEM NUMBER/RESPONSE
580 FOR 1=1 TO 20
590 PRINT USING '0000'; I;:NEXT I: PRINT
600 FOR Ills1 TO 20
610 PRINT USING 'NOW; WI);
620 NEXT I
630 PRINT
Awn poem,-

2 4
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0,U
650 FOR Ie2I TO 40
660 PRINT USING 'NNO101'; I;: NEXT I: PRINT
670 FOR Ie21 TO 40
680 PRINT USING 'NNO101'; R(I);
690 NEXT I
700 PRINT
710 PRINT
720 FOR Ie41 70 60
730 PRINT USING 'ON010"; II: NEXT IC PRINT
740 FOR Ie41 TO 60
750 PRINT USING 'NNO101'; R(I);
760 NEXT I
770 PRINT
780 PRINT
790 FOR 1-61 TO 80
800 PRINT USING 'NOMI0'; I ;: NEXT I: PRINT
810 FOR Ie61 TO 80
820 PRINT USING 'NO10101"; R(I);
830 NEXT I
840 PRINT
850 PRINT
860 INPUT 'Are data O.K., (1 -> yes, 2 e> no)'; RESP
870 IF RESPOI THEN RESPn2
880 IF RESP.1 THEN GOTO 930
890 INPUT 'ITEM NUMBER of response to be corrected; I

900 ImINT(I): IF I(1 OR I>80 THEN GOTO 890
910 INPUT Correct RESPONSE? R(I)
920 OOTO 570
930 CI.St PRINT 'ITEM NUMSER/RESPONSE
940 FOR Ie81 TO 100
950 PRINT USING '01000"; II: NEXT I: PRINT
960 FOR 1.81 TO 100
970 PRINT USING '011011"; WI);
980 NEXT I
990 PRINT
1000 PRINT
1010 FOR Iu101 TO 1'20
1020 PRINT USING '011041"; II: NEXT I: PRINT
1030 FOR Ie101 TO 120
1040 PRINT USING 441041; R(I);
1050 NEXT I
1060 PRINT
1070 PRINT
1080 FOR Ie121 TO 126
1090 PRINT USING '1140001"; II: NEXT I: PRINT
1100 FOR 1121 TO 126
1110 PRINT USING R(I);
1120 NEXT I
1130 PRINT
1140 PRINT
1150 INPUT 'Are data O.K. (1 -> Yes; 2e> no); RESP
1160 IF RESP(>2 THEN RESPel
1170 IF RESP-1 THEN GOTO 1230
1180 INPUT ITEM NUMSER of response to be corrected'; I

1190 IeINT(I)
1200 IF I(S1 OR I>126 THEN GOTO 1180
1210 INPUT 'Correct RESPONSE? R(I)
1220 GOTO 930
1230 E-0
1240 REM FOR THE E SCORE
1250 IF R(3).1 THEN EssE*2
1260 IF R(7).1 THEN ENNE*1
1270 IF R(10)e1 THEN EeE*2
1280 IF R(13)e2 THEN ENE*2
1290 IF R(16)e2 THEN EeE*2
innn to' 0(191.1 TWFN PEP*,



1310 IF R(23)=1 THEN E=E.1
1320 IF R(26)=1 THEN E=E+1
1330 IF R(31)=1 THEN E-E+1
1340 IF R(37)*2 THEN E=E42
1350 IF R(40)*2 THEN E-E+1
1360 IF R(66)811 THEN E=E+1
1370 IF R(63) -1 THEN E-E+1
1380 IF R(72)*: THEN E=E+1
1390 IF R(75)*2 THEN E-E+2
t400 IF R(79)1151 THEN E-E+1
1410 IF R(81) -2 THEN E-E+1
1420 IF R(86)*1 THEN E*E.1
1430 IF R(90)*1 THEN E-E+1
1440 REM FOR THE I SCORE
1450 I*0
1460 IF R(3)*2 THEN 1142
1470 IF R(7) -2 THEN 1142
1480 IF R(10)*2 THEN 14E142
1490 IF R(13)*1 THEN 1+0141
1500 IF R(16)111 THEN 14E141
1510 IF R(19)*2 THEN I*1.2
1520 IF R(23)*2 THEN 1+0141
1530 IF R(31)*2 THEN I * I+2
1540 IF R(37)*1 THEN 1+0141
1550 IF R(40)*1 THEN 145141
1360 IF R(55) -2 THEN I*I.1
1370 IF R(66)*2 THEN 144+1
1580 IF R(72)*2 THEN 145141
1590 IF R(75)*1 THEM 1.1.1
1600 IF R(77)*2 THEN 1142
1610 IF R(79)*2 THEN 1142
1620 IF R(81) -3 THEN 1142
1630 IF R(86) -2 THEN I*1.1
1440 IF R(90)*2 THEN 1142
1430 REM FOR THE N SCORE.
1640 N 430
1670 IF R(2)=2 THEN NoN42
1680 IF R(5)=I THEN NN42
1690 IF R(9)=2 THEN NmN42
1700 IF R(11) -2 THEN NoN12
1710 IF R(18)*1 THEN NoN41
1720 IF R(21)*2 THEN Howl
1730 IF R(29)012 THEN NoN41
1740 IF RC33)*2 THEN W441
1710 IF R(42)*I THEN NoN2
1760 IF R(44)*2 THEN 1101
1770 IF R(58)*2 THEN NN+2
1780 IF R(61)*2 THEN Nowl
1790 IF R(63)*2 THEN NW2
1800 IF R(65)*I THEN 14102
1810 IF R(71)*2 THEN N001
1820 IF R(83)*I THEN No1,442
1830 REM FOR S sernt.
1840 800
1850 IF R(2)=1 THEN 80842
1860 IF R(5)=2 THEN 9.8+1
1870 IF R(9)=1 THEN 884.2
1880 IF R(11)=I THEN 8S1
1890 IF R(18)=2 THEN 9=5+2
1900 IF R(22)=2 THEN 98841
1910 IF R(25)*1 THEN SemS41
1920 IF R(29)=I THEN 9S+2
1930 IF R(33)=1 THEN 5=8+2
1940 IF R(42)=2 THEN 8S41
1950 IF R(44)=1 THEN 9S41
leAn T 914,4118, TMCM 4m44,9
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1970 IF R(48)=1 THEN S+'5+2
1930 IF R(50)=1 THEN S=5.2
1990 IF R(52)=1 THEN S=5.1
2000 IF R(50)=1 THEN 5=5.1
2010 :7 R(61)=1 THEN S-S.2
2020 IF R(67)=I MEN 55.1
2030 IF R(69)=1 THEN 5E1.1
2040 IF 1(71)=1 THEN 9.1A.1
2030 IF P.00)=2 THEN S=5.1
2060 IF R(03)=2 THEN S=5.1
2070 IF R(05)=2 THEN S=5.1
2080 IF n(91).1 THEN S-S.2
2090 REM FOR J SCORE
2100 J 0
2110 IF R(1)=1 THEN J-J +2
2120 IF R(4)=1 THEN JI,J.2
2130 IF R(8)=2 THEN J=.1.1
2140 IF R(12)=1 THEN J-J.2
2150 IF R(14)=1 THEN J=J*1
2160 IF R(17)=3 OR R(17)=5 OR R(17)=6 OR R(17)=7THEN J=.1.1
2170 IF R(20)=1 THEN .1=41.1
2180 IF R(24)=1 THEN J=J*1
2190 IF R(27)=1 THEN J-J +2
2200 IF R(35)=1 THEN J=.1.2
2210 IF R(39)=1 THEN J-J+2
2220 IF R(53) -2 THEN .10.1.1
2230 IF R(57%=1 THEN J-.1.:
2240 IF R(59)=2 THEN J=.1,1
2230 IF R(62) -1 THEN J=Ji:::
2260 IF R(74)=2 THEN &NJ.:
2270 IF R(70)=2 THEN JJ.1
2280 IF R(82) '.2 THEN J=.1.1
2290 IF R(04)=1 THEN ./64/.2
2300 IF R(95)ftl THEN J=.1.1
2310 REM FOR P SCORE
2320 P=0
2330 IF R(1)=2 THEN P-P+2
2340 IF R(4)=2 THEN P=114.1
2350 IF R(11)=1 THEN P=1141
2360 IF R(12)=2 THEN P=142
2370 IF R(14)=2 OR R(14)=3 THEN P=11.1
2380 IF R(17)=1 OR R(17)=4 OR R(17)=6 MEN P=11.1
2390 IF R(20)=2 THEN P-P+2
2400 IF R(24) -2 THEN P=141
2410 IF R(27) -2 THEN P-P+2
2420 IF R(35:=2 THEN P.P+2
2430 IF R(39)=2 THEN P-P.2
2440 IF R(53)=1 TAEN P=P*2
2450 IF R(57)=2 THEN PP*1
2460 IF R(62)=2 THEN P=1141
2470 IF R(64)=1 THEN P=P*1
2480 IF R(74)=1 THEN P=1141
2490 1r R(76)=2 THEN P=P*2
2500 IF R(70)=1 THEN P=10.1
2510 IF R(02)=1 THEN P=1041
2520 IF R(04)=2 THEN P=P+1
2530 IF R(00)=2 THEN P=141
2540 IF R(93)=2 OR R(93)=3 THEN P=141
2550 IF SEX=1 THEN 00TO 2950
2560 REM SCORE FOR T (FEMALE)
257a T = 0
2580 IF R(6)=2 THEN Tar.2
2590 IF R(15)2 THEN T -T+2
2600 IF R(21)=2 THEN T -T.2
2610 IF R(20)=2 THEN T -T+2
?AN' TF wan).$ THEN T -T,9
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2630 IF R(32)=1 THEN T=T+2
2640 IF R(34:=1 THEN T=T+2
2650 IF R(36)=1 THEN T=T+1
2660 IF R(38)=2 THEN T=T+2
2670 IF R(41)=1 THEN T=T+1
2680 IF R(43)=1 THEN T=T+1
2690 IF R(45)=1 THEN T=T+2
2700 IF R(47)=2 THEN T=T+2
2710 IF R(49)=2 THEN TT+2
2720 IF R(51)=2 THEN T=T+2
2730 IF R(54)=2 THEN T=T+1
2740 IF R(56)=2 THEN T=T+1
2750 R(40)=1 THEN T=T+2
2760 IF R(89)=1 THEN T=T+1
2770 IF R(92)=2 THEN TT+1
2780 REM SCORE FOR F (FEMALE)
2790 F 0
2800 IF R(6)=1 THEN F -F+2
2810 IF R(15)1 THEN F=F+1
2820 IF R(21)=1 THEN F.F +2
2830 IF R(30)=2 THEN FolF+1
2840 IF R(32)=2 THEN F -F+1
2850 IF R(34)=2 THEN FF+2
2860 IF R(34)=2 THEN F.F+2
2870 IF R(38)=1 THEN F.F +1
2880 IF R(41)=2 THEN FF+1
2E90 IF R(43)=2 THEN F-F +2
2900 IF R(54)=1 THEN F.F +1
2910 IF R(70)=1 THEN F-F +1
2920 IF R(73)=1 THEN F=F2
2930 IF R(87)=1 THEN F=9,2
2941 80TO 3340
2950 RSM SCORE FOR T (MALE)
7960 T=1
2970 IF R(4)=2 THEN T=T+1
2980 IF R(15)=2 THEN T=T+2
MO IF R(21)=2 THEN T=T+2
3C00 IF R(21)=2 THEN T=T+2
3010 IF R(30)=1 THEN T=T+2
3020 IF R(32)=1 THEN T=T+2
3030 IF R(34)=1 THEN T=T+1
3040 IF R(34)=1 THEN T=T+1
3050 IF R(38)2 THEN T=T+2
3060 IF R(41)=1 THEN T=T+1
3070 IF R(43)=1 THEN T=T+1
3080 IF R(45)=1 THEN T.t+2
3090 IF R(47)=2 THEN T=T+2
3100 IF R149)=2 THEN T=T+2
3110 IF R(51)=2 THEN T=T+2
3120 IF R(54)=2 THEN T=T+1
3130 IF R(56)=2 THEN TT+1
3140 IF R(40)=1 THEN T-'T +2
3150 IF R(89)=1 THEN T=T+1
3140 IF R(92)=2 THEN T=T+2
3170 REM SCORE F (MOLES)
3180 F=0
3190 IF 2(6)=1 THEN F -F +1
3200 IF R(15)=1 THEN F -F+1
3210 IF R(21)=1 THEN F -F +2
3220 IF R(28)=1 THEN F -F+1
3230 IF R(30)=2 THEN F -F +2
3240 IF R(32)=2 THEN F.F+2
3250 IF R(34)=2 THEN F.F+2
3260 IF R(36)=2 THEN F=F+2
3270 IF R(38)=1 THEN F -F +1
191411 TV 17(411m, TWCW PmV4.1
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3290 IF R(43)012 THEN F -F+1
3300 IF R(56)01 THEN FolF+1
3310 IF R(73)=1 THEN F *F +1
3320 IF R(87)$1 THEN FolF+1
3330 REM SCORE FOR CI PREFERENCE.
3340 PRINT
3350 TYPE1E
3360 IF DE THEN TYPE111,I'
3370 IXSTAAT$1
3380 IF 1)$E THEN IXSTART$0
3390 EISCORE$1
3400 FOR IX$IXSTART TO IXSTART+33
3410 IF A88(E-I)$IX THEN GOTO 3440
3420 EISCORE$EISCORE+2
3233 NEXT IX
3440 PRINT TYPEIS, EISCORE
3450 REM SCORE FOR SN PREFERENCE
3460 TYPE211S
3470 IF N)1811 THEN TYPE211$N'
3480 IXSTART$1
3490 IF N)$tt THEN IXSTART$0
3500 SNSCORE$1
3510 FOR IX$IXSTART TO IXSTART+33
3520 IF ABS(S4.1)$IX THEN GOTO 3550
3530 SNSCORE$SNSCORE+2
3540 NEXT IX
3550 PRINT TYPE211, SNSCORE
3560 REM SCORE FOR TF PREFERENCE
3570 TYPE311$67°
3580 IF F)$T THEN TYPE3,$
3590 IXSTART$1
3600 IF F)$T THEN IXSTART$0
3610 TFSCORE$1
3620 FOR IX- IXSTART TO IXSTART+33
3630 IF A8S(T-F)$IX THEN GOTO 3660
3640 TFSCORE$TFSCORE+2
3650 NEXT IX
3660 PRINT TYPE3II, TFSCORE
3670 REM SCORE FOR JP PREFERENCE
3680 TYPE411100J°
3690 IF P)4 THEN TYPEalim
3700 IXSTART$1
3710 IF P)=4 THEN IXSTART-0
3720 JPSCORE$1
3730 FOR IX$IXSTART TO IXSTART+33
3740 IF All8(J-P)$IX THEN GOTO 3770
3710 JPSCORE$JPSCORE+2
3760 NEXT IX
3770 PRINT TYPE4$,JPSCORE
3780 PRINT SWko any key when printer is ready.
3790 AAA$INKEY$1 iF AAONI THEN GOTO 3790
3800 LPRINT Special Report Form for Biology 110 Students
3810 LPRINT for the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator.'
3020 LPRINT
3830 LPRINT General Biology'
3840 LPRINT The Ohio Stat. University'
3e30 LPRINT
3860 LPRINT
3870 LPRINT Student Name, NNAME$
3880 LPRINT Semi SEXC$, "IDI SBN$
3890 LPRINT 'Biology Sections BSEC$
3900 LPRINT GY$
3910 LPRINT
3920 LPRINT
3930 LPRINT Your Type Came Outi"
90411 I PRINT
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3950 LPRINT
3960 LPRINT '1 :
3970 LPRINT :+ +TYPE14+ +TYPE2 TYPE34+ .TyPE48+ '
3980 LPRINT
3990 LPRINT
4000 LPRINT
4010 LPRINT 'Score:"
4020 LPRINT TYPE1S, EISCORE
4030 LPRINT TYPE2$, SNSCORE
4040 LPRINT TYPE3S, TFECORE
4050 LPRINT TYPE4S, JPSCORE
4060 LPRINT
4070 LPRINT
4080 FOR IX=1 TO 8
4090
4100 NEXT IX
4110 1X=1
4120 IF EISCORE < -2 THEN EISCORE=3: ' Set value to at least 3 for
4130 IF SNSCORE<=2 THEN SNSCORE=3: ' upcoming graphics use with MID$
4140 IF TFSCOREt=2 THEN TFSCORE=3
4150 IF JPSCORE<=2 THEN JPSCORE -3
4160 IF TYPEld1 THEN IX=5
4170 IF IX=1 AND EISCORE>60 THEN EISCORE=60
4180 IF IX=1 THEN MID$(PAT$(IX), 31-INT((EISCORE-1)/2)+1,1) = X. ELSE

MID$(PAT$(IX), INT((EISCORE- 1)/2) +1, 1)=X
4190 1)082
4200 IF TYPE210=N THEN IX=6
4210 I, I)002 AND SINSCORE>60 THEN SINSCORE=60
4220 IF IX=2 THEN MIDIIMATS(IX), 30-INT(ONSCORE-1)/2)+1 ,1) = 'X' ELSE

MIDS(PATIttlX), INTttONSCORE-1)/2)+1,1)=X,
4230 IX=3
424n IF TYPE30.10F" THEN IX"?
4250 IF IX=3 ANO TFSCORE,60 THEN TFSCORE=60
4260 IF IX*3 THEN MID$(PAT$(IX), 30-INIC(TFSCORE-1)/2)+1 1)211'X' ELSE

MIMPAMIX), INT((TTSCORE-1)/2).1,1)='X'
4270 IX=4
4280 IF TYPE40='P THEN IX=8
4290 IF IX -4 ANO JPSCORE>60 THEN JPSCORE-60
4300 IF IX=4 THEN MIDII(PATS(IX), 30-INT((JPSCORE-1./2)^1, 1)='X' ELSE

MI011tPAMIX), I147(WPSCURE-1)/2)+1,1X
4310 LPRINT PREFERENCE STRENGTHS'4320 LPRINT
4330 LPRINT 'E (---+PAT11(1)+' +PAT$(5)+ ---) I'
4340 LPRINT
4350 LPRINT 'S <---+PAT$(2)+" '01017$(6)+"---) N'
4360 LPRINT
4770 LPRINT 'T <---+PATS(3)+ +PAT$(7)+ ---) F'
4380 LPRINT
4390 LPRINT J (---+PATS(4)+ "+PAT$(8)+'---)
4400 LPRINT 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5d'
4410 LPRINT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00'
4420
4430

LPRINT
LPRINT 'Points:'

4440 LPRINT E E, 'I I

4450 LPRINT S S, N N
4460 LPRINT 'T T, 'F F
4470 LPRINT 'J J, 'P P
4480 FOP IX=1 TO 22
4490 LPRINT
4500 NEXT IX
4510 GOTO 240
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Special Report Form for Biology 110 Students
for the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator.

General Biology
The Ohio State University

Student Name 4111M1.111=110
Sex: MALE ID:
Biology Section:
Winter Quarter 1988

Your Type Came Out:

I N F P

Score:
9

N 13
F 7
P 27

PREFERENCE STRENGTHS
-1 -1 - - -> IE ---x:

--lx - - ---1 - - - - - - -1 - - N.---l----l----!----l----,----!----:

,-- X- : --- - ---1 - - - - -1 - -r- - FT- - - - -- --I --- -1 --- -I

3 P
6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 .6
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Points:
E 11 I 15
S 9 N 15
T 9 F 12
3 7 P 20
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APPENDIX J

COMPUTER-MANAGED INSTRUCTION STUDENT RECORD

AND PERFORMANCE SCORE COMPUTATIONS
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STUDENT RECORD

Computer-Managed Instruction
530209 CLASS 2.010 TOTAL 1 NE ON: 14:02 LAS* OAIE aN 100WS 041E:

ofromaltIcaiitieS
UNIT IRV L1t A 8

-- -
A . 3 12
8 2 12
C 12

1 12-A

tST 1E51 itESULIS UST cm4RActlilsfics atsf
C 101 POINTS A C 107 POINTS PCT VC A C 701 POINTS A C TOT POINTS PCT VS-- --- ------

-- -- -- --- ------ --- ----; -; -;; -------------------------1 25 34.0
S 25 34.0 1 5 4 111 34.5 72 72 115 25 34.0 II 6 4 31 2.0 14 2 120-_-1L-.4 3

121340411 6 5 22 30.0 8-15 25 34.0 13 4 5 21 3.0 4 2S 25 34 0 C II 4 21 38 0 4
12.---2111--1.--2-1S--2a-a-sa-ssI7

a 12H 3 13
12._

-3 --23 -34 -15-20-0--SCL_St____12.....1123-111S 75 .
.

5 25 24.0 111 2 3 14 $6.0 SA 63 125 25 34.0 4 4 II 24.0 44 71 1225 34.0 5....s2_13....._sa_0_5i_53.___A2._.

34.0 E II 3 3 17 31.5 6 53S 25 34 0 A 2 3 14 18.0 56 82$ 25 34 0 H11121 20.0 04 0s ls 22J 12
1 2 13
P 3 26 1

....,

5 25 34.0 II 5 5 21 21.5 4 4 125 25 34.0 6 2 3 II 15.0 44 44 12SO 65.0 It II 7 35 41.5 70 72 26 I-- -- ---- -- - -- --- ------ --- - - ...

-0--1--10-4 --E-2-I --a-25 25 34.0 J II 5 S 21 21.1S 23 34 0 i 2 3 11 13.0SO 66.0 P 17 II 7 31 42.8.. ... ------ ... .. . -.. -----

-.11--11---44 4
44 44
70 72.. ..
23 A-----300 406.0 211 211.0Total 268.5 662

(PSI)

NE.119113:12.--ElCSMIS
iniir yeacTivt3

MIT A
"-- '

A 1 II 1
A I 0

8 2.16 12-1A
It 1 o

6 C

.1 2.0C 3 11 20 21

C 1.0
0 2 2 4 5 6 7 12 13 21

0 1.0
E 2 7 5 S 13 11 13

I 1 0
11____1-111-- 1

.5 2.0
S 2.0
.1 2.0

-
H 6 5 12 I/
1 7 11 14
J 3 4 S 14

. -1 -_1 -2_-3 __A 5 SP3 455/11 10
H 1.0
I 1.0

0
1_10_11_12-13

J
t00

. i 2 0
S 2.0
5 2.0

1.0 .5 2 0VeIouN Points : 406.0
...___SludeaC.S.Ealt..1011141.----_____:.-295 0Stu:dews tap Work PairtIS

t 1.0
stuorocs tSP /well Points : 1.0

732 *PS2)

Smuftill's Bonus 1000,18 1 3 (a.o.g o.co.0o.to.r0.0.o.mo.1o.,12)
___-_sludent:s_latal_Euipts -_1_206 -0

VSludent's falai otgotag-Tairo: 765

Instructions to compute point totals (percent)

I. Add 1st test results in points. Example: 268.5

268.5
2. Divide this figure by maximum points available. Example: 406 662

2953. Divide student's test points (same al lest Test Results) by maximum points. Example: 406 732

4. Round percent to nearest whole number.

,mmt Aide gommgm hill mg
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APPENDIX K

LISTING OF COLLEGE MAJORS

AND GRADE POINT AVERAGES

IN BIOLOGY 110

231
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MAJOR FREQUENCY PERCENT

60

ACCTI' G 26 2.9
ACT SCI 2 0.2
AG M&SYS 2 0.2
AGR COMM 5 0.6
AGR ECON 16 1.8
AGR EDUC 7 0.8
AGR-UND 3 0.3
AGRONOMY 6 0.7
ANIML SC 12 1.3
ANTHROP 1 0.1
ARCH 2 0.2
ARCH-UND 4 0.4
ART EDUC 4 0.4
ASC-UND 21 2.3 I

AVIA-ASC 4 0.4 I

AVIATION 1 0.1 I

BI SC ED 1 0.1 I

BIO-UND 4 0.4 I

BIOCHEM 4 0.4
BIOLOGY 10 1.1

BOTANY 1 0.1
BRODCST C 1 0.1

BUS EDU 1 0.1
BUS-UND 58 6.5
CERAM EN 1 0.1

CHEM 6 0.7
COMMUNIC 8 0.9
CONT EDU 26 2.9
CNTR/INF 1 0.1
CRIMINOL 3 0.3
DAIRY SC 1 0.1 1

DANCE 2 0.2
DRY EDU 1 0.1

ECON 1 0.1

ECON-BUS 1 0.1

EMNTL RF 3 0.3
EDUC 1 0.1

EDUC-UND 72 8.0
ELEC ENG 2 0.2
ELEM EDU 18 2.0 1

1

ENG-UND 5 0.6 I

ENGL EDU 4 0.4 1

ENGLISH 4 0.4 I

FINANCE 4 0.4 I

FM RES M 3 0.3 I

FM&HU DV 9 1.0 I

FRENCH 1 0.1 I

232

MAJOR FREQUENCY PERCENT

FRST MGT 1 0.1

GEN F A 1 0.1

GEOLOGY 2 0.2
ESC-UND 27 3.0
HISTORY 3 0.3
HLTH EDU 1 0.1

HORT 2 0.2
HOSP MGT 19 2.1

HUMAN NTR 1 0.1

HUMN RES 3 0.3
1ND TECH 1 0.1

INFO SYS 4 0.4
INS&RISE 1 0.1

INT DSGN 1 0.1

INT STDS 3 0.3
INTL BUS 4 0.4
JOURNAL 9 1.0

LARCH 1 0.1

MARKETING 9 1.0

MATH 4 0.4
MATH EDU 4 0.4
MATH SCI 1 0.1

MCD BIO 1 0.1

MECH ENG 1 0.1

MICROBIOL 4 0.4
MOL GEN 6 0.7
MUS-UND 1 0.1

MUSEDART 1 0.1

MUSIC ED 4 0.4
NRE-UND 1 0.1

NURSING 1 0.1

ORCH INS 2 0.2
P&C ART 2 0.2
PARK ADM 1 0.1

PHARMACY 1 0.1

PHYS ED 9 1.0

POLIT SC 6 0.7
PRE-AAE 3 0.3
PRE-AMP 32 3.6
PRE-DEN 3 0.3

PRE-DHY 8 0.9
PRE-EE 3 0.3
PRE-ISE 1 0.1

PRE-MCOM 1 0.1

PRE-MECE 2 0.2
PRE-MED 11 1.2

PRE -MILL 1 0.1
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MAJOR FREQUENCY PERCENT

PRE-MTEC 4 0.4
PRE-NRAN 1 0.1
PRE-NUR 27 3.0
PRE-OPT 1 0.1
PRE -PER 35 3.9
PRE-PT 37 4.1
PRE-RADT 11 1.2
PRE-RESP 1 0.1
PRE-SWK 9 1.0
PRE WELE 1 0.1
PRE-OT 7 0.8
PRECISAS 2 0.2
PRECISEN 2 0.2
PROD DSN 1 0.1
PROD MGT 2 0.2
PSYCH 13 1.5
RCERT EL 1 0.1
REAM AN 1 0.1
REC EDUC 3 0.3
ROMLANG 1 0.1
RSRC MGT 1 0.1
SLAVIC 1 0.1
SO ST ED 2 0.2
SOCIOL 2 0.2
TXTL&CLO 2 0.2
UNKNOWN 142 15.8
VSUL DSN 3 0.3
WILD MGT 1 0.1
ZOOLOGY 1 0.1
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GPA FREQUENCY PERCENT

60 .

0.00 93 10.4
0.23 1 0.1
0.50 2 0.2
0.54 1 0.1
0.57 1 0.1
0.64 1 0.1
0.67 3 0.3
0.69 1 0.1
0.77 2 0.2
0.85 2 0.2
0.88 1 0.1
0.90 2 0.2
0.92 1 0.1
0.99 1 0.1
1.00 4 0.4
1.01 1 0.1
1.06 1 0.1
1.10 1 0.1
1.12 1 0.1
1.13 1 0.1
1.14 2 0.2
1.15 2 0.2
1.17 1 0.1
1.19 1 0.1
1.20 2 0.2
1.23 3 0.3
1.29 1 0.1
1.32 2 0.2
1.33 2 0.2
1.36 1 0.1
1.39 1 0.1
1.43 1 0.1
1.44 1 0.1
1.46 2 0.2
1.47 1 0.1
1.49 2 0.2
1.50 2 0.2
1.51 2 0.2
1.52 4 0.4
1.53 5 0.6
1.54 3 0.3
1.55 3 0.3
1.57 3 0.3
1.58 2 0.2
1.59 2 0.2
1.60 1 0.1
1.61 2 0.2
1.62 3 0.3

25u

GPA. FREQUENCY

234

PERCENT

1.63 6 0.7
1.64 2 0.2
1.65 1 0.1
1.67 5 0.6
1.68 3 0.3
1.69 2 0.2
1.71 4 0.4
1.72 3 0.3
1.73 1 0.1
1.74 1 0.1
1.75 2 0.2
1.76 5 0.6
1.77 9 1.0
1.78 2 0.2
1.79 2 0.2
1.80 3 0.3
1.81 4 0.4
1 82 2 0.2
1.83 1 0.1
1.84 3 0.3
1.85 2 0.2
1.86 1 0.1
1.87 4 0.4
1.88 2 0.2
1.89 5 0.6
1.90 8 0.9
1.91 1 0.1
1.92 1 0.1
1.93 6 0.7
1.94 4 0.4
1.95 4 0.4
1.96 5 0.6
1.97 3 0.3
1.98 4 0.4
1.99 2 0.2
2.00 10 1.1

2.01 4 0.4
2.02 2 0.2
2.03 5 0.6
2.04 3 0.3
2.05 3 0.3
2.06 6 0.7
2.07 3 0.3
2.08 7 0.8
2.09 4 0.4
2.10 11 1.2
2.11 2 0.2
2.12 5 0.6
2.13 8 0.9



GPA FREQUENCY PERCENT

2.14 5 0.6
2.15 5 0.6
2.16 7 0.8
2.17 7 0.8
2.18 1 0.1
2.19 2 0.2
2.20 4 0.4

2.21 4 0.4
2.22 6 0.7
2.23 13 1.5

2.24 2 0.2
2.25 4 0.4
2.26 1 0.1
2.27 1 0.1
2.28 4 0.4
2.29 2 0.2
2.30 2 0.2
2.31 4 0.4
2.32 4 0.4
2.33 6 0.7
2.34 5 0.6
2.35 7 0.8
2.36 4 0.4
2.37 5 0.6

2.38 1 0.1

2.39 5 0.6
2.40 4 0.4

2.41 4 0.4
2.42 1 0.1

2.43 11 1.2

2.44 6 0.7
2.46 3 0.3
2.47 6 0.7
2.48 3 0.3
2.49 4 0.4
2.50 8 0.9
2.51 2 0.2
2.52 3 0.3
2.53 2 0.2
2.54 5 0.6
2.55 2 0.2
2.56 3 0.3
2.57 4 0.4
2.58 5 0.6
2.59 3 0.3

2.60 1 0.1

2.61 6 0.7
2.62 3 0.3
2.63 5 0.6
2.64 4 0.4

2.65 3 0.2
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GPA FREQUENCY PERCENT

2.66 6 0.7
2.67 15 1.7
2.68 5 0.6
2.69 2 0.2
2.70 5 0.5
2.71 1 0.1

2.72 4 0.4
2.73 1 0.1

2.74 2 0.2
2.75 5 0.6
2.76 3 0.3
2.77 11 1.2

2.78 1 0.1

2.79 2 0.2
2.80 4 0.4
2.81 4 0.4
2.82 3 0.3
2.83 4 0.4
2.84 2 0.2
2.85 3 0.3
2.86 3 0.3
2.87 4 0.4
2.88 5 0.6
2.89 5 0.6
2.90 8 0.8
2.91 3 0.3
2.92 2 0.2
2.93 3 0.3
2.94 3 0.3
2.95 5 0.6
2.96 2 0.2
2.97 3 0.3
2.98 1 0.1

2.99 2 0.2
3.00 13 1.5

3.01 1 0.1

3.03 3 0.3

3.05 3 0.3

3.06 1 0.1

3.07 2 0.2

3.'11 3 0.3

3.09 1 0.1

3.10 10 1.1

3.11 3 0.3
3.12 1 0.1

3.13 5 0.6

3.14 1 0.1

3.15 2 0.2

3.16 3 0.3

3.17 3 0.3

3.18 3 0.3



GPA FREQUENCY PERCENT

3.19 2 0.2
2.20 10 1.1

3.21 1 0.1
3.23 2 0.2
3.24 1 0.1
3.25 1 0.1
3.26 1 0.1
3.27 1 0.1
3.28 1 0.1
3.29 2 0.2
3.30 2 0,2
3.31 4 0.4
3.33 4 0.4
3.35 3 0.3
3.36 2 0.2
3.38 3 0.3
3.39 3 0.3
3.41 3 0.3
3.43 4 0.4
3.44 3 0.3
3.45 2 0.2
3.46 1 0.1
3.47 3 0.3
3.48 1 0.1

3.49 1 0.1

3.50 1 0.1
3.51 1 0.1

3.52 2 0.2
3.54 3 0.3
3.55 2 0.2
3.56 2 0.2
3.57 7 0.8
3.58 1 0.1

3.61 3 0.2
3.62 3 0.2
3.63 1 0.1

3.64 2 0.2
3.65 1 0.1
3.66 2 0.2
3.67 6 0.7
3.70 2 0.2
3.76 1 0.1

3.77 3 0.3
3.78 1 0.1

3.79 1 0.1

3.80 2 0.2
3.81 1 0.1
3.82 1 0.1
3.81 3 0.3
3.8t-. 2 0.2
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3.86 1 0.1

3.90 1 0.1
3.91 2 0.2
3.94 1 0.1
3.98 1 0.1
4.00 10 1.1



APPENDIX L

RATING FORM FOR COGNITIVE PROCESS ANALYS:r.S

AND SAMPLE QUESTION
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Rating Form for Cognitive Process Analysis

Use check mark (V) to rate each question according to the
degree to which each cognitive process is required.

Example attached.

COGNITIVE PROCESS (es) REQUIRED TO ANSWER THIS QUESTION

Question ID /1 / Tc, 1.3

ANALYSIS

SPATIAL

DISCRIMINATION

CATEGORIZATION

SEQUENTIAL
PROCESSING

MEMORY

none

none

none

none

v
none

none

26.;

L./

some

some

17/
some

some

r/
a lot

a lot

a lot

a lot

some a lot

some a lot

Eater's Name
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APPENDIX M

CHARACTERISTICS FREQUENTLY ASSOCIATED

WITH EACH MBTI TYPE
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APPENDIX N

FACTOR ANALYSIS

SPATIAL ITEMS
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TABLE 44

THE OUTCOME OF 19 FACTOR ANALYSIS:
LOADINGS () AND CUMULATIVE VARIANCES (3

244

1.111 1.201

E12111 Fac tor2

v62166) v61(.54)

ye6(.62) v67(.e2)

v72( -.31) v69(.76)

v77(-.69) v50(.70)

v59(...67) v96(.74)

v93(-.72)
v 106( -.50)

Study Time Lighting

1.2:1 L351

Factml

v65(...62) v63(.74)

v70(.71) v88(.55)

ve3(.73) v96(.82)

v90(.51)

v99(-.73)

Grouping Temp.

1.411 1.4:1 1..,3;

fector5 Elalaci Fector7

v64(.79) v711,57) Y65147)

v73C6C, Y75(.74) v74(.55)

44(.69)

v1°2(.44) v101(.50) v91(.59)

ye2(.e0) Yel(m)

Manipu-
lative

Persis-
Sound tence

1.591 L631 1.671
. 1.701 1741 L761 1.791

Factory Factor9 Factor10 Factor11 Factor12 .fector13 actor 14

v25157) v75(.58) v109(.17) v79(.55) v9456) v75(.53) vi(.32)

v25(.27) v103(.64) Y110(.20) 47(.56) v100(.5e) v92(.43) v2Cso)

v27(.46) v 103(.64) v 112(.26) v97(.60) v104(.53) v95(.55) v3(.37)

v28(.58) v11434) v105(.45) v107(.38) v4(.43)

.429(.57) v116(.33) v5(.39)

v115(.52) v5(.44)

v120(.46)

Y121(26)

v123(.33)

v12454)

v126142) Study Tm. Verbal Sequent;
An-lvtic Mobility Memory Posture Late A±t. Risk ?rocess.

1.521 (.541 1.571 L291 L911

Fector15 F.cto7'5 Fectnri7 Factari5 fector19

v7(.40) v 1 1 1(.39) v30(.37) v31(.40) v89(.40)
v1 i31359 v33(.35) Y35(.40) 43(.35)

y9(.45) yii7(.43) Y34(.38) Y39(.36)

v10(.3;) v122(.32) v35(.23)

yli(.85) Y125(.43) v37(.28)

v40(.30)

Discri- Study T.
mination Memory Verbal-Spatial Late Morn.

26j
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LEARNING STYLE PROFILE
PAGE 13

These squares will fold into a box which is open u. the top. Which letter would mark the
BOTTOM of the box?

36.

37

38.

11

B C

A E

L.0.1

A

This sheet of paper has holes punched in it. How will the paper look after it is folded on the
dotted li,!?

t.......j 0....1
I

....0j
I I

L - - J
1 j1

A ...........1 B C 0 -0

0
I I

10 1

i
1 I 1t 0 01 i I I 10 I
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LEARNING STYLE PROFILE
PAGE 14

39

40.

How many squares can you find in me shapes below'?

A 6 B. 8 C. 10 0. 12 E. 14

A 9 B 10 C. 12 0. 13 E. 14

In the questions on the following page, you will read some words that you know well. As you
read each word, notice the first thing you think of:

A. Do you see a PICTURE of something?
B. Do you hear the SOUND of the word?
C. Do you have a FEELING about the word?

Example: Suppose you read the word "hold: You might see one football player holding
another. In this case, you would mark A for PICTURE. Remember that it does . ;ot matter what
you see, only that the word brings some PICTURE to your mind. Or you might not see a
Picture. but understand the meaning of the word from the SOUND alone. In that case, you
would mark B for SOUND. Or you might have a FEE.UNG about the word, as if you were
holding someone, or feeling happiness or fear. In that case. you would mark C for FEELING.

Do not puzzle over your choices. Mark the first choice that comes to your mind for each word.

CHECK YOUR ANSWER SHEETYOU SHOULD NOW BE AT QUESTION 41
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PREFACE

Why provide some unique exploration math/science experiences for young women?
Because we know that some intense exposure to female role models and career
information coupled with effective encouragement from parents, teachers and
counselors, can spark the spirit, trigger the imagination and encourage young women
to consider many new and exciting career opportunities.

"I'm good at math. I've always hated it, but NOW I know why it is important."

Despite the fact that women have made advances in higher education and science and
math-based careers since 1970, much remains unchanged. Females ate still severely
under-represented in advanced math and science classes at all educational levels.
Research on academically talented youth shows the attrition rate among females,
known to have high math and/or science abilities far exceeds that of males as soon as
mathematics and science courses become optional.

"It's given me a 'can-do' attitude. The conference made me feel more important about
myself."

There is evidence that patterns of socialization in the community, in the schools and
among the students themselves suggest that mathematical or scientific competencies
are inappropriate for girls.

By focusing attention on women in science and technology and by demonstrating
effective strategies, the conference helps stimulate interest and encourages young
women to keep all their options open so they won't limit their future career choices.



We hope you will find this handbook useful in planning your own conference for young

women. We know that your efforts will be rewarded by the excitement and enthusiasm

generated during the conference day and by the broader impact of mobilizing the

resources, talent and imagination available in your community.
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"I learned how important women are in the world and how you
should follow your dream."

t!

"I'm envious! I did not have an opportunity to attend a conference
like this when I was in junior high."



I
Introduction

Conferences can be an effective way to stimulate interest and motivation at a critical
time when girls traditionally turn off and often get little encouragement to prepare and
keep their options open for possible careers in scientific or technical fields.

Concerns voiced by many:

A. Ms. Elizabeth Giese, Michigan State Director of PEER (Project on Eq al Education
Rights) spoke about equal education for all in Battle Creek at a meeting of Beta
Sigma Phi Sorority on May 24, 1983. She discussed Peer's concern that the State of
Michigan will not have enough qualified workers for projected high technology
jobs. She said the area where students, particularly girls, fail to prepare themselves
most often is mathematics.

PEER's concern for preparation in mathematics is the result of a study of 113 school
districts in Michigan. The study found that only 51 percent of eleventh grade girls
and 36 percent of twelfth grade girls take math, compared to 61 percent and 45
percent of the boys in respective grades.

B. Sally Ride, America's first woman in space, said she worried about "sometimes
subtle, sometimes not so subtle" discrimination that may be keeping young girls out
of the science fields.

C. In its feature article, "America's 100 Brightest Scientists Under 40," Science
Digest, December 1984, featured 90 males and 10 females. This represents a ratio of
9:1 males to females.

D. The Calhoun Intermediate School District's Science Olympiad Competition in April
1985 involved 20 area school districts and approximately 450 sixth through twelfth
grade participants. A ratio of 3:1 boys to girls in the junior high division and a ratio of
2:1 boys to girls in the high school division was noted.

Even more revealing was the imbalance of particular types of events boys chose
versus those chosen by girls. In the computer problem event, the ratio was 27:1 boys
to girls at the junior high level and 19:1 boys to girls at the high school level. Also, in
those events that required construction of any sort to solve a scientific problem, the
ratio of male participation to female was similar to that found in the computer event.

1



E. Participants in a Symposium of Women in Science at Stanford University in 198
concluded that the lack of participation by females in the scientific community is
"tragedy for women and a loss of intellectual power for the nation." They called for
more attention to be given to secondary and primary education as well as to the
effects of societal differentiation.

3

Remarks from students who attend math/science conferences indicate that meeting
female role models in the scientific fields is very important.

"I was surprised to meet so many happy and successful women."

"It's exposed me to job opportunities I didn't know existed."

2



II
Conference Objectives

Three General Conference Goals, to develop the idea that:

1. Math and science activities are exciting.

2. Women are working in many fields that rely on math and science.

3. More career options are kept open by continuing in high school mathematics and
science classes.

Specific Goals for Target Populations:

A. Help junior high school girls:

1) Become aware of the opportunity and options in pursuing careers empha-
sizing math and science.

2) Understand the increased importance for enrolling in and completing a com-
prehensive high school academic program in math and science.

3) Identify with female role models working in a variety of interesting fields where
math and science are prerequisites.

B. Help parents:

1) Create an awareness of the importance of girls pursuing math/science
instruction as it relates to future career opportunities and options.

2) Identify ways they can assist and encourage their daughters to enroll in high
school math/science courses and to consider adult life styles which
emphasize the use of math and science.

C. Help counselors and teachers:

1) Become sensitized to the fact that females with high potential are under-
represented in high level course work and careers in math/science.

2) Identify ways through use of regular classroom instruction and guidance
activities to assist and encourage a greater number of girls to consider
math/science curriculum and future life styles which utilize these skills.

3) Become aware of significant differences in how they interact and encourage
girls, in comparison to boys, in fostering the development of math/science
talents.

3



III
Promotion/Recruitment

A. When planning a successful conference, the first step to consider is informing local
superintendents of your intent, o! jectives and outcomes expected for conference
participants.

B. Junior high/middle school counselors are your most important resource. At least
three months prior to holding a conference, invite counselors to attend an
informative meeting regarding the conference. Solicit their suggestions on various
aspects of the recruitment, conference day, resource people, site, date, etc.

C. To assist promoting the conference, a 10 minute, one-half inch video tape showing
the various conference components is available. (Calhoun Intermediate School
District.)

4



Iv
Conference Day Format

The conference will be a one-day program for 170 seventh and eighth grade girls, their
parents, counselors and math/science teachers.

The day will include:

1. Combined activities for each of the four groups attending.

2. Specific sessions for each of the individual groups attending.

3. Evaluation of the day.

Specific format.

The first hour will involve registration, refreshments, display tables with handouts that
have information for each of the four groups attending and advertisements that include
women in scientific and ,echnic I roles.

The conference will begin with a keynote presentation. This will be a general session
for all four groups. The keynoter should be a female who is active in the science /math
career world and knowledgePble in the area of gifted females. The program
coordinator and keynoter will ..et the tone for the conference and address the three
ge.ieral conference goals:

1. Math and science activities are e;.citina.

2. Women are working in many fields that rely on math and science.

3. More career options are kept open by continuing to take classes in math science.

An open discus;ion session with the keynoter as the facilitator for parents, counselors
and science/math teachers will follow the keynote address. This session is an
opportunity for each group to question, voice concern and share ideas regarding the
need to encourage girls in developing their math/science talents.

The seventh and eight" grade girls will have .:. n opportunity to attend two or three 30-
minute sessions. The presenicrs will oe female rc'C models who are presently
preparing for, or working in, a career that requires a science/math background.
Presenters might address:

1. How they, at a similiar age, related to science and math.

2. Important events/people in their background that were significant in encouraging
them.

3. The academic preparation necessary for their career.

4. What they do on the job. A typical day.

5. Advantages and disadvP .,ages of their chosen careers as related to their personal
and professional lives.

5 i ,



Students will spend 45 minutes in a session where a "hands-on" problem-solving
activity is involved. Emphasis in the !lands-on activity period might be on some sort of
construction to solve a problem or craw a conclusion/hypothesis. (Activities involving
mechanical and spatial type problems are traditionally avoided by girls in comparison
to boys.) The purpose of a hands-on session is to build confidence in this type of
competency as well as send a clear message to girls that they need to become involved
in all types of problem-solving to better develop their math/science talents.

In order to assure an audience for each role model and hands-on presenter, girls will be
assigned to sessions rather than given choices. This assures well-balanced numbers
for each session, avoids girls attending sessions just because their friends chose one
and provides the greatest exposure to a variety of careers.

Video tapes and films will be shown during the lunch hour for all four groups to view.
They should depict a variety of issues and present female role models in the
math/science world. Parents will also be given an opportunity to have a "hands-on"
experience using a computer.

A panel will present in the afternoon for all four groups. The panel will include the
female role models working in math/science professional careers who presented to
small groups of seventh and eighth grade girls in the morning sessions. At the
conclusion of the panel, presenters will be available to girls and parents who may have
specific questions for them. *

The conference day will conclude with a wrap-up and evaluation.

Presenters will be encouraged to spend the entire day with the conference to provide as
many opportunities as possible for informal interaction with conference participants.

A key to the success of the panel is a 45 minute meeting with the moderator prior to
the panel presentation.

6
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PRESENTERS: Small Group Session and Panel

Jacqueline S. Allen, M.D.
Kalamazoo

Kolean England
Skilled Machinery Operator
Simpson Industries
Litchfield

Lynne Haley, D.D.S
Marshall

Barbara Lenar, Candidate
Michigan Teacher in Spare
Lakeview Junior High School
Battle Creek

Judy Otto, Chemical Analyst
Kellogg Company
Battle Creek

Sandy Schaefer, Product Engineer
Eaton Corporation Proving Ground
Marshall

Gretchen Thiele, Ph.D
Systems Analyst
Kellogg Company
Battle Creek

Marcia Thomas, Plant Manager
Ross Laboratories
Sturgis

Ruth A. Snyder, Ph.D. - Panel Moderator
Educational Consultant
Calhoun Intermediate School District

EDUCATORS: Hands-oil Sessions

Judy Burns, Principal
Sturgis Holy Angel School

Carolyn Ca lender, Physics & Chemistry
Bellevue H.S.

Sharon Christensen, Assistant Principal
Delton Kellogg M.S.

FOR PARENTS:

Carmelia Hawkins, Math
Albion - Washington Gardner J.H.

Marria Crinion, Math
Batt 1 Creek - Lakeview J.H.

Sharon Holcomb, Math
Battle Creek - Lakeview J.F..

Computers: Tony Blalock, Asst. Professor of Mathematics
Olivet College

Curriculum Planning for College Entrance: Nancy Michiels, Counselor
Bellevue High School

Financial Aid Seminar: Ron Thatcher, Financial Aid Director
Olivet College
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Math/Science Conference for 7th and 8th Grade Girls

Saturday, April 16, 1988

SPONSORED BY: BARRY, BRANCH AND CALHOUN
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Hosted by Olivet College

8:30 - 9:00 a.m. Registration: Mott Center

9:00 - 9:50 a.m. Introductions: Rose J. Arbanas
Conference Director

Welcome: Yvonne Alcantra
V.P. for Enrollment Management
Olivet College

Keynoter: Dr. Carolyn Callahan
University of Virginia

GIRLS PARENTS AND EDUCATORS

10:00- 10:20 a.m. Role Models
Session A

10:30 10:50 a.m. Role Models
Session B

11:00 11:20 a.m. Role Models
Session C

11:30 -12:15 p.m. Lunch Session I

Hands-on Session I

12:15 1:00 p.m. Lunch Session II

Hands-on Session II

10:00 -11:00 a.m. Discussion led
by Keynoter

11:00 -11:30 a.m. Film

11:30 -12:15 p.m. Lunch Session I

Choice of: Com-
puters for Parents,
Curriculum Planning
for College Entrance,
Financial Aid Seminar

12:15 1:00 p.m. Lunch Session II

Choice of: Com-
puters for Parents,
Curriculum Planning
for College Entrance,
Financial Aid Seminar

1:15 - 2:15 p.m. Panel Female role models who presented in morning sessions
(For girls, parents and educators)

2:15 2:30 p.m. Wrap-up and evaluations

9



PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS

Washington Gardner J.H., Albion

Athens M.S.

Northwestern J.H., Battle Creek

Southeastern J.H., Battle Creek

W.K. Kellogg J.H., Battle Creek

Bellevue M.S.

Bronson M.S.

St. Mary's, Bronson

Legg M.S., Coldwater

Delton Kellogg M.S.

Harper Creek J.H.

Hasting J.H.

Homer M.S.

Lakeview J.H.

Marshall M.S.

Olivet M.S.

Pennfield Dunlap M.S.

Quincy M.S.

Tekonsha J.H.

Union City M.S.

HANDBOOK COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Parent Handbook

Nancy Dando

Penny Kinter

Sheldon Knoespel

Arlene Lena-3

Dick Sheffer

Carol Sybesma

Bellevue

Marshall

Olivet

Battle Creek

Pennfield

Athens

Educator Handbook

Doug Burger

Joe Fisher

Sharon Ferris

Sharon Holcomb

Dennis Massingill

Linda Smith

Marshall

Bronson

Quincy

Lakeview

Battle Creek

Coldwater

Rose J. Arbanas Conference Director, Calhoun Intermediate School District

Gayle Lindquist Editor, Calhoun Intermediate School District

With appreciation to the Guido and Elizabeth Binda Fund of the Greater
Battle Creek Foundation for its generous support of today's conference.
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Based on:

BUDGET

170 Girls
175 Parents
35 Educators
20 Presenters and conference coordinators

400

Keynoter ($500 to $1000) $1000
Resource People 250
Materials/Supplies 500
Handbooks for Adults 400
Refreshments (rolls, juice) 400

$2,550

If the conference facility has a cafeteria, participants buy their
own lunches while conference coordinators provide morning
refreshments.

If lunch needs to be catered, add approximately $3.50 per
participant.

11



FEES PER PARTICIPANT

Girls attending the conference are charged $15.00 each.

It is suggested that each girl pay at least $5.00 to assure a commitment to attend and
that schools, if appropriate, pay the additional $10.00 fee.

* The majority of schools choose the above formula.

* A few schools charge the girls the total fee.

* A few schools pay the entire fee.

(Based on need, schools make sure the entire fee is paid for any girl who may
not be able to attend if total assistance were not available.)

Parents and educators attending the conference are not charged a fee to attend.
(Depending on your resources, you may need to charge a lunch fee for adult
participants.)

12



INITIAL PLANNING MEETING WITH COUNSELORS

MEMORANDUM

TO: Middle School/Junior High School Counselors

FROM:

RE: Meeting on Math/Science Conference for Girls

DATE: January , 19

A one-day conference for Barry, Branch and Calhoun Intermediate School Districts'
seventh and eighth grade girls talented in the science/math areas is being planned for
Saturday, April , 19

The purpose of a conference specifically for young girls will be to provide information
on the importance of math and science in their lives. Education, career-related fields
and exposure to female role models in such a way as to stimulate interest, enthusiasm
and involvement in the sciences will be the primary goal for participants. Conference
components will include sessions for parents, science/math teachers, counselors and
seventh and eighth grade girls.

We would appreciate your ideas and assistance in planning this conference.
The meeting will be:

WHEN: Friday, January , 19

TIME: 9:00 a.m. 11.30 a.m.

WHERE: Calhoun Educational Service Center

*PLEASE NOTE: The Agenda will include:

1) Discussion of conference plans for seventh and eighth grade girls talented in
math/science.

2) Identification of schools interested.

3) Location and date of conference.

4) Suggestions and concerns you have regarding the conference.

For our planning, please return the enclosed form by January

cc: Superintendents
J.H./M.S. Principals

13
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January , 19

MATH/SCIENCE CONFERENCE PLANNING MEETING

9:00 - 11:30 A M.

I will attend

I will not be able to attend

I am interested in our school participating but cannot attend.

Signature

School District

School Buiding

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM BY JANUARY 21, TO:

14



AGENDA

Counselors - M.S./J.H.

Meeting Math/Science Conference

for Seventh and Eighth Grade Girls

January , 19

9:00-11:30 am

1 Purpose of Meeting:

a. To discuss plans for this year's conference

b. Identify schools that will participate

c. Get suggestions and concerns you have regarding the conference

2. Conference details:

a. Grant received

b. Conference format

c. Cost per participant

d. Location/Date

3. Need your assistance:

a. Promoting conference

b. Identifying participaits

c. Suggested procedure for girls to apply

d. Getting girls ready for conference

e. Encouraging parents and science/math teachers to participate

f. Suggestions for female role models

g. Suggestions for hands-on presenters

4. Time line

5. Pre- and Post-test to be administered to girls

6. Questions or other concerns

15



MATH/SCIENCE CONFERENCE FOR 7th & 8th GRADE GIRLS

Saturday, April , 19

STUDENT INTEREST SHEET

(School)

(Name)

I would like to participate in this program because

If I am invited to be in the program and accept the invitation, I would consider this a
commitment that includes participating all day on Saturday, April 19 .

Two teacher recommendations:

(Signature)

I feel that would benefit from and would
Student's Name

be an excellent participant in the April , 19 Math/Science Conference.

Teacher

Teacher

16
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Student Information Sheet

BARRY/BRANCH/CALHOUN INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICTS

MATH/SCIENCE CONFERENCE FOR 7th and 8th GRADE GIRLS

Saturday, April , 19

8:30 a.m. 2:30 p.m.

PLEASE PRINT:

STUDENT

HOME ADDRESS

CITY & ZIP HOME PHONE

SCHOOL GRADE

PARENTS
I will provide transportation for my daughter to attend.

Yes No

* A very important part of this conference is planned especially for parents. If possible,
we strongly urge both mothers and fathers to participate the entire day along with their
daughters.

Parent(s) who will be attending:

Parents will not be able to attend
(Print) Parent Name

(Print) Parent Name

Parent Signature

Return this form by to:

$ Cost Per Each Student. $ Cost Per Adult

Make checks payable to

Conference Goals

To develop an awarness of the range of
career opportunities in math/science and
related fields.

To increase young women's interest in
mathematics and science.

Students

Meet with women in math/science
related fields, discover a variety
of career options and participate in
hands-on workshops.

Parents

Special workshops have been planned
for parents and other interested adults
accompanying students.



Math/Science Conference for 7th & 8th Grade Girls

April 19

PROPOSED STUDENT SELECTION CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES

Kind of Student Best Suited For This Program

Students choosing to participate in this project should be evaluated on their ability to:
work well independently; think abstractly; be highly motivated, task oriented and
inquisitive; and actively participate in problem-solving, critical thinking and discussion
activities.

Proposed Selection Criteria

Each student should be considered in at least two categories of criteria: TEST DATA
and TEACHER NOMINATION. High scores and strong nominations should be
considered.

Test Data
1. Intelligence tests
2. Achievement tests
3. Specific Ability Areas (science, math)

Teacher Nomination
1. Specific ability areas (high interest or ability in science/math)
2. Rating scale (assessments of motivation, creativity, leadership and learning

characteristics)

Proposed Selection Committee

It is suggested each district form a selection committee perhaps composed of the
principal, the school counselor, one or more science/math teachers and parents.

Suggested Guidelines to be Followed in Selecting Students

1 Local district selection committee is formed and identifies criteria and procedures
to use in selecting its quota of students. It establishes a time line for completing the
procedure. (Suggested completion date no later than March 19 .)

2. Selection committee discusses the project and student selection procedures with
the instructional staff, asks for nominations and hands out appropriate nomination
forms.

3. Teacher nominations are submitted by an appropriate date to the selection
committee.

4. Test scores and other agreed-to evaluative data on nominated students are
collected by the selection committee.

5. Selection committee reviews data and identifies potential stuuents for the project.

18



6. Potential students are given info mation on the project and interviewed to assure
their interest and commitment. An intere-+ sheet requesting participation in the
project is completed by the student and submitted to the selection committee.

7. Student information sheets, one for each selected student, are submitted to
Calhoun Intermediate School District by Monday, March , 19 .

8. By March , 19 , a letter of congratulations from CISD project staff is sent to
student participants.

19



MATH/SCIENCE CONFERENCE FOR 7th/8th GRADE GIRLS

DISTRICT SCHOOL

The following staff will attend SATURDAY, APRIL _, 19 Math/Science
Conference for 7th and 8th grade girls:

Name Position Grade

20



Dear Teacher:

Seventh and eighth grade girls in our school are being offered an opportunity to partici-
pate in an Intermediate School District all-day conference on Saturday, April_219_
The conference is designed to expose the students to a variety of resource people in
science and math related careers.

We are primarily looking at academically talented students in the science and math
areas.

Students participating in the project should possess the following characteristics.

1. Scores of 90% or above on math or science subtests on standardized achieve-
ment and/or aptitude tests.

2. Grades of "B" or above average in math and/or science classes in the current
year.

3. Have demonstrated a high interest in math and/or science i.e., special projects
etc.

4. Have deomonstrated academic responsibility i.e., assignments completed on
time, etc.

5. Have demonstrated a potential for achievement in math and/or science which
you think should be encouraged as a possible career area.

Conference Objectives:

1. To stimulate the participants' interest in mathematics and science.
2. To broaden their awareness of career options.
3. To motivate them to elect higher level math and science courses in high school

and college.

4. To provide female role models and possible mentors.

Please think about the students in your classes, and for those few which appear to
possess the above characteristics, complete for each the Scale For Rating Behavioral
Characteristics of Superior Students. When finished, submit the completed rating
scales to our selection committee.

Thank you for your help,

Selection Committee for the
Intermediate School District
Math/Science Conference
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Rating Behavioral
Characteristics of girls
with math/science talent

STUDENTS:
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TRI-COUNTY
MATH/SCIENCE CONFERENCE

7th and 8th GRADE GIRLS

April 19____

Total participating school population for 7th and 8th grade: 5,416

169 Participants

Formula: 1 student participant per 32 students- small districts all receive at least 4 slots.

SCHOOL DISTRICT

Albion

Athens

TOTAL 7th and 8th PROGRAM SLOTS
GRADE STUDENTS ALLOCATED

337 11

128 4

Battle Creek: Springfield 139 4

Northwestern 330 10

Southeastern 160 5

W.K. Kellogg 378 12

Bellevue 163 5

Harper Creek 343 11

Homer 155 5

Lakeview 458 14

Marshall 334 10

Olivet 168 5

PenrIeld 269 8

Tekonsha 61 4

Union City 164 5

Bronson 169 16

Coldwater 503 7

Quincy 227 7

St. Mary's Bronson 24 4

Delton Kellogg 281 9

Hastings 475 15

Total 169
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Conference Date: Saturday, April , 19

Site: Olivet College

Jan. 19

Jan. 29

TIME LINE

Math/Science Conference
for Junior High Girls

Information meeting with counselors

Inform CISD if you are participating

Mar. 10 Registrations for girls, parents, educators
along with pre-test survey due to CISD

Mar. 25 Letters from CISD to girls and their parents
(Will include map, conference schedule, etc.)

Apr. 16

May

Conference

Post-test survey
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CONFERENCE SURVEYS

GRADE: SCHOOL.

7th & 8th Grade Girls Math/Science
PRE-CONFERENCE SURVEY

Please answer the following questions as best you can.

1. My knowledge of how I can use science in my everyday life is:
a Very good b. Good c. Fair d. Poor e. Very poor

2. My knowledge of the different kinds of jobs that use science is:
a. Very good b. Good c. Fair d. Poor e. Very poor

3. My knowledge of how I can use math in my everyday life is:
a. Very good b. Good c. Fair d. Poor e. Very poor

4. My knowledge of the different kinds of jobs that use math is:
a. Very good b. Good c. Fair d. Poor e. Very poor

5. Circle the math courses you have taken or are now taking:
7th grade math 7th grade advanced math 8th grade math

8th grade advanced math algebra other

6. How many of your math and science teachers have been women?

6th grade 7th grade 8th grade

7. Have you taken any summer or after-school classes in math, science, shop
or computers?
No Yes (Please describe)

8. Circle the grades you plan to take math classes:
a. 9 b. 10 c. 11 d. 12 e. college

9. Circle the grades you plan to take science classes:
a. 9 b. 10 c. 11 d. 12 e. college
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10. Circle the grades you plan to take computer classes:
a. 9 b. 10 c. 11 d. 12 e. college

11. After high school, what kind of education do you plan?
a. None b. Don't know c. Junior college d. military
e. Bachelor's degree f. Advanced degree

12. Have you given thought to your career plans?
a. None b. Very little c. Some d. A lot

13. Finish this sentence: When I grow lip, I think I might like to be a
1) , or 2) , or

3)

14. Circle three of the fol;owing that you feel influence your career plans:
a. Mother b Father c. Other relative d. Teacher e. Counselor

f. Friends g. TV/newspaper/radio h Books I. Myself I. Other

Put a second circle on the person or thing that has influenced you most.

15. Does your mother do scientific or technical work?
a. No b. Yes c. Don't know

16. Does your father do scientific work?
a. No b YPS c Don't know

17. How often do you notice women in math or science fields in newspapers,
magazines, and text books?

a. Don't know b. Never c. Sometimes d Often

18. How often do you notice women on TV in math or science fields?
a. Don't know b. Never c. Sometimes d. Often

19. Would you hesitate to take a class if you knew that there would be mostly boys in it?
a No b. Yes c. Maybe d. Probably not e. Haven't thought about it

THANK YOU FOR FILLING THIS OUT!



GRADE: SCHOOL*

7th and 8th Grade Girls Math/Science
POST-CONFERENCE SURVEY

Please answer the following questions as best you can.

1. My knowledge of how I can use science in my everyday life is:
d. Very good b. Good c. Fair d. Poor e. Very poor

2. My knowledge of the different kinds of jobs that use science is:
a. Very good b. Good c. Fair d. Poor e. Very poor

3. My knowledge of how I can use math in my everyday life is:
a. Very good b. Good c. Fair d. Poor e. Very poor

4. My knowledge of the different kinds of jobs that use math is:
a. Very gc ,d b. Good c. Fair d. Poor e. Very poor

5. Circle the grades you plan to take math classes:
a 9 b. 10 c. 11 d 12 e. college

6. Circle the grades you plan to take science classes:
a. 9 b. 10 c. 11 d. 12 e. college

7. Circle the grades you plan to take computer classes:
a. 9 b. 10 c. 11 d 12 e. college

8. After high school, what kind of education do you plan?
a. None b. Don't know c Junior college d Military

e. Bachelor's degree f Advanced degree

9. Have you given thought to your career plans?
a. None b. Very little c. Some d, A lot

,
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10. Finish this sentence: When I grow up, I think I might like to be a
1) , or 2) , or

3)

11. How often do you notice women in math or science fields in newspapers,
magazines, and text books?

a. Don't know b. Never c. Sometimes d. Often

12. How often de you notice women on TV in math or science fields:
a. Don't know b. Never c. Sometimes d. Often

13. Would you hesitate to take a class if you knew that there would be mostly boys in it?
a. No b. Yes c. Maybe d. Probably not e. Haven't thought about it

14. List some things you have noticed in school, the media, your family, etc., that you
might not have noticed before attending the April 19th Conference for Girls.

1 )

2)

3)

THANK YOU FOR FILLING THIS OUT!

'5
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RECRUITMENT OF PRESENTERS

Female Role Models:

Needed. Seven to eight females in a variety of careers which require math/science
background. Include careers that may not require a four-year college education and
possibly a college student who is majoring in math/science.

All of the women we asked to present for the conference were extremely enthusiastic
and supportive of the importance of this type of opportunity fa talented young women.
They were very willing to volunteer their time and felt that they had a great deal to share
regarding their careers, particular obstacles they encountered as women in male
dominated fields and the difficulties of balancing career and family.

Each role model presented three 20-minute sessions in the morning and each was a
member of the afternoon panel. (The panel was led by a moderator who met with them
during lunch session II to get acquainted and rehearse for the panel presentation.)

Hands-on Instructors:

Needed: Four to eight female math/science instructors from a college, high school or
junior high faculty. (For our conference we chose to have one male as a hands-on
instructor because he had been very supportive and had assisted us in developing the
Handbook for Educators.)

* Instructors selected their own activity. We encouraged them to select activities
involving construction.
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KEYNOTER
CONFIRMATION

January 19

Dear

I am writing to confirm our recent telephone conversation regarding your keynote
presentation at our conference Saturday, April , 19 for seventh and eighth
grade girls talented in math/science. The site will be Olivet College. We are also
planning on you leading an informal discussion with parents, counselors and
science/math teachers following your keynote. You are not scheduled for any specific
sessions after the 10:00 a.m. discussion group; however, we hope you will be able to
spend the entire day with us.

The enclosed format should give you an idea of how the day looks. The purpose of our
conference is to give recognition to our talented seventh and eighth grade girls and to
make them more aware of the many options and opportunities available to them in
science and math career areas. There will be 170 girls, their parents and educators in
attendance for an approximate total of 400 people.

You may want to include some general information in your keynote regarding gifted
girls, including some of the research along with an emphasis on under representation
in math/science fields and any other ideas you may have to get them thinking.

As discussed, we will pay you a $ stipend, travel, lodging and any other expenses
you might incur. I will be in touch in early March regarding your travel and lodging
plans.

We are planning to have a super conference and look forward to you being with us.

Sincerely,

Program Director

Enclosure
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KEYNOTER
THANK YOU

May , 19

Dear

Thank you so much for the excellent keynote you did at our April conference for
girls. The evaluations on the keynote, from both adults and students, were very high.
When we get them compiled, I will send you a copy, along with our package of materials
for replicating the conference.

The discussion you led also received very high rri2:-.s. We appreciate you spending the
entire day with us and giving students and parents an opportunity to chat with you
informally.

Would it be possible to get a copy of your keynote address. Some of the counselors who
attended have requested a copy, and the data you discussed would be extremely
valuable in raising the level of awareness as we work toward solutions.

Again, thanks so much for setting just the right tone tor our most successful student
conference to date. I enjoyed having the chance to meet you and hope we have an
occasion to work together in the future.

Sincerely,

Program Director

Enclosure
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ROLE MODEL
CONFIRMATION

February 3,

Dear

I am writing to confirm our recent conversation regarding you presenting at our
Saturday, April__ , conference for seventh and eighth grade girls talented in math and
science. We really appreciate your willingness it; help us make this an outstanding
experience for the girls, their parents, counselors and math/science teachers.

The encloser,' format should give you an idea of how the day will run. There will be 170
girls, their parents and educators in attendance for an approximate, total of 400 people.
The site for the conference will be Olivet College.

I am asking eight women, representing a variety of careers related to math/science, to
present three 20 minute small grcup sessions to approximately 25 of the young girls.
The group sessions will ;tart at 10:00 a.m. with a break in between. You might like
to 1,

1. HOW you related to math/science at their age.
2. What you do on the job - a typical day.

(Bring any visual mwerials or tools that relate to your work.)
3. Academic preparation necessary for your career.
4. Advantages and disadvantages of your work.
5. Balancing family with career.

Along with the 20 minute small group sessions, we are also asking you to be part of a
panel with the other seven presenters from 1:15 to 2:15 p.m. The panel will give all the
girls, parents and educators an opportunity to hear from each of you. Dr. Ruth Snyder
has agreed to be the panel moderator, and she will meet with you during the second
lunch session to get acquainted and rehearse. Each memberof the panel will have from
three to five minutes and then will respond to audience questions. The focus of the
panel might include:

1. Describing what you do on the job briefly.
2. How you chose your career.
3. Specific suggestions for girls to get more information/experience.
4. Identification of the person who most influenced you.

(a lot for 3 to 5 minutes!)

Prior to the conference, I will send you an equipment request form, map and other
important information. Thanks so much for agreeing to help us on April . We are
excited about our talented young junior high gins having this opportunity.
Sincerely,

Program Director

Enclosure
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ROLE MODEL
ROOM ASSIGNMENT

April , 19

Dear

As promised, I am sending you more information regarding your presentation at our
April 19 girls' math/science conference.

We appreciate your willingness to help make this outstanding experience for all of our
participants and hope that you will be able to spend the entire day with us. (See the
enclosed format for the conference schedule.)

Your schedule will include:

Room 10:00 10:20 a. 1. S' ssion with 25 girls.

Room 10:30 10:50 a.m. Repeat session

Rocm 11:00 11:20 a.m. Repeat session

11:30 12:15 a.m. LUNCH

Room 12:15 1:00 a.m. Meet with panel moderator Dr. Ruth Snyder

1:15 2:15 p.m. Panel Approximate audience 400 girls, parents and educators.

We hope you will be able to join all presenters immediately following the conference for
a socia! hour at Schuler's. For our *nformation, please return the enclo d form by
April I am looking forward to sEeir:g you on April .

Sincerely,

Program Director

Enclosure
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Please return in the enclosed envelope by:
April , 19

Presenter

Home Phone.

Office Phone.

To assist us in planning for our Saturday, April 19th girls' math/science conference we
would appreciate the following information:

Equipment needs you would like us to provide:

If you need to purchase any items for your activity, please send me your receipts or an
itemized statement so our office can reimburse you for any expenses.

We would appreciate having some brief biographical information about you one or
two sentences to assist the person who will be introducting you. (Olivet M.S.
participating girls will be doing the introductions in your small group session.)

Thank you
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ROLE MODEL
THANK YOU

May_, 19

Dear

Thank you so much for being a part of our April 19 Girls Math/Science Conference. We
especially appreciate the willingness of professionals like you who take the time to
share your experience and knowledge with our area's talented young women.

The evaluations from the 400 adults and students who participated were very high.
Everyone loved the panel. You did a super job of getting the message across regarding
the importance of keeping options open by continuing your math and science courses.

In this morning's Free Press, a freshman girl from the University of Michigan was
quoted as saying, "I found out this year that I don't like mathematics. I've always been
good at it, but I can't see any application for math." I felt sad that this young woman had
not had the opportunity to attend a conference like ours when she was in seventh and
eight; grade.

We really appreciate your spending the entire day with our program and had many
comments from participants indicating how much they enjoyed having an opportunity
to chat with you informally throughout the day.

Again, thank you so much for helping us have our most successful conference of the
year. I hope to have a chance to work with you in the future.

Sincerely,

Program Director
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MODERATOR
ROOM ASSIGNMENT

TO:

FROM:

RE: Girls Math/Science Conference, Saturday, April , 19

DATE: April_, 19

Thanks so much for volunteering to be the moderator of our panel discussion at the
Girls Math/Science Conference April_ , 19_ It is going to be a great conference
and we are looking forward to a super experience for all involved.

The enclosed letters were mailed to each presenter who will be on the panel.
You will be meeting with panel members at Olivet College in:

Room 110 from 12:15 to 1:00 p.m.

The panel is scheduled for the auditorium from: 1:15 to 2:15 p.m.

There will be an approximate total of 400 in the audience. This will include girls, parents
and educators.

We are planning a social hour at Schuler's immediatley following the conference and
hope that you will be able to join us. If you can squeeze in the time, please plan to spend
the entire day with us. (See enclosed format.)

Thanks for your help and great support, Ruth.

RA/cw

Enclosures
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HANDS -ON
CONFIRMATION AND
ROOM ASSIGNMENT

TO:

FROM:

RE: Hands-On Sessions
Girls Math/Science Conference
Saturday, Apirl , 19

DATE: March , 19

Thanks so much for your willingness to be a part of our April 16th conference for girls.

You are scheduied for session(s).

Session I: 11:30 12:15 p.m. Room

Session II: 12:15 1:00 p.m. Room.

You will have approximately 15 girls in each session. They will be from a variety of our
participating schools.

The enclosed material should give you some ideas regarding an activity for the 45-
minute sessions.

We hope that at the beginning of the hands-on session that you will discuss its purpose
with the girls. These sessions are to encourage them to take part and get involved in
more activities which call for problem-solving and constructing something to solve a
math or science problem. They need to become aware of the fact that girls often choose
not to do such activities, and consequently they lack some important skills necessary
for many careers they might choose.

We hope you will be able to attend the keynote session and the afternoon panel
discussion with us on April 19. If you can take the time, pie plan to join us at
Schuler's for an informal social hour immediately following the conference.

Again, we appreciate your willingness to help make the conference an outstanding
experience for our area schools' talented seventh and eighth grade girls.

For our information, please return the enclosed form to me by April , 19 .



HANDS-ON
THANK YOU

May 19_

Dear Sharon,

Thanks so much for assisting us in our April 16tn
Girls Math/Science Conference.

The hands-on sessions were a big success and
were rated highly by the girls. Without educators
like you who were willing to share their expertise,
the day would not have been the outstanding
success it was.

Again, thank you for all your help in providing
such an outstanding experience for so many
young, talented seventh and e'ghth grade girls.

Sincerely,

i
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COUNSELORS
THANK YOU

INFORMATION TO PARENTS AND COUNSELORS

MEMORANDUM

TO: Counselors

FROM:

RE: Girls Math/Science Conference, Saturday, April__, 19

DATE: April , 19

Thank you so much for your support of the conference for talented math/science girls
in your school. Thanks to your efforts, we will have:

20 schools participating
170 seventh and eighth grade girls
184 parents including 66 fathers. 76% of the girls will have one or more parents

attending
27 educators

Attached is a copy of the letter sent to students, a map and a schedule for the day. The
map and schedule will also be sent to educators in your building who plan to attend the
conference.

We are looking forward to an exciting day for all involved.

Enclosures
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PARENTS
CONGRATULATIONS AND INFORMATION

April , 19_
Dear Parents:

Congratulations on the selection of your daughter as a participant in the Barry, Branch
and Calhoun Intermediate School Districts' April _, 19_, conference for seventh and
eighth grade girls who are talented in math and science. A format for the day and a map
are enclosed.

A number of professional women will be sharing their expertise and enthusiasm with
our conference participants. They will be speaking about their work in medicine,
banking, computer science, engineering, chemistry and other math/science areas.

We are pleased at the large number of girls, parents and educators who will be
attending. There will be approximately 400 participants at the conference.

We ask you to arrive at Olivet College before 9:00 a.m. so that you can register and
receive your conference information.

Lunch is being provided for all participants. If you signed-up to attend on your
daughter's registration slip, we are planning on you as a participant.

We look forward to an exciting and ioformative conference for all involved.

Sincerely,

Program Director
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STUDENT FOLDERS

Include:

Program

Blank paper

Pencil*

Two 3X5 inch cards**

Any pamphlet handouts

Schedule sheet

Evaluation form

* Pencils quoted the conference theme.

GIRLS + MATH + SCIENCE = CHOICES

** Cards were provided for participants to write questions for panel presenters.
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YOUR SCHEDULE

10:00 - 10:20 Session A Room

10:30 - 10:50 Session B Room

11:00 11:20 Session C Room

LUNCH Session

HANDS-ON Session Room

. Girls are assigned to three role model sessions. Approximately 25 girls are
assigned to each presenter.

. Hands-on sessions have approximately 15 girls per session.

The lunch period is split into two sessions. Girls from the same school and adults
from those schools are assigned the same schedule.
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ADULT FOLDERS

Include:

Program

Blank paper

Pencil

Two 3X5 inch cords

Any pamphlet handouts

Evaluation form

Parent Handbook

Educator Handbook
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COWFERENCE SITE

1. A college campus is often an excellent choice, as the location is a neutral one and
may not have regular classes going if a Saturday date is selected. The availability of a
staffed cafeteria can also be a plus in cutting down conference costs.

2. A participating junior high or middle school might also provide an excellent facility.

(There may be additional costs to the budget depending on the particular site you
select: custodian, etc.)

You will need:

a. An auditorium that seats at least 400.

b. A minimum of eight to 10 classrooms.

c. Cafeteria facilities.

Plan to have at least two meetings with site staff you will be working with. The first
session will be used to check out facilities and establish a contact person. The second
session, just prior to the conference, will allow you to make sure all needs are covered.

Be sure to give the contact person a written list of specific needs: Rooms, audio visual
equipment, outlets, extension cords, etc.
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SITE
THANK YOU

April , 19

Dear

Thank you so much for the super job you did in having things run so smoothly for our
April 16 conference. It is such a pleasure to work with someone who follows through so
well and gives attention to the small details as well as to the larger ones. Your assistance
along with Leslie's was greatly appreciated.

There were a number of comments on the evaluations from both the girls and their
parents about Olivet College's fine fani;ities. Coleen Rose and Joel Peterson did an
excellent job of assisting us with all the little details that were so important for a
smooth-running day.

Please send the billing for food, student help and any other costs to my attention.

We look forward to working with Olivet College in the future and compliment you and
many others on Olivet's staff for providing our program with such an outstanding
facility.

Sincerely,

Program Director
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OTHER SITE
THANK YOUS

May , 19 _
Dear

Thank you so much for helping us at Olivet College with out April
conference for girls.

We appreciate your willingness to work on a Saturday to make
sure that everything went smoothly for the 400 people who at-
tended. It takes a lot of people to put on such a conference, and
everyone who helped played a big part in making the event one of
our most successful conferences to date.

I hope to have a chance to worts with you sometime in the future.

Sincerely,

May , 19_

Dear

Thank you so much for all your help in making our April
conference such a success. We appreciate all the assistance and
attention to detail you and others at Olivet provided to make sure
everything would run smoothly.

Your girls, who did introductions and helped folks feel
comfortable, were fun to woi k with and did a very nice job.

I especially appreciated you sticking around ., i April 15, to set t..,d
for the next day. I enjoyed working with you, David, and again
thank you for your many contributions to one of our best
conferences of the year.

Sincerely,
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Student Reaction Form

EVALUATION

Name of School

MATH/SCIENCE CONFERENCE FOR 7th and 8th GRADE GIRLS
SATURDAY, APRIL_, 19

DIRECTIONS: Please circle the answer which best describes your feelings about your
experience at today's conference.

SD = Strongly Disagree
D = Disagree
N = Neutral
A = Agree

SA = Strongly Agree

1. I felt this program was worthwhile for me.

2. I liked the way the day was organized

3. I enjoyed the hands-on activities.

4. The speakers kept my interest.

5. Please evaluate the sessions you attended.

(Please fill in the names)

SD D N A SA

SD D N A CA

SD D N A SA

SD D N A SA

OOPS ... GREAT

Session A 1 2 3 4 5
Presenter

Session B 1 2 3 4 5
Presenter

Session C 1 2 3 4 5
Presenter

Hands-on 1 2 3 4 5
Presenter

Keynote 1 2 3 4 5
Dr Carolyn Callahan

Panel 1 2 3 4 5

6. Three benefits I received from particiating in this conference:

a

b

c.

7. Suggestions for improving the conference:
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ADULT REACTION FORM

School District Name

Speaker

'-.Jucator

Parent

MATH/SCIENCE CONFERENCE FOR 7th and 8th GRADE GIRLS
SATURDAY, APRIL_, 19_

DIRECTIONS: Please circle the answer which best describes your feelings about your
experience at today's conference.

SD = Strongly Disagree
D = Disagree
N = Neutral
A = Agree

SA = Strongly Agree

1. I felt this program was a worthwhile experience SD D N A SA
for the students.

2. I found this program to be a personally rewarding SD D N A SA
one.

3. The schedule for the day was about right. SD D N A SA

4. I would recommend the conference to other SD D N A SA
speakers, educators, parents.

5. My reactions to the speakers:
OOPS ... GREAT

Keynote 1 2 3 4 5

Discussion 1 2 3 4 5

Film 1 2 3 4 5

Session Choice 1 2 3 4 5
Presenter

Panel 1 2 3 4 5

6. Three benefits I received from participating in this conference:

a.

b.

c

7. Suggestions for improving the conference:
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2. I

b
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3.
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V

Recommendations

DO'S OF THE CONFERENCE

ave a committee at each school to assist you in identifying girls to participate.

nvolve the math/science teachers in identifying a talent pool of girls who might
enefit from participating. Look beyond the all "A" students and high-scorers on
tandardized tests. Include minority students, and look carefully at underachieving

gifted girls.

Call together the girls in your talent pool. Discuss the conference, and invite them to
apply. When you have quotas, this procedure gives recognition to more girls than
might be able to attend.

. Assume you will need to discuss appropriate behavior at a conference as this will be
a new experience for the girls.

5. Emphasize the importance of the girls having both parents attend. Discuss the
activities that will be specifically geared to parents and the value of having them
attend for the entire day.

6. Assign no more than four girls from a particular school to each session. Seventh and
eighth grade girls love to chat with friends. Assign at least two girls from the same
school to each session, however, as this age girl can also be very insecure.



DON'TS OF THE CONFERENCE

1. Don't forget to spend a few minutes of time during the opening session to explain
your rationale for assigning girls to sessions rather than giving them choices. The
rationale is based on the importance of:

a. Making sure each professional volunteering time will have an audience.

b. Giving girls exposure to career fields they may not already have an interest in. It
expands their horizons.

c. Exposing girls from each participating school tc' ' variety of presenters so they
can share information from many presenters with each other.

2. When quotas are used, avoid having girls attend the conference two years in a row.
Attendir 7 more than once might be a valuable experience; however, try to provide
this opportunity for as many girls as possible from each participating school.

3. Don't forget to contact your local newspapers and TV stations to get coverage for
the conference. (This should be done at least three weeks prior to the event.)
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VI

Follow-Up Activities

1. Have girls wno attend the conference plan ways to share what they :oarned with
others at their s,hool.

2. Distribu.e handbooks for educators and parents to people in your school who may
not have had an opportunity to attend the conference.

3. Make the 10 minute video tape on the conference available to your building staff
and also to high school staff. Encourage them to use the tape as part of their
instruction with all students.

4. Provide in-service for math/science educators in your district to create an
awareness of how teacher and parent behavior is a key to assisting females in seeing
themselves in future scientific and technical fields. Include activities on sex equity.

5. Meet with high school girls who participated in the conference as a seventh or eighth
grader. Conduct a follow-up survey and in-service regarding the importance of
math/science in keeping options open.

*:p
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H.S. COUNS ELOR
INFORMATION FOR
DOING A FOLLOWUP SURVEY

MEMORANDUM

TO: High School Counselors

FROM:

RE: Girls Math/Science Conference Follow-up

DATE: April , 19

I am in the process of organizing a 'ollow-up study related to our annual Junior High
Girls Math/Science Conference which is designed to encourage girls with
math/science abilities to pursue their development in these areas. I am attempting to
locate girls who participated in our 1985, '86 or '87 Math/Science Conference.

The enclosed list identifies those girls whom I believe are in your school. Could you
please assist me with distributing information to tnem? In addition, please include, if
you can, any girls in your school who attended the math/science conference while in
junior high but whose names are missing from this list.

Initially, I would like your assistance in setting a one-hour time during the period from
April 25 - May 20 which I could use to meet with these girls at your school. I have
included a schedule for meeting with you and indentified girls. Please check your
calendar, and return the enclosed yellow form to me by April , 19

I will be explaining a conference follow-up survey at the meeting. Since the survey
requires a control group composed of girls who did not attend the conferece, I am
asking that each girl select, and be allowed to bring to the meeting, another female
classmate with equivalent math/science potential. This person must not have attended
any of our Junior High Math/Science Conferences. I am enclosing forms which can be
completed with meeting information and distributed to each girl.

Your help with this project is greatly appreciated, and I look forward to hearing from
you atY)Irt our proposed meeting.

RJC rw

Enclosures

cc:High School Principals
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SCHEDULE FOR MEETING
WITH

H.S. GIRLS WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE CISD
MATH/SCIENCE CONFERENCE WHILE IN 7TH and 8TH GRADE

Union City
Tekonsha
Homer

Lakeview
B.C. Central
Athens

Bronson
Coldwater
Quincy

Harper Creek
Pennfield
Springfield

Delton Kellogg
Hastings

Bellevue
Olivet

Albion

Marshall

Friday April 29th -1st a.m. period
April 29th -3rd a.m. period
April 29th -1st p.m. period

Wednesday May 4th -1st a.m. period
May 4th -3rd a.m. period
May 4th -2nd p.m. period

Tuesday May 10th -1st a.m. period
May 10th -3rd a.m. period
May 10th -1st p.m. period

Wednesday May 11th -1st a.m. period
May 11th -3rd a.m. period
May 11th -1st p.m. period

Thursday May 12th -2nd am. period
May 12th -1st p.m. period

Tuesday May 17th -2nd a.m. period
May 17th -1st p.m. period

Wednesday May 18th -2nd a.m. period

Thursday May 19th -2nd am. period

The above is a tentative schedule. If you indicate on the enclosed yellow sheet that
the time I have scheduled for you will not work, please contact me to set another time.

5.
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CONFIRMATION FOR MEETING WITH HIGH SCHOOL GIRLS

Please return this form by Wednesday, April 20, to confirm the date and time for
meeting with girls in your high school.

The date and period listed on the enclosed schedule will work for our school.

Yes
Date

No, I will contact you to set another time.

Signature

Exact time you can
meet with girls at
our school.
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Junior High Girls Math/Science Conference
Follow-Up Meeting

(Name)

(School)

(Grade)

(Meeting Date) (Time) (Place)

Bccause you attended either the 1985, '86 or '87,Junior High Girls Math/Science
Conference organized by the Calhoun Intermediate School District, you are being
asked to attend a meeting to assist with a follow-up study. The date, time and place are
I istea above.

To assist tv i th the study, please bring a female classmate with abilitiy similiar to your
own in the fields of math and science. The only other requiremerV at she NOT have
attended one of these Math/Science Conferences.

I am looking forward to seeing you again at our meeting. Please complete this form, and
bring it with you to the meeting. Your help is greatly appreciated.

Rose J. Arbanas
Math/Science Conference Director

I will bring
(Name of Guest) (Grade)

I agree that the above named girl has comparable math/science ability to the student
presenting this form.

(Math or Science Teacher)
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(Name)

(Grade)

You are invited to help with a follow-up study being conducted in relation to the 1985,
'86 and '87 Junior High Girls Math/Science Conference organized by Calhoun
Intermediate School District. Your input will be helpful because our records indicate
that you did 1:0T attend any of these conferences.

Please bring this sheet with you to our meeting on
(Date)

at in
(Time) (Place)

Your help is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Girls Math/Science Conference Director
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Grade School

I attended the Math/Science Conference for Girls

19 19 _ 19

HIGH SCHOOL FOLLOWUP SURVEY
For Participants in J.H. Math/Science Conference for Girls

Please answer the following questions:

1. My knowledge of the different kinds of jobs that use science is:

a. very good b. good c. fair d. poor e. very poor

2. My knowledge of the different kinds of jobs that use mathematics is:

a. very good b. good c fair d. poor e. very poor

3. What mathematics classes have you taken in high school? (If you have not
completed a grade listed, fill in the classes you plan to take.)

9th grade

10th grade

11th grade

12th grade

4. What science classes ilave you taken in high school? (If you have not completed a
grade listed, fill in the classes you plan to take.)

9th grade

10th grade

11th grade

12th grade

5. What computer classes have you taken in high school? (If you have not completed a
grade listed, fill in the classes you plan to take.)

9tn gracIP

10th grade

11th grade

12th grade

6. Do you have a computer at home? yes no
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7. Have you taken, or are you now taking, accelerated or advanced placement math or
science classes?

yes no If yes, list the titles of the classes:

8. What are your educational plans after high school?

a. none
b. don't know
c. vocational training
d. military

e. community college
f. bachelor's degree

g. advanced degree

9. How much thought have you given to your career plans?

a. none b. very little c. some d. a lot

10. What ki.ids of activities have you participated in to find out more about career
interests you have?

11. Name as many famous women as you can who have, or had, careers requiring math
and science backgrounds:

12. Name as many famous men as you can who have, or had, careers requiring math
and science backgrounds.

13. Do you personally know any women (mother, relative, friend of family, neighbor)
who have careers requiring a math/science background?

rs no List, along with occupation:

Name Occupation
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14. Do you personally know any men (father, relative, friend of family, neighbor) who
have careers requiring a math/science background?

yes no List, along with occupation:
Name Occupation

15. Do you look 1 lr representation of women and minorities in your textbooks,
advertisements, school bulletin boards and TV in nontraditional roles?

yes no sometimes
16. Would you be comfortable in a class if you were the only female?

Comment:

yes no maybe don't know

17. For each of the following statements, tell if you agree, disagree, or are undecided:
a. Studying science and mathematics is just as important for women as for men.

a. agree b. disagree c. undecided

b. Mathematics will be important to me when I get out of high school.
a. agree b. disagree c. undecided

c. I would have more faith in the answer for math problem solved by a man than by
a woman.

a. agree b. disagree c. undecided

d. I would like to know more about jobs in science, mathematics or engineering
field.
a. agree b. disagree c. undecided

e. I would like to visit a scientist at work.
a. agree b. disagree c. undecided

f. My teachers expect me to do well in math/science.
a. agree b. disagree c. undecided

g. Math and science classes are important for most of the college majors I might
choose.
a. agree b. disagree c. undecided

h. My teachers seem to encourage and call on boys more frequently than they do
girls in my classes.
a. agree b. disagree c. undecided
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18. Do you feel your participation in the Junior Fliyi Math/Science Conference has
made a difference in your participation and attitudes toward school, your career
goals, etc.?

a. yes

Please explain:

b. no c. not sure

19. Did your parents attend the Junior High Math/Science Conference with you?

yes no

a. Mother attended b. Father attended c. Both attended

d. Other adult attended with me

* Did their participation make them seem more interested in your
participation in math and science?

yes no not sure

20. On a scale of one to ten, with one being low and ten being high, please rate the
following:

1) I like math.

2) I like science.

3) I have a lot of ability in mathematics and math-related activities.

4) I have a lot of ability in science and science relate. i activities.

5) My parents are aware ;f the class choices I make when planning my
high school schedule.

6) My parents actively encourage me to select math and science classes.

7) My parents often talk to me about my career plans.

8) My high school counselor has encouraged me to select math and
science classes.

9) My high school math and science teachers encourage me to succeed in
their classes.

t)
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21. What do you see yourself doing seven years after high school?

Change the heading and omit questic.ls 18 and 19 if you have a control group survey.



VII
Resources

Media (Used with adults at conference)

1) When I Grow Up 18 min. film. It shows clear differences very early in career
aspirations of boys versus girls. Also depicts differences in expectations o' adults
for boys versus girl3. (MTI Teleprograms Inc., 4825 f I. Scott St., Schiller Park, IL
60176)

2) Making Points 10 min. film. A very "pointed" film about sex stereotyping in our
society. It features junior high age boys in role reversal. (Direct Cinema Limited
Library, 445 West Main St., Wyckofs, NJ 07481)

3) Science: Women's Work 25 min., ' "2." video tape. It shows a number of successful
women working in scientific and technical fields. (National Audiovisual Center,
8700 Edgeworth Dr., Capitol Heights, MD 20743-3701)

4) Handbook for Educators Design( J to create awareness of the importance of
encouraging females in math/science areas. It includes specific activities for
educators. (Calhoun Intermediate School District)

5) Handbook for Parents Designed to create an awareness of the important role
parents have in whether or not their daughters pursue careers in scientific and
technical fields. (Calhoun Intermediato School District)

Materials for follow-up activities:

1) Girls + Math + Science = Choices Ten minute 1/2" video tape. Depicts the
conference ,-,,tivities and includes a strong message of encouragement to talented
young women t_ ,..:rsue careers in math/science (Calhoun Intermediate School
District.)

2) Kit to Develop and Present a Math/Science Conference for Females in Middle
School Developed by. Betty Lee Ongley, Counselor, Portage Public Schools.
(Office of Sex Equity, Michigan Department of Educators, Box 30008, Lansing MI
48909)
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Places To Write

Write to these organizations to receive brochure copies that interest you

American Chemical Society Career Services
1155 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

American Chemical Society Dis of Approved Schools 1984
- Careers ac a Chemical Technician
- A Career in Chemical Engineer,ng
- A Career in Analytical Chemistry

A Career in Biochemistry

American Meteorological Society
45 Balcon Street
Boston, MA 02108

- The Challenge of Meteorology

American Society for Microbiology
1P13 Eye Street, N'.W
Washington, D.C. 20006

- Microbiology in '(our Future
American Society for Microbiology Fact Sheet
Colleges and Universities Cleating Degrees in Microbiology

American Statistical Association Careers in Statistics
Suite 640, 806 Fifteenth St , N W
Washington, D C 20005

Careers for Women in Mathematics

The Center for Women's Services
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, MI 49007

Women in Science Brochures available on Psychology Geology. Econ)mics
Computer Science, Biology. Chemistry

Society of Women Engineers
United Er gineering Center
Room 305
345 East 47th Street
New York, NY 10017

Betsy and Robbie

The American Sociological Association
1722 N. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Careers in Sociology
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Michigan Dept. of Education
Office for Sex Equity in Education
P. 0. Box 30008
Lansing, MI 48909

Excellent materials to promote sex equity in education, available for teachers, K-1,, counselors
students.

EQUALS
Lawrence Hall of Science
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720
(415) 642-1823

Teacher edu^.ation programs and materials to attract and retain females and minority students in
math

Multiplying Options and Subtracting Bias
225 North Mills Street
University of Wisconsin, Madison
Madison, WI 53706

Excellent series of videotapes and workshop materials on women and mathematics fcr junior and
senior high school students, teachers. counselors, parents they present the case for keeping options
open by continuing in mathematical study

The Office of Opportunities in Science
American Association for the Advancement of Science
1776 Massachusetts Ave., N.W
Washington, DC 20036

List of career opportunities in the sciences reference bibuograohles etc

The Committee on the Status of Women in Physics
American Physical Society
335 E. 45th Street
New York, NY 10017

Packet of three pamphlets to provide information for counselors, teachers, and students to encourage
young women to consider science and engineering careers

ASETS Achieving Sex Equity Through Students
Wayne County Intermediate School District
Box 807
Wayne, MI 48184
(313) 467-1427

A student leadership program for encouraging students to explore and train for non-traditiona. ntry
to work opportuiline3 Part of the NETWORK PROJECT

PEER Project
1112 13th St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 332-7337

Project that works to end school practices, policies, and att tudes that limit children's choices or keep
them from learning the skills they will need fnr tomorrow's world
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